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Particle physics is the branch of physics that deals with the elementary constituents of
matter and radiation and the interactions between them. Therefore, it can be considered
one of the most fundamental topics of science. The philosophical concept of atomism was
discussed as early as in the 6th century BC by Greek philosophers like Democritus. It
was not until the year 1897, however, that the first elementary particle, the electron, was
discovered experimentally in cathode rays by J. J. Thomson. Another milestone was the
discovery of the atomic nucleus in an experiment conducted by Ernest Rutherford
in the year 1909. In this experiment, the deflection of alpha particle rays directed on a
thin gold foil was measured. The scattering angles were sometimes larger than 90 degrees
leading to the conclusion that the atom contains a small positively charged nucleus.
The establishment of nuclear physics and quantum mechanics followed in the twentieth
century leading to the discovery of a large variety of particles using scattering experiments
in the 50s and 60s. This “particle zoo” was confusing at first, but all these particles
could be reduced to combinations of a small number of elementary constituents in the
Standard Model developed in the 70s. Especially the realization that the structure of
the elementary components and their interactions follow basic mathematical principles
can be understood as one of the most outstanding discoveries of the twentieth century.
An important role in the mathematical description is attributed to local gauge theories
which deduce the existence of exchange bosons from symmetry principles. According to
the current understanding, the Standard Model is based upon a SU(3) × SU(2) × U(1)
symmetry which predicts the existence of eight gluons of the strong nuclear interaction
and four bosons of the electroweak interaction, the photon and the massive W± and Z
bosons.
The masses of the electroweak vector bosons play a very special role in this context,
because they cannot be constructed from mass terms in the Lagrange density. A promising
approach towards an explanation is the concept of spontaneous breaking of a local gauge
symmetry, the so-called Higgs mechanism, introduced by Peter Higgs in the year 1964.
This mechanism is connected to the existence of a scalar boson, the Higgs boson. The
search for this Higgs boson is one of the major challenges of today’s high energy physics.
This thesis is also dedicated to this search. Its discovery or non-discovery represents an
7
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important step towards a completion of our knowledge about elementary processes in
nature. A more detailed coverage of gauge theories and the Higgs mechanism is given in
Chapter 3 of this thesis.
The next generation particle accelerator LHC (“Large Hadron Collider”) and its asso-
ciated particle detectors, which are described in Chapter 2, have a very high potential to
answer the question about the existence of the Higgs boson. These experiments, which are
carried out by large international collaborations, are expected to provide first results in
2008. But not only the physics of the Higgs boson will be studied at these experiments.
Other theories beyond the Standard Model, like Supersymmetry or extra dimensions, will
be investigated as well. Furthermore, precision measurements in the Standard Model
will be very important in order to obtain complementary measurements to preceding ex-
periments and to find deviations from predictions of the Standard Model indicating new
physics. Also heavy ion physics will be studied at the LHC.
The main topic of this thesis is the determination of the discovery potential of the
Higgs boson in the decay channel H → bb with the CMS detector. The exclusion limit
of the Higgs mass has been determined to 114.4 GeV/c2 by the experiments at the Large
Electron-Positron Collider (LEP). The mass range just above this exclusion limit is very
interesting because constraints from experiments at Tevatron and LEP indicate a low
Higgs mass [1]. According to predictions within the Standard Model, the masses of the W
boson and the top quark are connected with the Higgs boson mass through radiative loop
corrections to the gauge boson propagators [2]. Figure 1.1 shows the dependency of the
allowed Higgs masses on mW and mt as well as the current measurements. Therefore, a
direct measurement of the Higgs boson mass represents an important consistency check of
the Standard Model. More details about the current status of the experimental search for
the Higgs boson is given in Chapter 3.
At the LHC there are many production and decay processes of Higgs bosons. The decay
channel H → bb has the highest branching ratio in the very low mass region up to about
130 GeV/c2. For slightly higher masses, the H → WW and H → ZZ decay modes start to
contribute significantly until they are the dominant channels at mH ≈ 160 GeV/c2. Due
to the large abundance of other sources of b-quarks at the LHC, especially g → bb, the
search for H → bb has to be carried out in association with top quark production. This
particular production mode has a reasonable cross section compared to background cross
sections, which is discussed in Chapter 5 of this thesis.
The full analysis of ttH with H → bb has been implemented in terms of a full simulation
of the CMS detector and realistic reconstruction algorithms have been applied. This specific
channel has been selected as “benchmark” channel in Volume 2 of the Physics Technical
Design Report (PTDR) [3] because of the high demands on track reconstruction and b-
flavour tagging performances. Therefore, a large amount of effort has been invested in
the development and improvement of the analysis and reconstruction tools presented in
Chapter 4. Especially the algorithms for b-quark identification have been studied and
optimized since these algorithms are the most powerful component of the ttH analysis
considering the presence of four b-quark jets.
An important advancement of the ttH analysis compared to preceding studies is the
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estimation of the impact of systematic uncertainties due to various sources like the energy
scale of jets or b-jet tagging efficiencies. The analysis methods, the results and the impact
of these systematic errors are presented in Chapter 5.
Finally, a short summary of the topics of this thesis, particularly the main results and

















LEP2 and Tevatron (prel.)
Figure 1.1: Comparison of indirect measurements (solid contour) of mW and mt and direct
measurements (dashed contour). The 68% confidence levels are plotted in both cases. Also
shown is the relationship of the masses as a function of the Higgs mass. [1]
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Chapter 2
The LHC and the CMS Experiment
At CERN, the “European Organization for Particle Physics Research” in Geneva, Switzer-
land, a new hadron collider experiment (LHC1) is under construction. It is a proton-proton
collider that reaches a center of mass energy of
√
s = 14 TeV. Particle detectors are placed
at four interaction points. Two of these detectors (ALICE2 and LHCb3) are designed for
special purposes (heavy ion and b-physics), while ATLAS4 and CMS5 are general purpose
detectors. The LHC machine and one of the detectors, the CMS detector, are desribed in
the following.
2.1 The Large Hadron Collider
The LHC is being installed in the 27 km long LEP6 tunnel. Figure 2.1 shows the geograph-
ical situation and the location of the four experiments at the LHC. The proton beams circle
in opposite directions in two separate beamlines that are filled with 2835 bunches of 1011
particles. These bunches are formed in the 26 GeV Proton Synchrotron (PS), which was
CERN’s first major particle accelerator built in 1959 and which is being reused for the
purpose of forming the correct spacing of 25 ns between the bunches. In a next step, the
beam is accelerated to 450 GeV in the Super Proton Synchrotron (SPS) which was built
in 1976 and which was used in the beginning of the 1980s as proton-antiproton collider for
the UA1 and UA2 experiments leading to the discovery of the W and Z bosons, earning
the Nobel Price for Carlo Rubbia and Simon van der Meer. Subsequently, the beam
is transferred to the LHC and accelerated to 7 TeV.
The commissioning of the LHC machine is planned to start at the end of the year
2007. At the beginning, the machine will start running with a few bunches in single beam
operation. In 2008 this will be followed by a low luminosity pilot physics run in which
1Large Hadron Collider
2A Large Ion Collider Experiment
3Large Hadron Collider beauty experiment
4A Toroidal LHC ApparatuS
5Compact Muon Solenoid
6Large Electron Positron collider
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a small number of 43 bunches with only 1010 protons will continue the evolution of the
machine. The proton density will continuously increase, while the spacing will be decreased
until the nominal numbers will be reached.
The design value of the luminosity at the interaction points is L = 1034cm−2s−1 during
the so called “high luminosity” runs and L = 1033cm−2s−1 during the “low luminosity”
phases. To focus the beams and to force them into the right trajectories, about 1232
superconducting niobium-titanium magnets are installed. These magnets produce fields
up to 8.36 Tesla.
In one year of operation, the LHC will collect an integrated luminosity of 10 fb−1,
but this value is likely to be much less than 5 fb−1 in the first year, since the machine
development will probably encounter unforeseen inefficiencies.
2.2 The Compact Muon Solenoid
The CMS detector project is one of the largest scientific collaborations in history. More
than 2000 people from all over the world are working for CMS. The construction and
commissioning of the detector is therefore not only a technical but also an administrative
challenge. Despite all difficulties, the installation of the detector is progressing well, as the
Figure 2.1: Geographical situation at the LHC.
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very successful completion of the Magnet Test and Cosmic Challenge (MTCC) in the year
2006 has shown. During the MTCC, the muon system and parts of the tracking system
have been commissioned and have been used in order to reconstruct muons from cosmic
rays. A central role during this MTCC was the cooling and subsequent startup of the
magnet, a superconducting solenoid which sits in the heart of the detector. The solenoid
is 13 m long, has an inner diameter of 5.9 m and reaches a magnetic field of 4 T. It is the
largest superconducting solenoid ever built. During the MTCC the magnet has proven to
be operable in reliable conditions and a mapping of its magnetic field has been performed.














Figure 2.2: Profile view of the CMS detector.
is displayed in Figure 2.2.
The design of the solenoid has been chosen in order to create a high magnetic field
which is necessary to achieve a sufficient bending of the charged particle tracks in order
to get a good momentum resolution in the compact muon spectrometer. The return yoke
is interleaved with four muon “stations” consisting of aluminium Drift Tube chambers
(DT) in the barrel and Cathode Strip Chambers (CSC) in the endcaps. In both cases,
Resistive Plate Chambers (RPC) are placed sandwich-like in between the DTs and CSCs,
respectively.
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The DT chambers consist of 12 layers of tubes. Eight of these layers measure the r, φ
coordinate in the bending plane using wires parallel to the beam line. The remaining four
layers measure the z coordinate. The CSCs are trapezoidal in shape and consist of 6 gas
gaps, each gap having a plane of radial cathode strips and a plane of anode wires running
almost perpendicularly to the strips. An RPC detector consists of a double-gap bakelite
chamber, operating in avalanche mode. The gaps have a 2 mm width.
The DT and CSC detectors provide a good position and therefore momentum mea-
surement, while the RPC detector has a good time resolution. Therefore, both detectors
types are combined in order to achieve an improved overall measurement. This emphasis
on the layout of the muon system in CMS has its origin in the importance of muons in all
kinds of physics analyses, especially in the search for Higgs bosons and physics beyond the
Standard Model.
An exhaustive description of the magnet and muon detectors can be found in [4] and
[5], respectively. Besides the muon system and the solenoid which are responsible for the
naming of CMS, the tracking system is the next important key ingredient.
2.2.1 The Tracking System
The innermost part of the CMS detector is a silicon pixel system which provides precise
three dimensional position measurements of charged particles passing through the sensitive
volumes. The pixel detectors in the barrel region has three layers at the distances 4.3 cm,
7.2 cm and 10 to 11 cm to the beam axis, covering a pseudorapitity up to |η| < 2.2. Only
two layers are integrated in the endcap at z positions of 32.5 cm and 46.5 cm which increase
the |η| covering to |η| < 2.5.
There are in total 50 million pixels at a pitch of 100 μm × 150 μm yielding a spacial
resolution of 15 μm exploiting the shape of the charge distribution on the sensor surface [6].
The pixels are covering a total area of about 1 m2.
The following part of the tracking system consists of silicon strip detector modules
which are arranged in ten concentric layers in the barrel. Four of these layers belong to
the Inner Barrel (TIB) while six layers constitute the Outer Barrel (TOB). The barrel
part covers a radial distance of 20 to 110 cm and a |z| distance of 280 cm. The strips
are oriented parallel to the beam axis to allow a precise azimuthal measurement. The
two inner layers of TIB and TOB are double-layered with a stereo angle of 100 mrad and
therefore allows a three diemensional measurement. There are also nine End Cap disks
(TEC) located between z = 120 cm and 280 cm with a radial orientation of the strips and
two double-layers at the first and last disk.
The methods for track reconstruction and the resulting resolutions are summarized in
Section 4.2.5. More information about the tracking system is available in [7].
2.2.2 The Electromagnetic Calorimeter
The Electromagnetic Calorimeter (ECAL) consists of ∼80000 lead tungstate (PbWO4)
crystals to perform the accurate measurement of electron and photon energies and their
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directions of flight. PbWO4 crystals are chosen mainly because of their short radiation
length of X0 = 0.89 cm, due to the high density 8.2 g/cm
3, and small Molière radius of
RM = 2.2 cm. This allows a compact ECAL design with narrow showers. The crystals are
about 23 cm long, corresponding to almost 26 X0, thereby containing more than 99% of
the shower energy. A second advantage of using PbWO4 is that the scintillating process is
fast: 80% of the light is emitted within 20 ns, matching the LHC bunch crossing time of
25 ns.
The lateral granularity of the ECAL is Δη × Δφ = 0.0175 × 0.0175, corresponding
to a crystal front face of about 22 x 22 mm2. The fine lateral size is required because
of the need for a good π0 rejection, to avoid that two photons from energetic π0s, which
are emitted close to each other are reconstructed as a single photon. All the crystals are
mounted in a projective geometry with a 3 degree tilt in η and φ with respect to the
mean position of the primary interaction vertex in order to limit the effects of the inter-
crystal gaps. The barrel section (EB) has an inner radius of 129 cm. It is structured as
36 identical “supermodules,” each covering half the barrel length and corresponding to a
pseudorapidity interval of 0 < |η| < 1.479. The endcaps (EE) are located at a distance
of 314 cm from the vertex and are covering a pseudorapidity range of 1.479 < |η| < 3.0.
Further details can be found in the ECAL TDR [8].
2.2.3 The Hadron Calorimeter
The Hadron Calorimeter (HCAL) is realized as a copper alloy calorimeter and allows the
measurement of the energies of hadrons, that are not stopped in or before the ECAL.
The HCAL surrounds the ECAL completely and is used in conjunction with the latter
for energy measurements. It provides a hermetic coverage to allow missing transverse
energy measurements, therefore it is separated in a barrel part (|η| < 1.3) and two endcaps
(1.3 < |η| < 3), including a Forward calorimeter, situated 6 m down the beam pipe which
increases the hermeticity to |η| < 5.
The active part of the HCAL are plastic scintillators with wavelength shifting fibre
readout. Layers of these tiles alternate with layers of 5 cm thick brass absorber to form the
sampling calorimeter structure. The tiles are arranged in projective towers with fine gran-
ularity to provide good di-jet separation and mass resolution. In the barrel the calorimeter
has a thickness of 79 cm corresponding to five nuclear interaction lengths. This is not
enough for a full shower containment leading to low energy tails in the hadron distribu-
tions and mismeasurements of missing transverse energy. Therefore, an Outer Hadron
calorimeter (HO) is placed outside the solenoid which consists of one scintillator layer.
The HCAL is described in detail in [9].
2.2.4 Level-1 Trigger
In order to reduce the event rate of 40 MHz to about 100 Hz, two trigger levels are realized
in CMS. The first one is a hardware based Level-1 Trigger which sits directly at the detector
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and which is shortly described in the following. The second trigger level is the High-Level
Trigger (HLT), which is software based and is described in Section 4.2.1.
At the first trigger level, all information about the event is preserved and a decision
about the acceptance is made in negligible deadtime using a subset of the available infor-
mation. The information used at Level-1 involves calorimeter and muon system. The muon
trigger is organized into subsystems for each muon detector type: DT, CSC and RPC. The
information from these three triggers is combined in the global muon trigger. Afterwards,
the information from the global muon trigger is sent to the Level-1 global trigger, where the
muon information is combined with calorimter information. Based on objects like photons,
electrons, jets and muons and after employing sums of Et and pt thresholds, the trigger
decides in less than 1 μs if the event is accepted or not. The maximum design trigger rate
of 100 kHz corresponds to a minimal rejection rate of 104. The Level-1 Trigger project is
described in [10].
Chapter 3
The Higgs Boson in the Standard
Model
In the year 1930, the first evidence for a “weak” interaction was found in the nuclear beta
decay. The observed energy spectrum of the electron was continuous in contrast to nu-
clear γ-emission. If a two-body decay is assumed, then this observation contradicts energy
and momentum conservation. To resolve this problem, Wolfgang Pauli proposed an
additional neutral particle, the neutrino, that is emitted with the electron. The first ap-
proach to describe this process was a four-fermion-point interaction. Today this is properly











Figure 3.1: Feynman diagram of the neutron decay.
Two of the quarks are “spectators” and do not partic-
ipate directly.
In 1973, experiments at CERN revealed the existence of uncharged weak interactions.
The first reaction observed was νμ + e → νμ + e. At this time, the theory was already
established and the reaction was supposed to be mediated by an uncharged partner of
the W, the Z boson. Even though the experimental confirmation of the presence of the
electroweak gauge bosons became quickly indisputable, the question of how these bosons
acquire their mass is still not answered finally. One of the most promising theories answer-
ing this question is the Higgs mechanism.
Based on the theory of electroweak interactions, which is being developed in the fol-
lowing sections, the necessity for a Higgs mechanism will be discussed followed by a short
17
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overview of the experimental searches for the Higgs boson. Much of the presentation of
the material in the subsequent sections has been inspired by [11, 12].
3.1 Parity Non-Conservation and V–A Theory
One of the properties of the weak interaction contradicting intuition is parity non-conservation.
This was first observed by Wu et al. in nuclear beta decay of polarized 60Co nuclei in a
magnetic field. The relative electron intensities along and against the field direction show a
forward-backward asymmetry, which implies that the reaction violates parity conservation.
It was found that neutrinos occur in left-handed helicity states only and anti-neutrinos
in right-handed states1. The charged leptons produced in weak interactions are left-handed
with a degree of polarization of β = −v/c. This behavior can be explained with V–A theory
(vector minus axial-vector).




(1 + γ5)u +
1
2




(1+γ5) and PL =
1
2
(1−γ5) are the chirality-projection-operators and the spinor uR
is called right-handed and uL left-handed. For E  m, PL and PR become the projection-
operators for negative and positive helicity.
In the according Feynman rules for the calculation of the invariant amplitude, only






Now there are two terms at the neutrino-muon-vertex:
• The vector-current
V μ = ψ(μ)γμψ(ν) ,
that transforms like a four-vector.
• The axial-vector-current
Aμ = ψ(μ)γμγ5ψ(ν) ,
that transforms like an axial-vector. This vector behaves like a four-vector under
Lorentz-transformations, but it keeps its sign under parity transformation.
The V–A construct therefore violates parity conservation. Because of P 2L = PL the matrix
element contains only the left-handed components of the spinors and the right-handed









uν = (ue)Lγμ(uν)L .
1The discovery of neutrino-oscillations shows that this is an approximation.
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This means that only left-handed components participate in this kind of weak interactions.
However, the coupling of the Z-boson is not so simple. Instead of the purely V-A vertex
factor of the W boson, it is necessary to use a mixed form:
γμ(cfV − cfAγ5) ,
where the coefficients depend on the particular quark or lepton (f) involved. These num-
bers and also the coupling constants and masses of the vector-bosons are determined by
one fundamental parameter, the “Weinberg angle” or “weak mixing angle”. This angle can
be calculated from electroweak unification, discussed in Section 3.3.
3.2 U(1) Local Gauge Invariance and QED
In classical electrodynamics a global gauge transformation of the vector field Aμ = (φ, 	A)
with
Aμ → A′μ = Aμ − ∂μχ
leaves the fields 	E and 	B invariant since




If the principle of gauge invariance is applied to quantum mechanics, the combined trans-
formation turns out to be
	A → 	A′ = 	A + ∇χ ,
φ → φ′ = φ − ∂χ
∂t
,
ψ → ψ′ = eiqχψ ,
to fulfill the Schrödinger equation2. If the principle is extended to local invariance, one
gets the result that this leads to the interaction of particles with fields. To see this, we
start with the Lagrangian of a free Dirac particle
L = iψγμ∂μψ − mψψ (3.1)
which is not invariant under local phase transformations of the form
ψ(x) → eiα(x)ψ(x) .




(−i∇− q A)2 + qφ
)
ψ(t, x) = i
∂ψ
∂t
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If ψ transforms like
ψ → e−iα(x)ψ
then the last term in L is invariant, but not the derivative:
∂μψ → eiα(x)∂μψ + ieiα(x)ψ∂μα (3.2)
The ∂μα term is the cause for the break of the invariance. If one postulates local gauge
invariance, then a modified derivative Dμ, that transforms like ψ itself, is necessary.
Dμψ → eiα(x)Dμψ .
If this covariant derivative is used instead of ∂μ in (3.1), the Lagrangian becomes invariant.
Now, a derivative that cancels the additional ∂μα term in (3.2) has to be found. To do this,
it is necessary to introduce a vector field Aμ with appropriate transformation properties:
Dμ ≡ ∂μ − ieAμ ,
with
Aμ → Aμ + 1
e
∂μα .
If the new field is regarded as the photon field and if an invariant term corresponding to
its kinetic energy is added, we get the Lagrangian of QED:




This means that the interacting field theory QED is deduced by postulating local gauge
invariance on the free fermion Lagrangian.
3.3 SU(2)L × U(1)-Symmetry
The attempt to extend the U(1) local gauge invariance to SU(2) leads to electroweak
unification, but with lots of additional requirements, e.g. the masses of the bosons have to
be included. This is outlined in the following discussion.
The particles that experience electroweak transitions by emission of field bosons can
be arranged in multiplets of a “weak isospin” in analogy to the spin-formalism. The left-
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The right-handed leptons and quarks do not couple to the charged weak currents, therefore
they are arranged in singlets:




R , uR, dR, sR, cR, bR, tR
The Dirac-wave-function of the left-handed leptons can then be expressed as a product of
a left-handed Dirac-spinor ψL(t, 	x) and a weak isospinor χ:











The transition e− → νe proceeds by emission of a W−-boson and is mediated by the “step-
up” operator τ+, the transition νe → e− by the “step-down” operator τ−. The matrices τ±





There should be another operator τ3, that leaves I3 unchanged, which is later identified
with the neutral weak current.
In analogy to the U(1) case, where q is the coupling strength and α the transformation
angle, a phase transformation in the weak isospin space is defined. The SU(2)L group
















where g is the coupling strength and 	τ represents the pauli matrices (τ1, τ2, τ3). Now there
are three angles βj .
To get invariance under a local transformation it is necessary to introduce a triplet









L), (ντ , τ
−
L ) is
Dμ = ∂μ + i
g
2
	τ · 	W μ .
The right-handed fermions have to be included as well since the neutral electroweak in-
teraction couples right-handed states. This is accomplished by introducing the “weak
hypercharge” Y :




Q is the charge and I3 the third component of weak isospin. The associated weak hy-
percharge current then involves left-handed and right-handed chirality states. The weak
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g′
2
Y is the coupling constant instead of the charge q in the electromagnetic case. These
transformations form a U(1) group. A single vector field is necessary for local gauge
invariance in the U(1) group as derived earlier. If this is combined with the three vector
fields of the SU(2)L group one gets the covariant derivative of SU(2)L × U(1):




For left-handed leptons it is
	T = 	τ/2 , Y = −1
and for right-handed leptons
	T = 0 , Y = −2 .




L), (ντ , τ
−
L )
Dμ = ∂μ + i
g
2









Dμ = ∂μ − ig′Bμ .
For the left-handed leptons this can also be expressed as
















To get the transition matrix-elements, the covariant derivative has to be substituted in the
Dirac-equation. For the process e− → νe we get
























The electromagnetic field Aμ can not be identified with W μ3 or B
μ since the coupling to
the neutrino does not disappear. It is possible to construct a linear combination of these
two fields to get a vanishing coupling to the neutrino:
Aμ = aW μ3 + bB


























Aμ = Bμ cos θw + W
μ
3 sin θw
If the field Zμ of the neutral weak current is supposed to be orthogonal to Aμ it is
Zμ = −Bμ sin θw + W μ3 cos θw .
The fundamental relation between the charge e and the coupling constants g and g′ is
e = g′ cos θw = g sin θw .
This follows if right-handed electrons that couple to Bμ only are considered:
ig′uRγμuRBμ = ig′ cos θwuRγμuRAμ − ig′ sin θwuRγμuRZμ
In QED the coupling of electrons is equal for right- and left-handed states:
ieuγμuA
μ
So one can see that e = g′ cos θw. A similar argumentation leads to the coupling of the
electron to the Z:
− ig
2 cos θw
uγμ(ve − aeγ5)uZμ ,
where the vector- and axial-vector couplings are
ve = 2 sin
2 θw − 1/2 , ae = −1/2
3.4 The Origin of Mass
In gauge theories, the interacting bosons are required to be massless. This is no problem for
the photon and gluons, but if this is applied to weak interactions with massive bosons, we
run into trouble. If mass terms of the form M2WμW
μ are introduced into the Lagrangian,
it is no longer gauge-invariant. One possibility to explain the masses of the particles
is the introduction of a background field, the Higgs field, in analogy to the theory of
superconduction.
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3.4.1 Spontaneous Symmetry Breaking










where only the first two terms in the expansion of the potential V (φ) are kept. If λ > 0
and μ2 > 0 the ground state is φ = 0 and the Lagrangian is symmetric. But if μ2 < 0 the























and the higher order terms in η represent the interaction of the field with itself.
It is necessary to note that the Lagrangians L and L’ are equivalent. Surprisingly they
yield different masses. The fact that perturbation theory is always expanded around the
minimum of a potential resolves this ambiguity. The Feynman calculus is a perturbation
theory and it would not converge if it would be expanded around φ = 0 because this is
not a stable minimum. This means that the mass was “generated” by a “spontaneous
symmetry breaking” because the original reflection symmetry of the Lagrangian has been
broken by the choice of of the ground state φ = v.
3.4.2 Spontaneous Breaking of a Local SU(2) Gauge Symmetry
It is necessary to extend the results of the previous chapter to SU(2) gauge symmetry. The
Lagrangian
L = (∂μφ)†(∂μφ) − μ2φ†φ − λ(φ†φ)2 ,













is invariant under global transformations of the form
φ → φ′ = eiατ/2φ .
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To extend the invariance to local transformations, ∂μ has to be replaced by the covariant
derivative
Dμ = ∂μ + i
g
2
	τ · 	Wμ .











	τ · 	W μφ
)
− V (φ) − 1
4
	Wμν · 	W μν ,
with
V (φ) = μ2φ†φ + λ(φ†φ)2 .
Again, a kinetic energy term is added to the Lagrangian with
	Wμν = ∂μ 	Wν − ∂ν 	Wμ − g 	Wμ × 	Wν .
If μ2 < 0 and λ > 0 one gets a potential V (φ) with a minimum at a finite value




An arbitrary point in this minimum can be chosen and φ(x) can be expanded around this
point, e.g.















is then substituted into the Lagrangian. This means that of the four scalar fields only one









into the Lagrangian. The effect of this procedure is the spontaneous breaking of the SU(2)
symmetry because the expansion around the groud state hides the symmetry of the original

















2 + (W 2μ)
2 + (W 3μ)
2
)
and the mass is M = 1
2
gv.
It should be noted that in general, a procedure like this leads to the existence of massles
Goldstone bosons. But these bosons can be gauged leading to the longitudinal polarizations
of the massive vector bosons.
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3.4.3 Masses of the Gauge Bosons
This formalism has to be applied to the weak interaction so that W± and Z become massive
and the photon remains massless. An SU(2) × U(1) gauge invariant Lagrangian L2 has to











− V (φ) ,
where | |2 = ( )†( ). The form of this Lagrangian has been discussed in the previous section.
The “Weinberg-Salam model” now makes a choice for the fields so that the vacuum is
invariant under U(1) transformations and the photon remains massless. Four fields are







φ+ = (φ1 + iφ2)/
√
2
φ0 = (φ3 + iφ4)/
√
2 .
The Higgs potential is chosen as in the previous section with μ2 < 0 and λ > 0 and the
































































g′W 3μ + gBμ√
g2 + g′2
Zμ =
gW 3μ − g′Bμ√
g2 + g′2
,
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g2 + g′2 .
Re-expressed in terms of the Weinberg angle:
MW
MZ
= cos θw .
We get a massless photon and massive gauge bosons W and Z. The masses of W and Z
are not equal because of the mixing between W 3μ and Bμ. This is just one possibility to
generate masses for the weak gauge bosons. More complicated choices for the Higgs field
lead to different relations between MW and MZ .
3.4.4 Masses of the Fermions
The same Higgs doublet which generates the masses of the gauge boson can be used to
give mass to the leptons and quarks by introducing a third term in the Lagrangian, which





























L3 = −meee − me
v
eeh.





Besides the mass term, this Lagrangian contains a term coupling the electron to the Higgs
scalar which is very small and does not produce any detectable effect. Heavier fermions
like top quarks have a much stronger coupling to the Higgs field since the coupling is
proportional to the fermion masses. The value Ge is arbitrary, thus the mass me cannot
be predicted. Also the mass mH of the neutral Higgs boson itself cannot be predicted by
this formalism.
This model has five free parameters for one generation of leptons:
• The two gauge couplings for SU(2) and U(1): g and g′
• The two parameters in the scalar potential V (φ)
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• The Yukawa coupling constant Ge
For each added lepton generation, an additional Yukawa coupling parameter occurs. These
parameters fully determine the observables. They can be reexpressed in terms of parame-
ters that are measurable, namely e, sin θW , and the masses mH , mW , me.
The motivation for constructing the theory like this instead of simply adding mass
terms to the Lagrangian that break local gauge invariance resides in the renormalizability
which is preserved by the Higgs mechanism.
3.4.5 The Higgs Boson at the LHC
In the Standard Model, one weak isospin Higgs doublet is introduced leading to the ex-
istence of one elementary Higgs boson after electroweak symmetry breaking. The only
unkown parameter in this model is the mass mH of the Higgs boson itself. All production
and decay properties of the Higgs boson are fixed with its mass [13]. The search for the
Higgs boson is therefore connected to the search for the characteristical final state sig-
natures that depend on its mass. The decay modes of the Higgs boson can roughly be
divided into two mass ranges above and below 135 GeV/c2 as visible on the left side of
Figure 3.2. For mH < 135GeV/c
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Figure 3.2: On the left: Decay branching ratios of a Standard Model Higgs boson [14]. On
the right: Leading order cross sections for different Higgs boson production processes in
dependence on the Higgs boson mass mH in the Standard Model [15].
branching ratio of more than 90%. The decay modes into cc and gluons do not play a
significant role at the LHC. For the decays into quark pairs, QCD corrections have to be
taken into account which are known up to three-loop order [16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22]. The
electroweak corrections are known up to NLO [23, 24, 25, 26]. Even though the branching
ratio into photons H → γγ is extremely small with values around 2·10−3, it is an important
discovery channel in this mass range. This decay is mediated by loops of heavy objects
like top quarks, b quarks and W bosons.
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The mass range above 135 GeV/c2 is dominated by the decay into WW and ZZ pairs.
Starting with the kinematic threshold for tt, also this channel contributes a small fraction.
The decay width of the Higgs boson increases significantly in the high mass range. For
very high Higgs mass values, the width has a similar magnitude as the mass itself, which
conceals the resonance interpretation of the Higgs boson.
There are four main production mechanisms for Higgs bosons at the LHC:
• Gluon fusion gg → H, which is the largest contribution in the full Higgs mass range
[27], shown in Figure 3.3a
• Vector boson fusion qq → qq + (WW or ZZ) → qqH, for large Higgs masses [28, 29,
30], shown in Figure 3.3b
• Higgs-strahlung qq → (Z∗ or W∗) → H + (Z or W), which is an alternative in the
intermediate mass range mH < 2mZ [31, 32], shown in Figure 3.3c
• Associated Higgs production qq or gg → ttH, which can contribute in the very low
mass region, shown in Figure 3.3d. The analysis of this channel is the main topic of
this thesis.
The production cross sections for all these channels are shown on the right side of Fig-

























Figure 3.3: The four main production processes of Higgs Bosons at the LHC: a) gluon fu-
sion, b) vector boson fusion, c) Higgs-strahlung, d) associated production with top quarks.
[3]
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calculated which increase the LO cross section by 20% [33, 34, 35].
3.5 Search for the Higgs Boson
The search for the Higgs boson has already been conducted at the LEP experiments giving
no direct indication of a Standard Model Higgs boson production. The exclusion limit has
been determined to mH > 114.4 GeV/c
2 at the 95% confidence level [36]. The expected
main production mechanism at LEP is the Higgsstrahlung process e+e− → HZ with H →
bb as the main decay channel, because only low mass Higgs hypotheses are relevant at
LEP energies. The searches concentrate on final states with four jets (H → bb, Z → qq),
with leptons and missing energy (Z → ll and Z → νν) as well as final states with τ leptons
(H → bb, Z → τ+τ− and H → τ+τ−, Z → qq). The combined result for the determination
of a lower bound of the Higgs mass in these channels, using data from all experiments at
LEP is shown in Figure 3.4.
Also experiments at Tevatron have invested big efforts in finding direct evidence for
Higgs boson production in pp collisions at
√
s = 1.96 TeV. A total number of sixteen
different channels have been combined at both CDF and D0 in order to obtain upper limits
on the Standard Model cross sections. The results are shown in Figure 3.5. A value of < 1
in this figure indicates an exclusion of the corresponding Higgs mass at the 95% confidence
level. It is also visible that the expectations and observations are in good agreement, but
do not yet reach the significance to exclude any Standard Model predictions. The best
exclusion power is achieved in the mass range between 150 and 180 GeV/c2. This range is
dominated by the H → WW channel which has less background processes.
Besides the direct measurements discussed above, indirect measurements have the po-
tential of providing important constraints on mH . The masses of the W boson, the top
quark and the Higgs boson are connected within the Standard Model through radiative
corrections. This has already been mentioned and shown in Figure 1.1. A global fit in
the Standard Model using all 14 observables measured at the Z pole and including also
direct measurements of mt, mW and ΓW predicts a low Higgs mass [2] which is illustrated





had represents the effect from the running of the electro-
magnetic coupling due to light quark loops in the photon propagator. It is clearly visible
that the indirect measurements are in good agreement with the directly excluded mass of
mH > 114.4 GeV/c
2. The conclusion is that the upper limit corresponding to Δχ2 = 2.7
is mH < 166 GeV/c
2 at the 95% confidence level. While these searches do not poof that
the Higgs boson actually exists, they can be considered as a guideline for the mass range
in which the Higgs boson should be expected.
The search for the Higgs boson will be continued at the LHC where the discovery
potential reaches to the theoretical upper limit [39]. Exploiting its properties discussed
in Section 3.4.5, the search strategies at LHC cover a large variety. In the mass region
mH < 150 GeV/c
2 the small width ΓH < 1 GeV/c
2 can be used to find a narrow peak
in the H → γγ and H → ZZ∗ → l+l−l′+l′− channels. The large cross section of the
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gg → H production motivates a discovery in the so called “golden channel” with four
leptons in the final state that provides a very clean signature. In contrast to H → γγ,
which suffers from large jet background, the backgrounds to H → ZZ∗ → l+l−l′+l′− are
moderate. The H → γγ channel can also be searched for in associated production modes
WH and ttH with isolated leptons from W → lνl and in H+jet productions with a high
Et jet. These channels have less backgrounds and less requirements on the resolution of
the electromagnetic calorimeter, but have smaller production cross sections. The H → bb
decay can only be searched for in the associated ttH mode because of large backgrounds
as discussed in Chapter 5.
The H → Zγ and H → μ+μ− channels have very small branching fractions and can


























Figure 3.4: CLs = CLs+b/CLb represents the ratio of probabilities to obtain the observed
event configuration under the assumption of a signal plus background hypothesis (CLs+b)
or a background only hypothesis (CLb). The solid line is the observation, while the dashed
line is the median background expectation. The dark and light shaded bands around the
background expectation correspond to the 68% and 95% probability. The intersection of
the horizontal line at CLs = 0.05 with the observed curve is used to define the lower bound
on the Standard Model Higgs boson mass with 95% confidence level. [36]
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Figure 3.5: Limits on the Higgs boson production cross section normalized to the Stan-
dard Model prediction as function of the Higgs mass mH for the combined CDF and
D0 analyses. The dashed lines show the expectations determined from background-only
pseudo-experiments. The solid line shows the observation. [37]

















incl. low Q2 data
Theory uncertainty
mLimit = 166 GeV
Figure 3.6: Δχ2(mH) = χ
2
min(mH) − χ2min as function of mH . The band around the curve
represents the theoretical uncertainty due to missing higher order corrections. The vertical
band shows the exclusion limit at mH > 114.4 GeV/c
2 from direct measurements. [2] [38]
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fusion processes qq → qqH provide a low jet activity in the central rapidity region due to
the lack of colour exchange in the hard process. Additionally, two “tagging” jets emerge in
the forward direction that can be used together with a central jet veto for event selection
and background suppression. These production processes are accessible in almost all decay
modes.
The H → WW decays are of special interest because they provide the highest branching
fraction in the mass region above 120 GeV/c2 up to 200 GeV/c2. All decay modes are
accessible, but the fully leptonic modes require good understanding of backgrounds and
the Higgs mass can only be reconstructed in the transverse plane because of the two
neutrinos. Above 200 GeV/c2 the sensitivity of H → ZZ → 4l is again the largest one,
while above 500 GeV/c2, where the width is large, the H → (ZZ or WW) decays are used
also in semileptonic or fully hadronic final states. The discovery reach for the Standard
Model Higgs boson is summarized in Figure 3.7, where the expected significances are shown



















Figure 3.7: Expected signal significances in 30 fb−1 for different production and decay
channels. [3]
Chapter 4
The CMS Software and Analysis
Environment
This chapter describes the software and analysis framework of CMS as published in [40]
and tries to give an overview of the general design concept. The topics, which the author
of this thesis has contributed to, are described in detail. In particular, improvements in
b-tagging and performance studies for jet reconstruction, which are important components
of the ttH analysis are investigated in Sections 4.2.7 and 4.3. The rest of the material is
kept succinct and is given for completeness.
The main goals of the CMS software are to process the detector output in the trigger
farms, deliver the data to physicists and provide the necessary instruments and tools to
analyze these data in order to produce physics results. The basic application areas can be
subdivided into the following categories:
• Event filter and High-Level Trigger
• Simulation including Generation and Digitization of Monte Carlo events
• Reconstruction
• Calibration and Alignment
• Creation of High-Level Objects (muons, electrons, jets, ...)
• Physics Tools and Visualization
• Physics and Data Quality Monitoring
The simulation and digitization is shortly summarized in Section 4.1, Subsection 4.2.1
gives an overview of the event filter and trigger, while the rest of Section 4.2 describes the
reconstruction and higher level objects.
The CMS software is based on the framework COBRA (“Coherent Object-oriented
Base for Reconstruction, Analysis and simulation”) [41] which implements the fundamental
architecture. It provides the essential subsystems, like CARF, the “CMS Analysis and
35
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Reconstruction Framework”, as well as the Detector Description Database “DDD” and
the interface to Monte Carlo Generator information. It implements two basic principles,
“event driven notification” and “action on demand”, which ensure that only the required
invocations and calculations are performed. This is realized by means of the “observer”
design pattern and the concept of implicit invocation of reconstruction algorithms.
The collection of reconstruction algorithms is labeled ORCA (“Object Oriented Recon-
struction for CMS Analysis”). ORCA provides the physics reconstruction tools, i.e. track,
vertex, electron, photon, muon and jet reconstruction which are described in Section 4.2.
During the year 2006, the CMS software has undergone a reorganization. The software
framework, including the basic concepts and data formats have been reimplemented in
order to account for the rquirements that have been identified, but could not easily be
implemented in the old framework. Most of the reconstruction algorithms are supposed to
stay untouched and the physics performance should therefore be identical. The descriptions
of the simulation and reconstruction software and the performance according to the Physics
Technical Design Report (PTDR) [40], which are given in Sections 4.1 and 4.2, should
therefore be also valid in the new framework, called CMSSW. At the time of writing of
this thesis, CMSSW was not yet in a reliable state of stability and simulated data were
not available. Therefore the ttH analysis in Chapter 5 is carried out in the old software
framework and no further discussion of CMSSW is given here.
4.1 Simulation and Digitization
The full CMS detector simulation package is named OSCAR (“Object oriented Simulation
for CMS Analysis and Reconstruction”). It is based on the COBRA framework. OSCAR
employs the GEANT4 toolkit [42] for the simulation of all the CMS detector components.
The input for the simulation are events from Monte Carlo generators like PYTHIA [43].
The generated particles are propagated through the detector and the magnetic field, in
parallel with the simulation of the interactions with the detector material and the ensuing
energy deposition, the so-called creation of detector “Hits”, which is entirely performed by
GEANT4. In a subsequent step, which is called “digitization”, the response of the detector
electronics and readout system is simulated. The output of this step needs to be as close
as possible to real data that would come from the CMS detector.
During the digitization step, a certain amount of pileup events are merged into the
sample: during the low luminosity phase (L = 2 × 1033cm−2s−1) of the operation of the
CMS detector, about 3.5 inelastic proton proton collisions per bunch crossing occur at
the same time. During the high luminosity runs (L = 1034cm−2s−1) there will be 17.5
parallel collisions on average. The collisions to be merged in, are randomly chosen from a
pregenerated sample making sure that they are not reused again in the same order.
During the digitization of the response of the inner tracking system, the entrance and
exit points together with the deposited energy of particles passing through the sensitive
volumes are recorded and a charge distribution is generated which is mapped to the strip
(pixel) geometry. The fractional charge contribution for each channel is determined which
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leads to a collection of hit channels for all tracks. Noise is added to all channels according
to a gaussian distribution and a signal-to-noise ratio of 11 (70) in the strip (pixel) detectors.
The digitization of each channel is then performed by rounding the collected charges to
integer values.
The simulation of the electromagnetic calorimeter ECAL emulates the signal pulse for
each hit according to a nominal longitudinal light collection curve which is a function of the
distance from the front face of the crystal. In the case of the hadron calorimeter HCAL, the
simulation converts the deposited energy in the scintillators to numbers of photoelectrons
and adds poisson fluctuations and noise.
The muon detector digitization is performed by simulating the response of the Time to
Digital Convertes (TDC). The behaviour of the muon drift cells is simulated as a function
of the muon direction and impact position. The time resolution is smeared according to
an intrinsic cell resolution of 220 μm. The output signal is then obtained by adding the
time of flight from the primary vertex and signal propagation time along the cell wire.
4.2 Reconstruction and Selection
4.2.1 Event Filter and High Level Trigger
The goal of the CMS Trigger and Data Acquisition System (TriDAS) [10, 44] is to reduce the
enormous information flow produced by a bunch crossing rate of 40 MHz to a manageable
data stream of about 100 Hz without loosing interesting physics events. This task is
achieved by splitting the trigger into several steps. The first step is the Level-1 Trigger
which reduces the event rate to less than 100 kHz. A short overview of the Level-1 Trigger
is given in Section 2.2.4.
The second step is the so called High-Level Trigger (HLT). It reads out the front-
end detector electronics after a Level-1 Trigger accept and collects all data produced by a
specific bunch-crossing. This is followed by a fast processing of physics selection algorithms
on the particular event. After the event has been accepted, it is forwarded to the monitoring
and mass storage system. This way, the event rate is reduced to the final 100 Hz (The
exact value of the final event rate is currently under discussion. It will be somewhere in
between 100 and 200 Hz.).
Figure 4.1 shows an illustration of the main functional components of the Data Ac-
quisition System (DAQ). The Builder Network is the high-bandwidth connection between
the readout units of the subdetector front-end modules, which provide the data after a
Level-1 Trigger signal, and the High-Level Filter System which consists of a processor farm
executing the High-Level Trigger algorithms. Approximately 1000 dual-CPU nodes will
be installed for this purpose. The Event Manager is responsible for the data flow through
the DAQ, while the Control and Monitor system takes care of configuration, control and
monitoring tasks. The Computing Services provide the interface to the storage and offline
systems.
The task of the HLT is to filter the event rate to 100 Hz which corresponds to a
















Figure 4.1: Schematic view of the basic Architecture of the Data Acquisition System. [44]
cross section of 10 nb. Compared to typical physics cross sections, like W → eνe which
is of the same order of magnitude, it is obvious that already a large part of the physics
selection is performed online. In this view, some important requirements on the HLT
system have been identified: the dead-time of the whole DAQ system should be less than
2%. All events should have a tag which identifies their specific trigger selection path.
Calibration and alignment constants should not have a large impact on the HLT efficiency,
in particular, the trigger selection must be computable using only data itself with as little
reference to simulation as possible. The uninteresting events should be rejected as soon as
possible and the system must not rely on the availability of the full information. Enough
information for monitoring purposes should be provided in order to enable quick solutions
in case of problems. Also the rejected events must be monitored to a certain extent in
order to maintain knowledge about the discarded information. Therefore, the control and
monitoring of the HLT algorihms is a crucial aspect.
The optimization of the HLT system, like configuration of algorithms and their cor-
responding thresholds is a compromise between the physics needs and the total available
rate. It is a long-term project that has undergone many changes and is still under develop-
ment. The current situation of the lepton trigger paths used in the analysis in Chapter 5
is summarized in the following:
• Muons: The HLT muon algorithm is divided into a Level-2 and a Level-3 selection.
Level-2 applies calorimeter based isolation criteria and a standalone muon recon-
struction is used. After acception, a more CPU intensive Level-3 reconstruction is
performed, which is described in more detail in Section 4.2.2. At this level, a tracker
isolation using the sum over the transverse momenta pt of tracks around the muon
candidate is applied. For the single muon stream, a pt threshold of 19 GeV/c is
applied, while a threshold of 7 GeV/c is used for the di-muon selection.
• Electrons: The selection proceeds in three steps. At Level-2, only calorimeter infor-
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mation is used. In this step, the energy deposits are clustered to obtain an estimate
of the energy and position, which enables the application of cuts on the transverse
energy Et. At Level-2.5 a division into electron- and photon-candidates is obtained
by matching the Level-2 information to pixel detector hits. Photon candidates have
significantly higher pt thresholds. Finally, at Level-3 the full track information for
electrons is used and an isolation for photons is applied. The final pt threshold for
single electons is 26 GeV/c and 80 GeV/c for single photons, while (12,12) GeV/c
are used for di-electons and (30,20) GeV/c for di-photons.
Furthermore, there are HLT trigger paths for jets, τ -leptons, missing transverse energy, b-
jets and more complex cross-channel triggers that are not described in detail here. To give
an estimate of the expected breakdown of the trigger rates, Figure 4.2 shows a graphical
representation of the HLT bandwidth for the different trigger paths. In this figure, the
“old” values from the DAQ TDR (2002) are compared to the values from the PTDR
(2006). For these values, a luminosity of L = 2 × 1033cm−2s−1 is assumed.
4.2.2 Muon Reconstruction
Muon reconstruction is first performed “standalone” with track segments obtained by the



















































































































































































Figure 4.2: Graphical representation of the HLT bandwidth. Compared are the values
published in the DAQ TDR [44] and in Volume 2 of the PTDR. [3]
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innermost chambers and are worked from inside-out using the Kalman filter [45] method.
In this procedure, the predicted state vector at the next measurement surface is compared
with real measurements and updated accordingly. The state is propagated through the
muon system using the GEANE [46] package which takes care of the estimation of the effects
of energy loss in the material, multiple scattering, and non-uniformity of the magnetic field.
Afterwards, a backward Kalman filter is performed, from outside-in to determine the track
parameters at the innermost muon detector surface. Finally, the track is propagated to the
interaction point which is defined by the beam spot size (σxy = 15 μm, σz = 5.3 cm). This
“standalone” muon reconstruction technique does not include any information from the
silicon tracker and is therefore less CPU intensive enabling its use in the Level-2 trigger.
The “global” muon reconstruction method, which is used in the Level-3 trigger extends
the muon trajectories in order to include information about hits in the silicon tracker.
Again, the GEANE package is used for the extrapolation through the material. According
to the trajectory, regions of interest are defined in the tracker in which regional track
reconstruction is performed. This track reconstruction consists of three steps. First, the
trajectory building (seeded pattern recognition), second, trajectory cleaning (resolution
of ambiguities) and third, smoothing (final fit). The resulting pt resolutions of these two
algorithms are shown in Figure 4.3.
The method of “muon isolation” is used to distinguish muons produced in jets from
muons coming from decays of heavy objects, like leptonic W or Z boson decays. For this
purpose two basic isolation algorithms are used. First, the calorimeter isolation, which
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Figure 4.3: q/pt resolution in dependence on |η| according to a gaussian fit to
qrec/prect −qgen/pgent
qgen/pgent
, where q is the charge and pt is the transverse momentum of the re-
constructed or generated muon, respectively. The left plot shows the standalone muon
reconstruction, while the right plot shows global muon reconstruction. [40]
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is based on the sum of the calorimeter energy in a cone around the muon. The energy
deposit in the cone is defined as a weighted sum of the transverse electromagnetic and




t , where α = 1.5 to account for the
better discrimination power of the ECAL.
In a similar procedure, an isolation is defined using the pt sum of tracks in a cone around
the muon direction. This can be performed for pixels only, which is fast, and with full
tracker information, which is more precise. In all the isolation algorithms, an optimization
is performed by determining the energy and momentum thresholds as a function of the
cone size and pseudo-rapidity. A comparison of the performance of the different types of
isolation algorithms is given in Figure 4.4. This figure shows the efficiency of selecting
nominal W efficiency
















Figure 4.4: Performance of the muon isolation algorithms in comparison for the three
algorithm types. The isolation efficiency is shown in dependence on the nominal efficiency
for isolated signal muons from W boson decays. [40]
non-isolated muons from a bb → μX decay versus the nominal efficiency to select isolated
muons from W → μν after cone size and energy threshold optimizations.
4.2.3 Electron Reconstruction
The electron reconstruction starts with the determination of a so called “supercluster” in
the electromagnetic calorimeter. A supercluster is a collection of calorimeter clusters, which
consist of arrays of ECAL crystals. Typically, a supercluster has an angular extension in
φ because of the emission of bremsstrahlung along the curved trajectory. The amount
of radiated bremsstrahlung depends on the traversed material budget and can be very
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large. About 50% of the electrons radiate 50% of their energy before reaching the ECAL
surface and for 10% of the electrons, more than 95% is radiated. Therefore, advanced
superclustering algorithms are employed which search along the φ direction for energy
deposits, followed by algorithmic energy corrections as explained in [44, 40].
Based on the supercluster, the position of hits in the pixel detector is predicted by
backwards propagation through the magnetic field. The efficiency to find two pixel hits
with this method is 90% for electrons at pt = 10 GeV/c. These pixel hits serve as seeds for
the subsequent track reconstruction with the full tracker. The default track reconstruction
method using the Kalman filter technique is only appropriate if the random fluctuations
are Gaussian, e.g. in the case of multiple scattering effects. This is not the case for
the large amount of energy radiation of electrons. Here, a more complex nonlinear filter
approach using a Gaussian Sum Filter (GSF) gives a better description of the propagation
of electrons.
The reconstructed energy Erec and momentum prec of the electron are then matched
in order to improve the overall measurement. Depending on pt and E
rec/prec the relative
weight of the calorimetry or tracker information is taken into account. The improvement
is due to the opposite behaviour of the energy (momentum) resolution as shown on the
right side of Figure 4.5
Since the behaviour of electrons might be very different on an event by event basis,
four classes of electrons are defined: the “golden electrons” which have low radiation
and tracks well matching the supercluster. The “big brem electrons” have large amount
of bremsstrahlung, but still a good measurement and matching between supercluster and
track. The “narrow electrons” have less bremsstrahlung than the “big brems” but a relaxed
geometrical matching. The “showering electrons” constitute the rest, they are likely to have
early hard radiations, and bad energy-momentum matching. The fraction of electrons of
the four classes depends on |η|, on average there are 50% showering electrons and 20%
golden electrons. To give an estimation of the precision of the energy measurement in
the ECAL, the left side of Figure 4.5 shows the reconstructed energy normalized to the
generated energy of electrons in the barrel for the different electron classes.
Electron isolation is performed in a similar way as muon isolation using tracks in a cone
around the electron direction.
4.2.4 Jet and MET Reconstruction
The primary objects in Jet and also in Missing Transverse Energy (MET or ET ) reconstruc-
tion are the electromagnetic and hadron calorimeter (HCAL) cells. In case of the HCAL,
the cells are arranged in tower patterns. This tower pattern can be extended to also in-
clude the ECAL crystals. This way, a total number of 4176 “ECAL plus HCAL towers” is
obtained. These towers serve as input to all jet and MET reconstruction algorithms.
An important part is the preselection of the ECAL plus HCAL towers especially for
low pt jets, because of a significant noise contribution. Therefore, a cut of Et > 0.5 GeV
or E > 0.8 GeV is applied before a tower is used in the jet reconstruction.
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Figure 4.5: On the top: Distribution of the reconstructed and corrected energy of elec-
trons Erec normalized to the generated energy E
e in the barrel only. The electrons are
uniformly distributed in energy between 5 and 100 GeV. On the bottom: Fractional reso-
lution depending on the generated energy Ee, measured with the ECAL, the tracker and
the combination of both. [40]
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In CMS, three basic jet reconstruction algorithms are used which are briefly described
in the following:
• Iterative Cone Algorithm: First, the input objects are ordered by Et. A cone of size
ΔR =
√
(Δφ)2 + (Δη)2 around the highest Et object is cast and the objects inside
the cone are used to form a proto jet. The obtained direction of this jet is used to
seed a new proto jet, which is repeated until the energy does not change by more
than 1% and the direction does not change by more than ΔR < 0.01. The stable
jet is added to the list of jets and the objects inside the cone are removed from the
list of objects for the next iteration. The iteration proceeds until no objects above a
seed threshold, which is a parameter of the algorihm are available. The cone ΔR is
also a parameter.
• Midpoint Cone Algorithm: In a similar way as for the Iterative Cone Algorithm,
an iterative procedure to find stable proto jets is applied, but the input objects are
not removed from the list for the next iteration. This way, overlapping proto jets
are possible. In a second iteration, a midpoint is calculated for overlapping jets
as the direction of the combined momentum. This midpoint serves as seed to find
further proto jets. Afterwards, a splitting and merging procedure is performed. In
this procedure, two proto jets are merged into one if the shared transverse energy
fraction is greater than the parameter f , otherwise the shared objects are assigned
to the jet which is closer.
• Inclusive kT Algorithm: For each input object i and each pair of objects (i, j) two
values, di and di,j are calculated: di = E
2
t,iR
2, where R is a parameter usually set to








i,j = (ηi − ηj)2 + (φi − φj)2. If the smallest
of these values is of type di,j, the two objects i and j are removed from the list,
combined and added back to the list as merged object. If an object of type di is the
smallest in the list, this object is removed from the list and added to the list of final
jets. This way, all objects which have a distance Ri,j < R are merged and it follows
for all final jets i, j that Ri,j > R.
It should be noted that these algorithms can be applied to all kinds of input objects that
behave like fourvectors. This means that not only calorimeter towers can be used but also
generated particles, for example.
The energy of the reconstructed jet differs from the true energy. This is due to several
effects. For instance, the algorithm itself is not able to collect the exact jet energy because
of out-of-cone effects or because of the inclusion of energy from pileup. Furthermore, the
energy measurement in the calorimeter is not always precise and suffers from noise and
lost energy. Muons and neutrinos in jets are also not included in the energy measurement.
Therefore, jet calibration procedures are applied. Two different types of calibration are
available: particle and parton-level calibrations. The particle level calibrations, also named
MC calibrations, simply apply the identical jet algorithm to generator particles, followed
by a matching of the generator jets to calorimeter jets. The energy difference is corrected
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for, depending on pt and |η|. This kind of calibration can only correct a part of the
mismeasured energy, because out-of-cone effects, for example, still occur on particle level.
Parton level corrections account for the originating parton, before any showering. This
kind of calibration depends on the hadronization model and the type of the originating
parton. The identification of the primary parton is not always possible in an unambiguous
way. Furthermore, a number of data-driven calibration procedures will be used in order to
cross check the various calibration methods:
• pt balance in QCD dijet events.
• pt balance in γ+jet events.
• W boson mass fit in tt events.
In order to give an example for the performance of the CMS jet finding in terms of
precision of the jet energy measurement in various detector regions, Figure 4.6 shows the
resolution in dependence on the MC jet energy.
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Figure 4.6: Transverse energy resolution of jets as function of the energy of generator
particle jets for three different |η| ranges. The jets are reconstructed with the Iterative
Cone Algorithm with a cone radius of R = 0.5. The Monte Carlo jet calibration has been
applied. [40]
The vector of the missing transverse energy is obtained by summing over all calorimeter
towers, assuming the mass of each fourvector to be zero, and the direction to be given by
η, φ and the collision point. Corrections from muons and jet calibrations can be taken
into account, but are mostly specific to the respective analysis. Therefore, the treatment
of missing transverse energy is described in more detail in Section 5.3.5.
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4.2.5 Track Reconstruction
The reconstruction of charged particle tracks consists of five steps. First, the hits in
the pixel and silicon strip detectors are clustered by combining adjacent pixels or strips
passing a predefined signal to noise ratio. According to the cluster structure, the position
and corresponding error is determined.
The second step is called “seed generation”. A seed defines the initial trajectory pa-
rameters and at least 3 pixel hits or 2 hits and the beam constraint are necessary to form
a seed. An efficient seed finding makes use of a region of interest in which the pixel hits
are searched, for example in the case of extending a standalone muon track to the tracker.
After the identification of the seed, the third step consists of the building of the full
trajectory. This procedure applies a combinatorial Kalman filter which starts with the
track parameters estimated by the seed. The trajectory is propagated iteratively inside-out,
including hits on each consecutive layer until the last point. Several hits on each layer can
be compatible with the trajectory, therefore all possible combinations are calculated. Quite
a large number of parameters define the behaviour of this step. Among these parameters
(the default values are given in brackets in the following) is the maximum number of
candidates propagated at each step (5), the maximum χ2 of the hits considered to be
compatible with the predicted track state (30), the minimum transverse momentum (0.9)
and the minimum number of hits per track (5).
In the fourth step the ambiguities that arose during the trajectory building are resolved.
The same track might be reconstructed starting from different seeds, or more than one track
candidate might have the same seed origin. In order to avoid double-counting, the track
with the least number of hits is discarded, if two tracks have the same number of hits, the
one with the highest χ2 is discarded.
In the final step, the trajectory is refitted. For each valid hit, the position estimate
is re-evaluated using the current values of the track parameters. The track parameters
and covariance matrix are updated according to the estimates for energy loss and multiple
scattering. Afterwards, the track is smoothed by running a second filter backwards from
outside-in.
To give an estimate of the performance of the track reconstruction, the resolutions of
the transverse momentum pt and transverse impact parameter d0 are shown in dependence
on |η| in Figure 4.7.
4.2.6 b-Tagging
The term b-tagging stands for the identification of jets having a primary parton origin
that involves bottom quarks. The methods and tools are published in [47] and [40] and
are summarized in the following.
Several properties of the production and decay mechanism of b-hadrons are being ex-
ploited for the task of b-tagging. The most important feature is the lifetime of b-hadrons
of τ ≈ 1.5 ps (with cτ ≈ 450 μm) which leads to observable flight distances that can
be measured with the high precision of the CMS pixel and silicon strip tracking detectors.
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Figure 4.7: On the left: Resolution of the transverse momentum pt. On the right: Reso-
lution of the transverse impact parameter d0. These resolutions have been obtained using
single muon events at three different pt values (1, 10 and 100 GeV/c). [40]
The flight distance leads to a significant displacement of the b-hadron’s decay vertex which
is called secondary vertex. The displacement leads also to charged particle tracks that are
not compatible with the primary event vertex. Further useful properties include the large
mass of b-hadrons which is around 5 GeV/c2 and the multiplicity of charged particles in the
final state of about 5 on average. Due to the hard b-fragmentation function the b-hadron
inside of a b-jet carries a large fraction of the total jet energy. Moreover, the presence of
leptons in jets may be used as an indication for a b-jet since about 20% of b-jets contain
one or more leptons per lepton flavour, counting only electrons and muons.
The following description of the b-tagging algorithms focuses on the method used in the
ttH analysis, the “combined” secondary vertex b-tagging, because it yields the best overall
performance based on b-hadron lifetime properties. In addition, it can be combined with
soft lepton tagging algorithms as described in Section 4.2.7. All the plots shown in this
section are obtained with the tt2j sample that acts as a background for the ttH analysis
presented in Chapter 5. It has been verified that the b-tagging performances do not differ
between the ttH sample and the tt2j sample in the “algorithmic” definition (the term is
explained below). The only difference is the absence of original gluon jets in the ttH sample
in case of the “physics” definition. The following performance plots have been obtained
with official analysis tools in the “BReco” subsystem of the CMS reconstruction software
ORCA.
The two key ingredients for b-tagging are jets and tracks. For the jets, the default setup
using the Iterative Cone algorithm with a cone radius of 0.5 and the “MCJet” calibration,
based on correction factors from Monte Carlo simulations, is used (Section 4.2.4). The
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track finding implies the usage of the Kalman filter method described in Section 4.2.5.
The following track selection has been performed:
• At least 8 reconstructed hits in total (pixel and silicon strip)
• At least 2 reconstructed hits in the pixel detectors
• Transverse momentum pt > 1 GeV/c
• χ2/ndf of the track fit < 10
• Transverse impact parameter with respect to the primary vertex < 2 mm
These selection cuts are applied in order to obtain a clean set of well reconstructed tracks.
The last selection criterion in this list rejects charged particle tracks having a larger dis-
placement from the primary vertex than expected from b-hadron decays, e.g. V0 decays,
photon conversions and nuclear interactions in the beam pipe or first material layers.
For the determination of the performance presented in the following, the true jet flavour
has to be known. For this task, two different definitions are utilized. In the “physics
definition” the reconstructed jet is matched to the partons from the primary process by
analyzing the particle content in a cone around the jet axis. If the distance is within
ΔR < 0.3 the matching is considered to be successful. If more than one primary parton
fulfills the requirement, the jet is rejected. In this definition, gluon and quark jets with b-
or c-content originating from gluon splitting are labelled according to the original gluon
or quark. A large fraction of jets can not be identified unambiguously in the “physics”
definition, because the direction of the primary parton may deviate too much from the
direction of the jet in case of hard gluon radiation. In the “algorithmic” definition on
the other hand, almost all jets can be properly identified, because this definition assigns
the parton flavour that most likely determines the structure of a jet after the shower
evolution. A jet from gluon splitting into bb would be labelled b-jet, because the jet looks
like an original b-jet from the point of view of a b-tagging algorithm. Therefore, the main
difference between these two definitions is the treatment of gluon jets that have a splitting
rate of a few percent (roughly 2% for g → bb and 5% for g → cc).
The “combined” b-tagging algorithm is mainly based on the properties of secondary
vertices of weakly decaying b-hadrons. It also uses further topological information about
track properties like impact parameter significances which are all combined into one b-
tagging discriminator applying a likelihood method. The default secondary vertex finding
algorithm is the Trimmed Kalman Vertex Finder [48]. For the purpose of this thesis, an
improved vertex finder is introduced and used for the ttH analysis in Section 4.2.7. The
following cuts are applied to the secondary vertices:
• The transverse distance d between primary vertex and secondary vertex must fulfill
100 μm < d < 2.5 cm.
• The transverse distance d divided by its error σd must fulfill d/σd > 3.
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• The invariant mass of charged particle tracks associated to the vertex must not exceed
6.5 GeV/c2.
• The vertex must not be compatible with a K0S decay. Vertices with two oppositely
charged tracks are rejected if their mass is within a window of 50 MeV/c2 around the
nominal K0S mass.
Based on this selection, three cases, the so called “vertex categories” can be identified:
1. “RecoVertex”: At least one secondary vertex candidate has been found according to
the selection criteria.
2. “PseudoVertex”: If no vertex is found according to the selection criteria, a so called
“PseudoVertex” is created from tracks that are not compatible with the primary
vertex, i.e. if they have a signed1 transverse impact parameter significance of larger
than two. This is only possible if at least two such tracks are found.
3. “NoVertex”: If no vertex has been found and no PseudoVertex can be constructed.
The distribution of the categories for the different jet flavours is displayed in Figure 4.8. It
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Figure 4.8: Distribution of the vertex categories for the different jet flavours. The solid
line refers to b-jets, the dotted line to c-jets and the dashed line represents light flavour
(uds-) jets.
is visible that already the category alone, i.e. the criterion if a secondary vertex has been
found or not, has some power to discriminate between b-jets and non-b-jets.
1The sign of the impact parameter is defined positive if the track is reconstructed “downstream” in the
direction of the jet with respect to the primary vertex and negative otherwise.
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In addition to the signed two-dimensional impact parameter significance of the tracks
shown in Figure 4.9, the following observables are used as input for the calculation of the
b-tagging discriminator of the “RecoVertex” category.
• Invariant mass of charged particle tracks associated to the secondary vertex. This is
motivated by the expectation that b-hadron decays have a larger invariant mass of
charged particle tracks than charm or light flavour decays.
• Multiplicity of charged particle tracks associated to the secondary vertex, because
b-hadron decays have a characteristic number of charged particles of 5 on average.
• Distance between primary and secondary vertex in the transverse plane, devided by
its error, called flight distance significance.
• Energy of charged particle tracks divided by the total energy of charged particles
associated to the jet, motivated by the hard b-fragmentation function.
• Rapidities of charged particle tracks associated to the secondary vertex with respect







. This enters for each track associated to the
secondary vertex.
• The track impact parameter significance of the first track exceeding the charm mass
threshold in the transverse plane.
The distributions of these quantities are shown in Figure 4.10. The last observable in
this list improves the suppression of charm jets. This is achieved by sorting the tracks
in decreasing order according to their impact parameter significances and calculating the
invariant mass for tracks 1 to n. The n’th track is the one which causes the invariant mass
to exceed the threshold of 1.5 GeV/c2 which is motivated by the mass of charm hadrons
considering only charged particles. The impact parameter significance of the track moving
the n-track mass above this threshold is used in the discriminator. For charm jets, this
value is expected to be small, because this track does not come from a charm hadron decay
and therefore not from a particle with a significant flight distance. For b-jets, however,
this value is expected to be larger, because it descends from a b-hadron decay.
For the second category, the “PseudoVertex”, most of these variables can still be used
except for the distance between primary and secondary vertex, because the spatial position
of the pseudo vertex is not fitted. The distributions look similar as in the “RecoVertex”
case, but the separation power is reduced.
For the third category without a vertex, none of these variables in the list can be used
and only the signed two-dimensional impact parameter significances of the tracks can be
incorporated into the discriminator.
All these variables are combined into one single discriminator by the following likelihood
function:
Lb,c,q = f b,c,q (α) ×
∏
i
f b,c,qα (xi) (4.1)
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Figure 4.9: Signed transverse impact parameter significance for tracks in b-jets (solid), c-
jets (dotted) and light flavour (uds-) jets (dashed) for the three different vertex categories.
The second peak in category two is due to the selection criterion for tracks forming the
pseudo vertex. These tracks are required to have a signed transverse impact parameter
significance of more than two, leading to a cumulation of events having this kind of tracks.
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Invariant mass
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Figure 4.10: Observables used for the calculation of the b-tagging discriminator in the
“RecoVertex” category. The solid lines refer to b-jets, the dotted line to c-jets and the
dashed line to light flavour (uds-) jets.
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where α denotes the vertex category (α = 1, 2, 3), xi are the individual variables, q stands
for light flavour jets including gluons, c or b refers to charm or b-jets, respectively. f b,c,q (α)
is the probability for flavour b, c, q to belong to category α, while f b,c,qα (xi) is the probability
density function for category α and variable b, c, q, e.g. the impact parameter distribution.
The final discriminator d is then calculated by:
d = fBG(c) × L
b
Lb + Lc




where fBG(c) and fBG(q) are the a priori probabilities for the c- and q- content in non-
b-jets, i.e. fBG(c) + fBG(q) = 1. The distribution of this discriminator d is shown in
Figure 4.11 for the different jet flavours. It is visible that the discriminator gives a good
discriminator












Figure 4.11: Distribution of the b-tagging discriminator for b-jets (solid line), c-jets (dotted
line) and light flavour (uds-) jets (dashed line).
separation between the jets of the different flavours. This likelihood procedure might not
be optimal since there are correlations between the observables that are not reflected in
the likelihood functions. A possible solution might be a neural network, that automatically
takes care of these correlations and could give a few percent improved performance, but
this technique has not been implemented yet.
The choice of the cut on this b-tagging discriminator determines the tagging efficiency
and misidentification rate. These rates in dependence on the discriminator cut are shown
in Figure 4.12. Furthermore, the misidentification rate versus the b-tagging efficiency
is shown in Figure 4.13 for the two definitions (“physics” or “algorithmic” definition).
It is visible that the gluon misidentification rate is much worse in case of the “physics”
definition, because of the occurence of gluon splitting. In the “algorithmic” definition the
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discriminator cut













Figure 4.12: b-tagging efficiencies and misidentification rates in dependence on the cut on
the b-tagging discriminator. The upper line shows the b-efficiency, the line in the middle
shows the charm-efficiency and the lower line, the light flavour efficiency.
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Figure 4.13: Mistagging rates versus b-tagging efficiency. The triangles show the
charm misidentification rate, the stars represent gluons, while circles refer to the uds-
misidentification rate. On the left side: “physics” definition and on the right side: “al-
gorithmic” definition. The plots are obtained for a tt2j sample with a minimal jet pt of
20 GeV/c and |η| < 2.4.
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gluon and u,d,s misidentification rates are almost equal because these jets have similar
behaviour in many respects.
Figure 4.13 shows the overall performance for a tt2j sample with its characteristical jet
distributions which covers a large pt range. However, the performance strongly depends
on the momentum and direction of the jet. This is displayed in Figure 4.14, where the
misidentification rates in dependence on the transverse momentum of the jets for a fixed b-
tagging efficiency of 50% are presented. The right plot in this Figure shows the dependence
on the pseudo rapidity η. For low pt values, the performance decreases because of a worse
pt





























Figure 4.14: Mistagging probability at a fixed b-efficiency of 50% in dependence on pt (left
plot) and |η| (right plot) in the “physics” definition. The triangles refer to charm jets,
stars to gluons and circles to to uds-jets.
track resolution due to an increase in multiple scattering which deteriorates the separation
between primary and secondary vertices. For high pt values, the rate of gluons splitting
into heavy quarks increases and the track multiplicity from fragmentation increases which
leads to a more difficult pattern recognition in dense jets. Therefore, the optimal b-tagging
performance is reached for pt values between 60 and 90 GeV/c in the central region of the
detector. For larger values of the pseudo rapidity η, the performance degrades, because
of larger amounts of material that have to be traversed and because of a reduced detector
resolution.
4.2.7 Improvements in b-Tagging
The standard algorithm for b-jet identification is the “combined” b-tagging, described in
Section 4.2.6, that combines various lifetime based track and vertex properties. This is
the algorithm that has been used in the original publication [49]. Since b-tagging is one
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of the crucial components of the ttH analysis, two of the most promising enhancements
of the b-tagging performance have been investigated. The first is an improved secondary
vertex finding algorithm, namely the “Tertiary Vertex Track Finder” [50]. This algorithm
exploits the fact that a b-hadron decay chain does not only contain secondary vertices
but also tertiary vertices from charm decays. It takes care of an improved treatment of
tracks from tertiary vertices as described in [50, 51]. The improvement of the b-tagging
performance due to this algorithm is shown in Figures 4.17.
The second improvement is the combination with soft lepton tagging algorithms [52].
These algorithms make use of the property of b-hadrons to decay into electrons or muons
in about 20% of the cases for each lepton family, counting electrons and muons only.
The presence of a lepton in a jet, together with other properties like impact parameter
significance, angular distances between jet and lepton, and ratio of lepton momentum to
jet energy, are indications for b-decays. These properties are combined into a discriminating
variable using a neural network. The distributions of the discriminators of the “combined”
b-tagging algorithm and the two lepton tagging algorithms are shown in Figure 4.15.
The two-dimensional performance plots for the “combined” b-tagging have been shown
in Figure 4.13. For comparison, the performance of the soft muon tagging algorithm is
displayed in Figure 4.16.
Obviously, the “combined” b-tagging gives the best separation between b- and non-b-
jets. In the cases where a muon is found in the jet, also the soft muon tagging algorithm
has a significant separation power. The soft electron tagging algorithm does not have a
convincing discriminating power, especially not around the peak between 0 and 1. There-
fore, the soft electron tagging algorithm is not used in the analysis. Omitting the electron
algorithm gives another advantage: since the “combined” algorithm and the lepton tagging
algorithms have some correlation, it is beneficial to combine these two algorithms using a
multi-dimensional likelihood ratio. Due to the limited amount of Monte Carlo statistics,
two dimensions are the maximum. Therefore, only the soft muon tagging algorithm is com-
bined with the “combined” algorithm, using the usual method of calculating a likelihood
ratio according to Equation 5.1.
The resulting performance of the “super-combined” algorithm is shown in Figures 4.17.
These Figures show the behaviour of the light flavour and charm misidentification rate
in dependence on the b-tagging efficiency. Only the most relevant range of the b-tagging
efficiency between 50% and 70%, that is usually used in a typical analysis, is displayed. The
improvement resulting from the application of the improved tertiary vertex track finder
and from the combination with the soft lepton tag are shown separately. The performances
are in agreement with [50, 51, 47], if the fact, that the algorithmic definition for the true
jet flavour has been used in all diagrams of this section and that light flavour jets and
gluon jets are not treated separately in the present plots, is taken into account.
It is visible that the improvements due to the improved tertiary vertex track finder and
due to the soft lepton tagging algorithm are of the same order of magnitude, around 15%,
in case of the light flavour misidentification rate. The charm misidentification rate shows
an improvement between 10% and 3% depending on the b-efficiency working point.
The difference for these two jet flavours is due to the fact that the misidentification is
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caused by different reasons. In case of charm, a real secondary vertex is present, because
charm hadrons have a significant life time of the order of τ = 10−12 s and therefore a
measurable flight distance with cτ ≈ 300μm. The charm decay behaves in a certain
way like a short b-hadron decay. An improved secondary vertex finding algorithm will
in principal not change this situation, but the enhanced inclusion of tracks from tertiary
vertices increases also the charm suppression, especially in the high purity region, because
charm decays do not provide tertiary vertices. Moreover, leptons are present also in charm
b-tagging discriminator





















































Figure 4.15: Distribution of the b-tagging discriminators for b-jets (solid lines) and non-
b-jets (dashed lines). On the top left: “combined” algorithm; Top right: Soft muon
algorithm; Bottom: Soft electron algorithm. The semileptonic ttH data sample has been
used and the jets are required to have pt > 20 GeV/c and η < 2.4. The distributions for
soft lepton algorithms are only shown in the case where a lepton is found in the jet (i.e.
20% of the jets per lepton family).
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b-jet efficiency
















Figure 4.16: Mistagging rates versus b-tagging efficiency for the soft muon b-tagging al-
gorithm. Triangles refer to c-jets, circles to uds-jets and stars to g-jets. The “physics”
definition of the true jet flavour has been used. The results have been obtained with fully
leptonic and semileptonic tt events and QCD events. [40]
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Figure 4.17: Improved Performance of the b-tagging algorithms. On the top left: Light
flavour misidentification rate versus b-tagging efficiency for the standard algorithm, the
improved tertiary vertex algorithm, and the combination with the soft muon algorithm.
The plot on the top right corner shows the relative improvement (in %). The two plots
on the bottom show the same, but for the charm misidentification rate. These plots have
been obtained with the semileptonic ttH datasample and the jets are required to have
pt > 20 GeV/c and η < 2.4. The error bars indicate statistical errors arising from the
finite size of Monte Carlo datasets. It should be noted that these plots have large bin-to-
bin correlations, because each bin contains also the events of its next bin to the right, since
these plots are obtained by applying an increasing cut on the b-tagging discriminator.
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decays, thus limiting the possible improvements from the lepton tag. Decays of light flavour
hadrons do not have real secondary vertices or leptons and the misidentification is due to
pure instrumental mismeasurements that can be improved by better methods of vertex and
impact parameter determination.
The largest backgrounds in the ttH analysis are tt plus N light flavour jets, because
of their large cross sections. The improvement in light flavour rejection of around 25% is
therefore an important contribution to an improved discovery potential as discussed in the
following sections. However, all improvements that rely on more complicated methods are
subject to systematic errors.
4.3 Performance of Jet Reconstruction Algorithms
Several jet reconstruction algorithms and parameters in the CMS framework are discussed
in Section 4.2.4. These algorithms and their corresponding configuration have been com-
pared in order to determine the setup that gives the best performance. These studies have
been carried out using final state generator particles as input for the jet finding. For this
purpose, the “Iterative Cone” (IC) algorithm, the “inclusive kT ” (kT ) algorithm and the
“Midpoint Cone” (MC) algorithm and their respective configuration parameters have been
tested. Comparisons like this have the potential of becoming quite comprehensive, there-
fore the study has been carried out in a greater extent in conjunction with other channels
as published in the proceedings of the 2005 “Les Houches” workshop [53]. In the following,
a short summary of these studies will be given.
This study concentrates on the algorithmic task of clustering the input objects for the
jet finding, and has to be understood from an analysis perspective. This means that the jet
finding is considered to be optimal if the efficiency to reconstruct the complete kinematics
of the primary quark event topology is maximized. This reconstruction efficiency is defined
in terms of some quality citeria, the so called “quality markers”, and has been determined
for four different event topologies with two, four, six and eight primary quarks in the final
state. In case of the ttH channel, there are six jets (primary quarks) in the final state for
the semileptonic channel. The di-lepton and the all-hadron channels have four and eight
jets, respectively. Therefore, this study covers all cases for ttH .
The discussed “quality markers” are listed below, together with a short description of
their purpose:
• Event Selection Efficiency “εs”: This is the fraction of events that pass the two
selection criteria, of a mimimum transverse jet energy of 20 GeV and a maximum
pseudo-rapidity |η| < 2.4.
• Angular Distance between Jet and Parton “Frac αmaxjp ”: For each jet, the ΔR dis-
tance αjp to its primary parton is calculated and sorted in increasing order. This way,
n αjp values are obtained, where α
max
jp is the largest one. To quantify the angular
reconstruction performance of an event, the quality marker Frac αmaxjp is defined as
the fraction of events with an αmaxjp value lower than 0.3.
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• Energy Difference “Frac βmaxjp ”: The reconstructed energy of a jet is usually biased
and has a broad resolution as shown in Figure 4.18. This kind of calibration curve
 (GeV)jetTE
















Figure 4.18: Ejet/Eparton vs. EjetT for the IC algorithm with a cone radius of 0.4 applied
on a final state with four primary quarks. The vertical bars illustrate the resolution. For
this plot, only well matched (αjp < 0.3) and non-overlapping jets were taken into account
in order to determine the optimal energy resolution.
can be interpreted as an estimator for the expected reconstructed jet energy. The
βjp values are defined as the distance from the expected energy fraction (deduced
from Figure 4.18) in units of standard deviations. Analogously to the case of the
αjp variable, the β
max
jp value is the largest one of these values and the quality marker
Frac βmaxjp is defined as the fraction of events with β
max
jp smaller than 2 (standard
deviations).
• Combined Variable “Frac(αmaxjp + βmaxjp )”: This quality maker is defined as the frac-
tion of events in which both of the two previous criteria (αjp and βjp) are fulfilled.
This means that both, energy and direction of the jet are well reconstructed. The
left side of Figure 4.19 shows the correlation between the αmaxjp and β
max
jp variables.
The fraction of events inside the rectangular area in this plot, where both variables
are passing the criteria, is defined as the “Frac(αmaxjp + β
max
jp )” quality marker. As
an illustration of the power of this variable to identify well reconstructed events, the
hadronic top quark mass for “good” and “bad” events is shown on the right side of
Figure 4.19.
• Overall quality marker “FracGood”: The fraction of selected and well reconstructed




jp ) is defined as FracGood. This gives
an estimate of the efficiency to reconstruct the complete primary quark kinematics
of an event.
Although the last variable gives a powerful indication of a reasonable jet definition, it
is still important to also consider the partial information of the individual quality markers,
depending on the priorities of the specific analysis.
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Figure 4.19: On the left: Correlation between the αmaxjp and β
max
jp variables. On the
right: Hadronic top quark mass for well and badly reconstructed events, according to the
combined variable. Both plots have been obtained for the IC algorithm with a cone radius
of 0.4.
Some results for the IC algorithm are shown in Figure 4.20. The left plot in this figure
shows the FracGood variable for four different jet multiplicities. It is visible that the overall
efficiency is much smaller for events with high jet multiplicities, but also that a smaller cone
radius performs better in these events. The resolutions in energy and direction are shown
on the right side of Figure 4.20. As visible in this plot, the resolutions are approximately
optimal in the case where also the FracGood variable is optimal. The same plots for the kT
algorithm are shown in Figure 4.21. The situation is more complicated in the case of the
Midpoint Cone (MC) algorithm. This algorithm is more complicated to configure because
it has two additional parameters. The dependence on its cone radius is shown on the left
side of Figure 4.22.
Surprisingly, almost no dependence on the shared energy fraction threshold for merging
parameter has been found for this algorithm, as shown on the right side of Figure 4.22.
Furthermore, this algorithm performs not much better than the IC algorithm, in contrast
to the expectations. This might be due to the implemenation in the CMS framework
which was not yet mature enough at the time of this study. A new investigation of the
performance of this algorithm should be performed as soon as it becomes available in
the new CMS software framework, because the experience of other experiments with this
algorihm are very promising. In addition, the CPU time consumption of this algorithm
has been found to be disproportionally high, therefore the MC algorithm has not been
considered for the ttH analysis.
The conclusion of these studies is, that, on Monte Carlo level, the Iterative Cone
algorithm with a cone radius of 0.4 is a good choice for the semileptonic channel of the ttH
analysis with six jets in the final state. As soon as reconstructed calorimeter towers are
used as input, the cone radius has to be increased due to effects induced by the magnetic
field and the resolution in the calorimeter. More details on the particular jet finding setup
for the ttH analysis are given in Section 5.3.4.
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Figure 4.20: On the left: FracGood variable for four different jet multiplicities depending
on the cone radius (IC algorithm). On the right: Relative energy resolution versus angular
resolution. The markers of one type represent one distinct jet multiplicity. The values on
the top left end of each line correspond to cone radii of 0.2. The cone radii are increasing
with steps of 0.1 along the line to the top right corner. The energy resolution is defined
as the RMS divided by the mean value of the Ejet/Equark distribution, and the angular
resolution is defined by the width of a gaussian fit to the symmetrized ΔR distribution.
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Figure 4.21: The same plots as in Figure 4.20 but for the inclusive kT algorithm and vari-
ation of its R-parameter. The top left values in the right plot correspond to R-parameter
values of 0.1 and are increasing with steps of 0.1 along the line.
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Figure 4.22: On the left: FracGood versus the cone radius for a merging threshold of 0.5
and a cone area fraction of 0.25. On the right: FracGood versus the threshold for merging
for a cone radius of 0.3 and an area fraction of 0.25 (MC algorithm).
4.4 Fast Detector Simulation and Reconstruction
This Section gives a short overview over the components of the fast simulation program
FAMOS, as it has been published in the CMS PTDR [40]. A more detailed description
for the part of the fast b-tagging simulation (implemented by the author of this thesis) is
given in Section 4.4.1.
The input to FAMOS is a list of generated particles that are propagated through the
magnetic field and that are allowed to decay according to their branching ratios. The
simulation of the interaction with the detector uses the following processes:
• Electron bremsstrahlung
• Photon conversion
• Charged particle energy loss by ionization
• Charged particle multiple scattering
• Electron, photon, hadron showering
The first four processes are applied in the tracking detector, while the last one in the list
is performed in the electromagnetic or hadron calorimeter, respectively. For the muon
simulation, a parametrization of the resolutions and efficiencies is applied. The output
of FAMOS are higher level objects, like jets, b-tagged jets, muons, electrons, etc. This
way, the CPU time to simulate one event can be reduced by up to 3 orders of magnitudes
compared to the full simulation and reconstruction.
The tracker geometry in FAMOS uses a simplified model consisting of nested cylinders
as shown on the left side of Figure 4.23 in comparison with the geometry in the full
detector simulation. The positions of simulated hits in FAMOS are smeared by a gaussian
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Figure 4.23: Radiography of a quarter of the CMS tracker obtained from vertices of con-
verted photons for the geometry in fast simulation (left) and full simulation (right). [40]
distribution and are turned into reconstructed hits with a certain efficiency. Of special
interest for the b-tagging simulation is the impact parameter of which a detailed comparison
is shown in the next section. In order to precisely reproduce the tracking performance of
the full simulation, the gaussian resolution is parameterized in the silicon tracker using
constants for each space dimension. For the pixel tracker a parameterization according to
the pixel cluster size and the incident angle with respect to the layer is used. No pattern
recognition is applied in FAMOS. Instead, the hits belonging to a track produced by a
charged particle, are fit using the same fitting algorithms as in the complete reconstruction.
This procedure saves an enormous amount of CPU time, but the inclusion of fake hits is
not reproduced properly, especially not in a high luminosity environment.
The simulation of electrons uses a shower parametrization under the assumption of a
homogeneous material. The energy distribution is then placed into the crystal geometry
followed by the simulation of effects like front and rear leakage, energy loss in gaps and
effects induced by the magnetic field. Photons are first converted in the ECAL material
according to the number of traversed radiation lengths. The resulting e+e− pairs are then
simulated in the shower evolution as described above.
The calorimeter response to hadrons is parametrized by a gaussian distribution of which
the mean value and width depend on η and the energy. These values are taken from the
full detector simulation by interpolating between the fully simulated results for discrete
pt values of pions. This smeared energy is then distributed in the calorimeters using
parametrized shower profiles.
Muons are propagated in detail through the tracker. The response of the calorimeters
is parametrized in a similar way as for pions. The muon chamber response is simply
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parametrized to reproduce the resolutions and efficiencies of the full simulation.
4.4.1 b-Tagging in FAMOS
The implementation of b-tagging in FAMOS exploits the reusability of reconstruction al-
gorithms in the COBRA framework. The algorithms have originally been developed for
the physics reconstruction software ORCA. The adaptation to FAMOS required only small
changes that have been connected to requests for elements of the detector geometry that
is not fully available in FAMOS, since it applies a simplified detector model. Therefore,
the identical b-tagging algorithms as in ORCA are used. The implementation had to be
realized in the form of a wrapper that gets the fast tracks and fast jets as input which are
passed to the b-tagging algorithms. Therefore, the agreement of the b-tagging performance
depends on the simulation quality of the input objetcts, i.e. jets, tracks and vertices. The
secondary vertex reconstruction algorithm is the same as in in the full reconstruction, but
it uses fast tracks as input. A dedicated fast vertex reconstruction does not exist. Also
the jet reconstruction algorithms are the same as in ORCA using fast calorimeter towers
as input.
The most important observables that are used in the “combined” b-tagging algorithm,
described in Section 4.2.6, are compared in the following. The same tt2j data sample as in
Section 4.2.6 has been used. Figure 4.24 shows the distribution of the vertex categories for
the different jet flavours in comparison between ORCA and FAMOS. It is visible that the
first category has a systematically higher population for b- and charm-jets. Apparently,
the reconstruction of the secondary vertex is more efficient in FAMOS than in ORCA. This
is due to the cleaner track environment in FAMOS which has less fake hit inclusions which
deteriorate the vertex measurement. This fact alone already indicates a better b-tagging
performance in FAMOS compared to ORCA.
Besides the secondary vertex, another observable of major importance is the transverse
impact parameter significance, which is shown in Figure 4.25. A fair agreement even in the
center of the distribution is found for b- and c-jets. A small systematic shift to positive
values is visible in the top left plot. This effect is due to slightly smaller errors of the impact
parameters in FAMOS leading to larger significances on the right side of the tail. The left
side of the tail, corresponds to cases where the decay vertex seems to be located on the
wrong side of the primary vertex caused by badly measured or fake tracks which are less
in FAMOS, thus the distribution is shifted to the right also in the negative tail. For light
flavour jets (uds- and gluon), however, the distribution in the tails is much narrower in the
FAMOS case. Obviously, the impact parameter measurement in ORCA is worse than in
FAMOS which is related to effects like multiple scattering or the distribution of material.
Again, this behaviour indicates that the b-tagging performance in FAMOS should be better
than that in ORCA.
The comparison of the remaining variables used for the calculation of the b-tagging
discriminator according to Section 4.2.6, is given in Appendix A. The conclusion is that
some of these variables show major discrepancies due to the number of tracks at the primary
vertex, while the observables at the secondary vertex are in better agreement, but still show
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some problems. All deviations without exceptions indicate a too optimistic performance
in FAMOS.
The resulting distributions of the b-tagging discriminators for the various jet flavours
are compared in Figure 4.26. In the case of b-jets the distribution shows a deficit at a
discriminator value of 0.2 and an excess at 0.8 for FAMOS. This behaviour is mostly due
to the distribution of the vertex categories, which also shows a deficit at category three and
an excess at category one. The b-tagging discriminator has a different behaviour among
the vertex categories, in fact, it has a peak at 0.2 in category three and between 0.8 and
1 in category one as shown in Figure 5 in [47]. A similar argumentation holds in the case
of c-jets. The third diagram in Figure 4.26 shows a deficit in the range between 0.7 and 1,
but a surprising excess in the last bin which can be explained by gluons splitting into bb
faking real b-jets.
vertex category (b)





























Figure 4.24: Distribution of the vertex categories for ORCA (solid line) and FAMOS
(dashed line). The top left plot shows b-jets only, the top right c-jets and the plot on the
bottom displays uds- and gluon-jets.
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Figure 4.25: Signed Transverse Impact Parameter Significance of all tracks in the jet for
ORCA (black solid line) and FAMOS (grey markers). The top left plot shows b-jets only,
the top right c-jets and the plot on the bottom displays uds- and gluon-jets.
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Figure 4.26: Distribution of the b-tagging discriminator for ORCA (black solid line) and
FAMOS (grey markers). The top left plot shows b-jets only, the top right c-jets and the
plot on the bottom displays uds- and gluon-jets.
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The distribution of the discriminator confirms the expectation that the distribution
is shifted to higher values in case of b- and c-jets and to lower values in case of light
flavour jets. The final performance plots in terms of misidentification rates versus b-tagging
efficiencies are given in Figure 4.27. Obviously, the performances disagree by some factors.
In case of light flavour (uds) jets, the misidentification rate is 1% in ORCA and 0.25% in
FAMOS at a b-efficiency of 50%. In case of charm jets, the misidentification rate is 10%
and 5% respectively at the same working point. As already expected, the difference is too
large to be useful for most analyses like the ttH analysis, for instance. It is doubtful that
an approach like this, using the algorithms of the full reconstruction tools, could lead to a
good agreement between full and fast simulation, since the tagging rates strongly depend
on a very fine tuning of the input objects. Small changes in the fast parametrization
of the tracks might have large impact on the b-tagging results. Therefore, a number of
alternative approaches should be investigated. For instance, a parameterization of the
tagging efficiencies themselves, depending on pt, |η|, and the jet density, based on the true
flavour of the jet and the efficiency values from the full simulation, could give a better
agreement. This method might be problematic since the tagging efficiencies depend on a
multitude of kinematical and topological parameters.
Another possibility is motivated by Figures 4.24 and 4.26 which show that the differ-
ences in the distributions of the discriminator are mostly due to the respective contributions
of the three vertex categories as discussed above. Hence, a well defined fraction of events
could be removed from category one and added to category three according to the expected
population of the various categories. Methods like this should probably be applied as long
as the reasons for the discrepancies discussed in Appendix A are not fully understood.
4.5 PAX
The Physics Analysis Expert toolkit (PAX) is a collection of classes aimed to assist in
the fourvector reconstruction step of a particle physics analysis. The project has been
started at the University of Karlsruhe and has initially been introduced at the CHEP’03
conference [54] followed by other conferences [55, 56] and publications [57]. Meanwhile the
development is distributed over a number of institutions, including the RWTH Aachen and
the University of Hamburg, Germany.
The project has been motivated by experiences collected with previous analysis packages
like H1PHAN [58] of the H1 experiment and ALPHA [59] of the ALEPH experiment, in
particular:
• users have been able to quickly answer physics questions
• protection of the physics analysis code against changes in the detector reconstruction
layer
Furthermore, PAX tries to face the challenge of dealing with the enormous event complexity
of future hadron collider machins with up to 20 simultaneous collisions and large event sizes.
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Figure 4.27: Misidentification rate versus b-tagging efficiency for ORCA (triangles) and
FAMOS (boxes). The top left plot shows c-jets only, the top right dus-jets and the plot
on the bottom displays gluon-jets. The plots are obtained using the “physics” definition
of the true jet flavour as explained in Section 4.2.6.
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PAX is implemented in the C++ programming language following object oriented de-
sign principles. It provides a collection of container classes to manage event interpretations,
fourvector arithmetics and the combinatorial task of reconstructing decay trees in different
ways. Meanwhile, also a graphical user interface, which enables easy browsing of physics
objects, has been developed.
4.5.1 PAX Class Structure
In order to enable fourvector arithmetics, it is desirable to use already well established
fourvector implementations like the TLorentzVector of ROOT [60] or the HepLorentzVector
of CLHEP [61]. As shown in Figure 4.28 the user has the choice of selecting either one
as base class for the PaxFourVector. The PaxFourVector extends the functionality of the
ROOT: TLorentzVector
  4 components Px(),Py(),Pz(),E()
  algorithms (rotation, Lorentz-boost, etc.)
OR
CLHEP: HepLorentzVector
  4 components px(),py(),pz(),e()
  algorithms (rotation, Lorentz-boost, etc.)
INHERITANCE
PaxFourVector:  (is designed to access every 
possible information in the reconstruction output) 
  getCharge(), 
  getParticleId(), 
  lock():  the decay tree can be locked and excluded from analysis
  begin_vertex_relations, end_vertex_relations:   to establish 
decay trees and histories
  user_record:  store additional information as string-double pairs
  experiment relations:  associate any pointer to original detector 
object with the PaxFourVector
Figure 4.28: Inheritance diagram of the PaxFourVector. The functionality of the Lorentz-
Vector base class is extended by additional information and functionality.
chosen base classes by some useful datamembers and methods, like charge, particle ID
and relations to other PAX objects, like begin- and end-vertices. It has also the ability
to store an arbitrary number of user-defined floating point values in its “user record”.
Another important instrument is the possibility to associate pointers of arbitrary type
(e.g. detector object) with any PAX physics object. This way the information about the
original detector information can be percolated through the whole analysis and can always
be accessed.
A physical vertex is represented by the PaxVertex, which is designed in a similar way
as the PaxFourVector. Instead of a Lorentz-Vector, the PaxVertex is based upon a three-
vector. Also in this case, it is the choice of the user whether to use the TVector3 of ROOT

















Figure 4.29: Structure of the PaxRelationManager. Each PAX object has a relations data-
member which inherits from the PaxRelationManager.
In order to construct decay trees, the PaxFourVector and PaxVertex can be connected
using the functionality of the PaxRelationManager as displayed in Figure 4.29. The relation
manager follows the so called “Mediator” design pattern [62] which means that the relations
are local in the sense that each object knows its related objects but there is no global map
or directory of the relationships. A PaxVertex has incoming and outgoing fourvector-
relations and each PaxFourVector has begin- and end-vertex relations, which facilitates
the construction of arbitrary decay trees. The PaxRelationManager is also used to record
an analysis “history”. This means that each copied object keeps a pointer to its original
instance. This way, it is always possible to go back and ask for the original properties of
an object which might have changed during the analysis.
All the PAX physics objects are being stored in the PaxEventInterpret as shown in Fig-
ure 4.30. This is a container class that represents one particular interpretation possibility of
an event. It takes over the object ownership as soon as the object has been registered into
it. In order to advance the analysis in different directions and to test various hypotheses,
the PaxEventInterpret can be copied. A copy of a PaxEventInterpret is a deep copy, which
means that all registered objects are duplicated. Furthermore, the relations of the copied
objects are set up correctly in a way so that they stay within the copy. An important
feature of the PaxEventInterpret is the persistency. An instance of PaxEventInterpret can
be written to a storage device and read back into memory. During the storage procedure,
all the contained objects, including the relations between them, are persistent. This way,
an intermediate state of the analysis can be written to disk, which can be considered as a
sort of “mini” event data model.
The functionality described above is part of the so called “PAX kernel”. Additional
tools are provided for convenience and are shortly described in the following Section.

















Figure 4.30: Structure of the PaxEventInterpret class. Each interpretation possibility is
stored in a separate instance of PaxEventInterpret.
4.5.2 Additional Functionality of PAX
The PaxFactory is an extension to the kernel that takes care of bookkeeping and manage-
ment of different event hypotheses. This is facilitated by the PaxProcess or PaxAutoProcess
classes which take care of the evolution of all combinatorial possibilities of reconstructing a
decay tree. The rules, according to which these processes are evolved, are defined by a pro-
cess model which is represented by a PaxEventInterpret instance that contains a prototype
of the decay chain. Since one event can be interpreted in terms of various process hypothe-
ses (i.e. signal or background processes), the class PaxProcessFactory provides storage and
easy access to an arbitrary number of processes (i.e. PaxProcess instances). It also per-
forms begin- and end-of-job tasks and copies selected observables of event interpretations
to ROOT trees.
The VisualPax tool allows to graphically display and modify event interpretations in-
cluding properties like decay chains of the contained objects. A screenshot of the graphical
user interface is shown in Figure 4.31.
Furthermore, a number of interfaces to various data formats (like HEPEVT ntuples)
and experiment environments (e.g. CMS and CDF reconstruction software) have been
developed and are maintained continuously.
4.5.3 Application of PAX in the ttH Analysis
Among the various successfully realized implementations of the ttH analysis (described
in Chapter 5) is an implementation using the PAX toolkit. The combinatorial task of
combining the various detector objects, like jets, missing transverse energy and leptons, as
indicated in Figure 4.32, can become quite complicated. Even in the ideal case of exactly
four b-jets and two light flavour jets, assuming perfect b-jet identification, there are 24
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different possibilities of reconstructing the decay chain. The longitudinal momentum of
the neutrino has to be calculated using a W mass constraint since the measurement of
the missing energy allows only the determination of transverse components. This leads
to a quadratic equation with two solutions and therefore to two possible interpretations.
Moreover, the four b-jets have to be assigned to the top quarks and the Higgs boson.
In the case of realistic b-tagging and a higher number of reconstructed jets, which might
stem from initial and final state radiation, the number of possible combinations increases
quickly.
Each of the possible interpretations is constructed and the hypothetical decay tree is
calculated. For each possibility, a separate instance of PaxEvenInterpret is used. After
this, the probability of each interpretation to be the correct one is calculated using a
likelihood method. This method makes use of kinematic properties like the top masses
and the hadronic W mass, as well as angles between the top quark and its decay products.
Eventually, the best one is kept and used to produce the final results.
4.6 The LHC Computing Grid
The LHC Computing Grid (LCG) [63] is one of the key components for a successful ac-
complishment of the CMS experiment and the other experiments at the LHC. At modern
hadron colliders, experiments have to deal with tremendous particle production rates and
event sizes that have never been reached up to date. The demand on computing resources
Figure 4.31: Graphical user interface of VisualPax and an example of a visualized tt decay
tree.
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Figure 4.32: Combinatorial possibilities of reconstructing the ttH decay tree. In the ideal
case, there are 24 possibilities.
and mass storage systems has significantly increased and will continue to increase in the
future. To give an example, the CMS detector has a collision rate of 40 MHz. With an
expected event size of around 1.5 MByte, this would give a data rate of 40 TByte per
second. This enormous information flow is filtered by several trigger levels, described in
Section 2.2 and 4.2.1, and the final rate will be at the order of 100 Hz or 150 MByte per
second, which is still an impressive data rate. In fact, there will probably be no place in the
world where more data will be produced. Furthermore, these large amounts of information
have to be processed and analysed by thousands of scientists which are distributed over
almost all continents.
The analysis of the data, including comparisons with theoretical simulations would
require about 100,000 CPUs and a storage amount of 15 PetaByte per year. The approach
of providing these resources at a centralized computing center would be the traditional
choice, but in case of the LHC, a novel, globally distributed model for data storage and
analysis -the computing grid- has been chosen. The benefits of the distributed approach
are:
• Costs for maintenance and upgrades are easier to manage in the context of the
participating national organisations, which keep the responsibility for the operation
and support of the local facilities.
• Single points of failure, like e.g. power cuts, are excluded in a distributed environ-
ment. Reassignment of computing tasks and multiple copies of frequently used data
samples facilitate load balancing. User support is available in the same time zone.
The distributed approach does also have drawbacks like:
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• Network bandwidth usage will be very high since the amount of data that has to be
copied is large.
• Hardware will be heterogeneous.
• Coherence of software versions has to be ensured.
The LCG project adresses these challenges, provides solutions in the form of software
products, and deploys the necessary middleware.
4.6.1 Tiered Architecture
The geographically distributed computing system of CMS is divided into four tiers, as
indicated in Figure 4.33. The CMS experiment itself is called the “Tier 0” and it distributes
its data to a number of “Tier 1/2/3” centers as shortly described below:
• The “Tier 0” center at CERN receives the raw data from the CMS Data Acquisition
System, creates one archived copy of the data and performs a first reconstruction
pass. It schedules and performs the data allocation for the Tier 1 centers.
• There will be about six “Tier 1” centers, distributed among the larger member states.
They accept the data distributed by the Tier 0 center and provide data archiving,
data access, reconstruction and analysis services. In general, the Tier 1 centers
perform priority tasks like processing (skimming, calibration) of experiment data
and preparation of higher level objects for Tier 2 centers.
• “Tier 2” centers have a more flexible architecture that can be managed by smaller
organisations like a University Institute. These Tier 2 centers accept preprocessed
data from the Tier 1 centers and provide physics analysis services that can be used
directly and interactively by the physicists via batch submission systems.
To ensure the full funcionality of the tiered architecture at the time of the experiment’s
startup, so called data challenges, operating with a part of the expected data flow, are
conducted regularly.
4.6.2 LCG Components
Currently, the software components of the LCG are still under heavy development. The
next generation of grid software will be called “gLite” and is being developed by the
EGEE II (Enabling Grids for E-sciencE) project [65], funded by the European Commission.
The EGEE II project followes up the EGEE and EDG (European Data Grid) projects which
have been successfully completed in 2006 and 2004, respectively. The key components are
already usable and have been deployed on a large number of sites and have also been used
in various data challenges and physics analyses. Also the analysis presented in this thesis
made use of the grid infrastructure.
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Figure 4.33: The tiered architecture of the CMS data distribution. The Tier 0 center
is located at the experiment and receives the data stream directly from the CMS Data
Acquisition System. It manages the distribution of selected data streams among the Tier 1
centers. The Tier 2 centers provide interactive services for the physicists. [64]
Some of the most important components of the current status of the grid infrastructure
are explained in the following by means of a concrete example of an analysis job submission
as outlined in Figure 4.34.
The “User Interface” (UI) is the entry point for the user who has a local account on
this kind of machine. The user has to create a proxy certificate on this server in order
to identify and authenticate himself, using his unique personalized grid certificate. The
user creates and submits jobs using the user-space grid tools via the command line or
graphical interfaces as documented in the according user guides and manuals [66]. The
description of the computing job requirements are specified in a text file using the “job
description language” (JDL) [67, 68]. In the JDL file, the details about required CPU
usage, software versions, data access and the so called “sandboxes” are specified. The
sandbox is a collection of small files needed by the job, like a batch script or configuration
files, which is shipped together with the job.
After submission, the job is being transferred to the “Resource Broker”. According to
the specifications in the JDL file, the Resource Broker tries to find the optimal location
for the job execution. The Resource Broker has information about all grid sites and
their respective workload, which is matched to the JDL specifications following certain
algorithms. The Resource Broker is a service with is being provided by some organisations
like CERN or DESY, but there is no necessity for a grid site to provide its own Resource
Broker.
After successful match-making, the job is forwarded to the “Computing Element” (CE)
of the chosen grid site. Each grid site has to provide a Computing Element which acts
as a sort of gateway or interface between the grid and the local computing center. The
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Figure 4.34: Schematic view of the interaction of the various grid services.
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CE accepts the job and forwards it to the batch system, which in turn forwards it to the
“Worker Node” where the job is finally executed.
After successful execution, the job traverses the whole chain backwards until the user
queries the Resource Broker in order to collect the output sandbox. During this procedure
the job status is regularly communicated to the Resource Broker and can be queried by
the user.
The “Storage Element” (SE) plays a special role during job execution. The SE can be
considered as a gateway to some storage space, in analogy to the CE. The SE hides the
details of the storage area and provides space for experiment data as well as temporary
files of analysis jobs. In principle, the Resource Broker is able to recognize the required
data files of a job, which are specified in the JDL file, and it distributes the job in a way
that it ends up “close” to the SE which is hosting the respective file, i.e. with direct access
and without the need to copy the file. In reality, however, the concept of resource broking
based on datasets is still problematic as described in the following Section.
The CMS Solution
Beginning with 2003 the CMS experiment started a large Monte Carlo production and
physics analysis campaign with the goal to produce large amounts of fully simulated event
data to be analyzed for the various Technical Design Reports [40, 3]. Since the grid tools
have not yet been in a state where a reliable and efficient remote production would have
been possible, the production has been distributed to the various Tier 1 sites and the
computing jobs have been submitted to the local batch systems by the responsibles at the
respective sites. The event data have been stored locally on the Tier 1 centers while the
meta data, like details about production and software setup have been stored centrally in
the so called RefDB [69].
Since resource brokering based on physics datasets was not possible, and is still prob-
lematic at the time of writing, CMS was forced to develop a temporary solution in order
to enable the collaboration’s physicists to analyze the large amounts of produced data.
In the beginning, this was not more than an incoherent set of webpages, created by the
local production crew, that displayed some information about the available datasets, their
size, location and instructions about how to access the datasamples. The situation at the
different sites was similar, but there have been significant differences, e.g. in the storage
systems and layout of the POOL catalogues [70], which was enough to overstrain the user’s
patience.
Remedy came from the deployment of the so called “PubDB”. This database is situated
directly at the site which hosts the respective data in order to make sure that the PubDB
is always up to date and synchronized with the provided datasets. The centrally managed
RefDB has only a link to the respective PubDB for each dataset. Figure 4.35 shows
a schematic view of this concept. The information in the PubDB is accessed from the
outside via the http protocol. PubDB itself uses PHP (PHP: Hypertext Preprocessor)
[71] scripts on the webserver and dynamically creates websites displaying the content. The
PubDB websites are browsable which ensures that one can get a quick overview of the
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Figure 4.35: Schematic view of the role of “RefDB” and “PubDB” in the CMS production
and physics analysis system.
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content. The information from PubDB is also provided in simple machine readable text to
enable software tools to use the information in order to automatically create and configure
analysis jobs as described below. The database backend of PubDB is implemented as a
MySQL [72] server.
To facilitate the submission of physics analysis jobs, a tool called “CRAB” (CMS Re-
mote Analysis Builder) [73] has been developed which takes care of the unconvenient
formalities of the dataset discovery and analysis job setup. As indicated in Figure 4.35
this tool queries the RefDB for the existence of a desired dataset. According to the RefDB
entry, CRAB looks up the details in the proper PubDB at the according site which provides
the dataset. Using this information, CRAB is able to create a complete set of configura-
tion files for job submission and execution. Based on a local (on the UI) CMS software
installation, CRAB finds and packs the necessary libraries and binary files into a bundle
which is shipped in the sandbox. CRAB edits the analysis job configuration and applies
the necessary changes to enable the job to run on the remote site. Additionally, a JDL file
is created by CRAB which makes sure that the job finds its way through the grid to the
location of the datafiles.
CRAB is also able to perform a splitting of jobs based on the desired number of events
per job and the total number of available events. It takes care of job submission, monitoring
and collection of the output.
This way, CMS was and still is able to perform remote physics analyses, even though
this is not the originally foreseen clean grid concept.
Chapter 5
Study of ttH with H → bb at CMS
The investigation of the ttH, H → bb discovery potential has a long standing history. The
first publications within the CMS context by V. Drollinger and Th. Müller [74, 75]
showed that this channel holds promise for an observation. Various major advancements
of the CMS software and reconstruction methods have taken place since then. In the
following sections, the current status is presented and the differences to previous results
are investigated.
The analysis presented in this thesis is based on studies that have been performed during
the year 2005 and beginning of 2006, when the CMS collaboration was in the process of
completing its Physics Technical Design Reports (PTDR) [3, 40]. The outcome of this
effort was a CMS Note [49] which is also the reference for all the analysis results presented
in the following. In the meantime some improvements in b-tagging and optimizations of
analysis techniques have been achieved, this will be pointed out explicitly in the respective
sections. Even though the improvements sometimes required a significant amount of effort,
the overall picture of this analysis did not change dramatically.
In the detailed presentation of the analysis methods and results in Sections 5.4 and 5.5,
the semileptonic decay channel, in which one of the W bosons decays into an electron or
muon and its corresponding antineutrino, while the second W boson decays hadronically,
has been considered. This channel has the highest potential for an observation due to an
optimal compromise between branching ratio and contribution from background events.
Although the all-hadron channel has a branching ratio of 49%, it is difficult to observe,
because of the large QCD background. About 28% of the events have a semileptonic decay
which allows to trigger on the clean signature of an isolated muon or electron. Finally,
some 5% contain two oppositely charged leptons, the di-lepton channel, which has a clean
signature of two isolated leptons, but which does not allow to reconstruct the top masses
unambiguously because of the two neutrinos. The remaining cases correspond to tau
decays, which are difficult to distinguish owing to the complexity of the tau decay modes.
In fact, these events contribute in small parts to the other channels.
A brief summary of the results for the all-hadron and di-lepton channels is given in
Section 5.7.
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5.1 Introduction
The Higgs boson decay channel H → bb is the dominant one in the Standard Model up
to a mass mH < 135 GeV/c
2 as shown on the left side of Figure 3.2. The direct Higgs
production via gluon fusion gg → H has the largest production cross section as indicated
on the right side of Figure 3.2, but this mode is impossible to detect because of the huge
QCD cross section for bb production and the broad resolution of the invariant Higgs mass
which does not allow to identify a narrow mass peak. The Higgs production in association





















Figure 5.1: Leading order Feynman diagrams of ttH production processes.
lower background rates and because the tt system provides clear signatures and resonances
that can be used for an event identification. Another advantage of this special production
and decay mode might be the potential of the measurement of the combined t-H, H-b
Yukawa coupling.
While next-to-leading order calculations for the ttH signal processes are available and
give a correction faktor (k-factor) of ∼ 1.2 at the LHC [76, 77], no NLO calculations for
the background processes ttN j with N >= 2 have been completed at the time of writing
of this thesis. Therefore, a large theoretical systematic uncertainty of the order of roughly
20% [78] has to be assumed.
The top quark decays almost exclusively into t → Wb which leads to a total number
of four b-jets that can be used to suppress “reducible” backgrounds stemming from events
with less than four b-jets. In addition, the final state of a semileptonic ttH event, which is
shown in Figure 5.2, consists of two light flavour jets, one charged lepton and a neutrino
which emerges as missing transverse energy. Furthermore, additional jets produced by
initial and final state radiation (ISR and FSR) occur. This complexity of the final state
shows that all detector components are involved in the reconstruction of the ttH system.
The results of the study will also show that this channel acts as a benchmark for the
detector performance because the measurement is very difficult and pushes the analysis
methods and detector reconstruction tools to the limits.
All the event samples are processed in full detector simulation including minimum bias
and pileup events for a luminosity of L = 2 · 1033cm−2s−1. Realistic offline reconstruction
tools as they currently exist at the time of writing of the CMS Physics TDR have been used.
This leads to a substantially more complicated analysis procedure than previous simpler
approaches using parameterized detector models, thus pointing out limitations that might
not have become apparent before.
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The analysis presented in this thesis tries to answer the question of feasibility of the
discovery of the H → bb decay based on the current understanding of things with respect
to systematic uncertainties arising from detector effects as well as theoretical knowledge
of the underlying physics processes. In both cases, the situation will change as soon as
data and control samples arrive. Experiences from other hadron collider experiments show
that the availability of a wide array of datasets and control samples allows very precise
measurements even in difficult environments. Therefore, the question of how much the
detector and theoretical predictions have to improve before a measurement is possible will
also be discussed.
5.2 Event Generation and Simulation
5.2.1 Generation of Signal and Background Samples
The identification of the ttH signal makes use of the presence of two top quarks and their
subsequent decay products. Hence, the most important backgrounds are also associated
with tt production. The tt plus N light flavour jets ( ttN j ) backgrounds turned out to be
the most dominant, followed by tt plus b-jets and ttZ with Z → bb̄. These backgrounds are
studied in detail in the following. Of minor importance are pure QCD multijet events and
W/Z plus jets backgrounds, which are relevant for the all-hadron and di-lepton channels,
but can be neglected for the semi-leptonic channel1.
1This is demonstrated by a short evaluation in Section 5.6

Figure 5.2: Final state of a semileptonic ttH event in case of a muonic W boson decay
W → μν. The diagram on the right side shows the same final state but with an intermediate
τ decay, which is a priori not distinguishable from the detector signal produced by the final
state on the left side.
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The ttH signal samples have been generated for three different Higgs boson masses
(115, 120 and 130 GeV/c2) using the CompHEP [79] generator, version 41.10. In order
to simulate parton shower effects and initial and final state radiation, CompHEP was
interfaced to PYTHIA [43], version 6.215. On generator level, no cuts have been applied
for the signal sample. The next-to-leading-order cross sections and branching ratios for
H → bb for these samples are given in Table 5.1.
Table 5.1: NLO signal cross sections and H → bb branching ratios for different Higgs mass
hypotheses.
mH 115 GeV/c
2 120 GeV/c2 130 GeV/c2
σNLO (pb) 0.747 0.664 0.532
BR(H → bb) 0.731 0.677 0.525
The CompHEP generator is not well suited to simulate ttN j . CompHEP produces
an inclusive event sample and higher order perturbative diagrams are not distinguished
from the effects introduced by PYTHIA leading to a significant overestimation of the cross
section of tt plus jets backgrounds. As an alternative, the ttN j samples are produced with
ALPGEN, version 2.05 [80], for five different jet multiplicities (N = 0, 1, 2, 3 exclusive and
N ≥ 4 inclusive). ALPGEN applies a “matching” mechanism, in particular all of the
matrix elements for tt plus N additional hard partons are included and properly combined
at each order taking into account the interferences between amplitudes. These are then
propagated through PYTHIA, version 6.325, which adds parton shower and initial and
final state radiation. The resulting events are then checked to see whether the number of
hard partons in the final state is indeed N and not greater than N for exclusive samples.
Events with more jets can occur as a result of the high energy extremes of the parton
shower simulation in PYTHIA. This way it is possible to get a set of event samples with
separated jet multiplicities. The following generator level cuts have been applied on ttN j
events:
pt(j) > 20GeV/c, |η(j)| < 5, ΔR(j1, j2) > 0.7,
where jx denotes any of the light flavour extra jets and ΔR is the angular distance between
jets in η, φ space: ΔR(j1, j2) =
√
(Δη)2 + (Δφ)2. The resulting leading order cross sections
after all generator cuts for these samples are given in Table 5.2.
Table 5.2: LO ALPGEN cross-sections for the different jet multiplicities of ttN j after all
generator cuts.
exclusive tt+0j excl. tt+1j excl. tt+2j excl. tt+3j inclusive tt+4j
σLO (pb) 190 170 100 40 61
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Historically, the analysis has been developed using an inclusive tt2j sample produced
with CompHEP, because ALPGEN became available in the CMS framework only late in
2005. Using this sample, the impact of this background was much worse, even though tt0j
and tt1j were not included. A detailed comparison of the ttN j background for CompHEP
and ALPGEN is given in Section 5.2.4.
The same considerations are valid for the tt plus b-jets background. But since this
background is not dominant in comparison with tt plus N light flavour jets ( ttN j ), the
older and conservative sample produced with CompHEP has been used for this analysis.
This way the ttbb background is overestimated, but is still less dominant than tt plus light
flavour backgrounds. The following generator level cuts have been applied on ttbb events:
pt(b) > 15GeV/c, |η(b)| < 3, ΔR(b1, b2) > 0.3.
The difference to the cuts on the ALPGEN samples has historical reasons. The higher pt cut
in ALPGEN reduces the generation inefficiency significantly. The effective cross sections
before and after all generator level cuts for the background generated with CompHEP are
listed in Table 5.3. The table shows that the generator preselection efficiency ε for both
Table 5.3: Leading order CompHEP cross-sections of the considered background processes
before and after the generator filters.
ttbb ttZ
σLO (pb) 3.28 0.65
σLO × ε (pb) 2.82 0.565
CompHEP backgrounds is around ε = 0.86.
For all samples, the top mass has been assumed to be 175 GeV/c2. For the CompHEP
samples, CTEQ4L [81] parton distributions have been applied, while CTEQ5L [82] has
been used for the ALPGEN samples.
For completeness, the total number of generated, simulated and analyzed events of all
signal and background samples, including the expected number of events corresponding to
an integrated luminosity of 60 fb−1 is given in Table 5.4. The last column gives a scaling
factor which has to be applied to the analysis results in order to obtain the final event
yields, for instance the number of remaining events after event selection. The number of
remaining events after event selection can be very small for some of the ttN j samples,
and the scaling factors of these samples are large at the same time. In the case of very
tight selection cuts, this might lead to statistical problems. Table 5.4 shows that the
available number of Monte Carlo events is certainly sufficient for the signal and ttbb and
ttZ background samples.
The amount of available Monte Carlo Statistics might seem unsatisfactory, but the
analysis conclusions of Section 5.5 are found to be quite stable within certain bounds. The
number of simulated events is not a matter of choice since large amounts of computing
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resources are required. The exact number of events has been decided collectively within
the CMS experiment. The somewhat odd numbers of generated and analyzed events is
a result of instabilities in the computing and software environment, e.g. crashing jobs or
corrupt files.
One possibility to get rid of the problem of lacking Monte Carlo statistics is the appli-
cation of a fast detector simulation. Unfortunately, the b-tagging performance, especially
the light flavour misidentification rate in the fast simulation, described in Section 4.4.1,
does not reproduce the performance of the full simulation well enough and can therefore
not be used in this channel which primarily depends on the light flavour misidentification
rate.
5.2.2 Reconstruction of Generator Parton Kinematics
In order to get an idea of the behaviour of signal and backgrounds and to estimate the
expected event reconstruction performance, it is useful to study the behaviour of kinematic
properties of the simulated events at generator level. For this purpose, the generator output
has to be deciphered in a procedure which is not always unambiguous. An example for a
generator listing and an explanation of the methods to reconstruct the primary partons is
given in Appendix B.
The invariant top quark and W boson masses in the ttH sample, that have been recon-
structed this way, are shown in Figure 5.3. The plots reproduce a Breit-Wigner distribution
with the proper width and mean values. The invariant bb mass, i.e. the Higgs mass, is not
displayed, since it simply shows a sharp peak at the generated mH value of 120 GeV/c
2 in
Table 5.4: Total number of generated, analyzed and expected events corresponding to an
integrated luminosity of 60 fb−1. The effective signal cross sections include the branching
ratio for H → bb and the branching ratio (28%) for semileptonic W boson decays (μ and
e), while the cross sections for the backgrounds refer to fully inclusive samples after all
generator preselection cuts.
sample eff. cross sec. expected # ev. gen. and ana. # ev. scaling factor
ttH (mH = 115 GeV) 0.153 pb 9180 55395 0.16572
ttH (mH = 120 GeV) 0.126 pb 7560 191133 0.03955
ttH (mH = 130 GeV) 0.078 pb 4692 44595 0.10521
tt0j 190 pb 11.4 · 106 98578 115.64
tt1j 170 pb 10.2 · 106 1297064 7.86
tt2j 100 pb 6 · 106 827615 7.25
tt3j 40 pb 2.4 · 106 108778 22.06
tt4j 61 pb 3.66 · 106 114054 32.09
ttbb 2.82 pb 169200 384407 0.4402
ttZ 0.565 pb 33900 94706 0.3579
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Figure 5.3: Distribution of the invariant masses of the generated top quark (left) and W
boson (right). The plots show the hadronically decaying branch, but the distributions look
identical in the leptonic case.
this case.
The generated distributions of the transverse momenta of the Higgs boson and the top
quark are shown in Figure 5.4.
Of major interest for the efficiency of the ttH analysis is the distribution of the trans-
verse momenta of the six signal partons which is shown in Figure 5.5. Ideally, these partons
finally emerge in the detector as reconstructed jets, but several effects like parton show-
ering, hadronization and detector resolution obfuscate this image. Jet reconstruction in
the CMS experiment is only possible above a certain pt threshold of approximately 15 to
20 GeV/c. Figure 5.5 shows that a significant amount of the signal partons have values be-
low this threshold. Especially in the case of the sixth parton in Figure 5.5, the peak of the
distribution is below the reconstruction threshold. In addition, the systematic uncertain-
ties connected with the jet energy scale are large at low pt. This behaviour demonstrates
the enormous challenge, which is connected with this analysis, since the reconstruction
tools have to be used at the limits of their capabilities. The fraction of remaining signal
events in dependence on the cut on the generated transverse momentum of the partons
is shown in Figure 5.6. It is visible that already 50% of the events are cut away with a
minimal requirement of pt > 20 GeV/c.
Therefore, the reconstruction efficiency does not only strongly depend on the choice of
the cut on the transverse jet momenta, but also the systematic error due to the jet energy
scale is large, since small shifts in the energy scale might have a strong impact on the
reconstruction efficiency.
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Figure 5.4: Distribution of the generated transverse momenta of the Higgs boson (mH =
120 GeV/c2) and hadronically decaying top quark. The case of the leptonically decaying
top quark looks identical.
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Figure 5.5: Distribution of the generated transverse momenta of the six leading signal
partons, sorted in decreasing order of pt.




























Figure 5.6: Fraction of remaining events in dependence on the cut on the generated trans-
verse momentum of the signal partons.
5.2.3 Simulation and Digitization
The simulation of the interaction with the detector has been performed according to Sec-
tion 4.1 with “cmsim”, version 133, based on GEANT3, in case of the CompHEP sam-
ples. The ALPGEN samples have been produced with OSCAR, version 3.9.8, based on
GEANT4. This separation has historical reasons. Originally, all samples used in the ttH
analysis have been simulated with cmsim. Only late in 2005, the ALPGEN samples became
available and have been simulated with the latest version of the CMS detector simulation
programs. This mixing of different versions is legitimate since the performance of OSCAR
and cmsim have been validated to give similar results.
The response of the detector electronics has been simulated with ORCA version 7.6.1
in case of the CompHEP samples and version 8.13.1 in case of the ALPGEN samples. An
overview of the used software versions is given in Table 5.5.
Table 5.5: Generation parameters used for production of signal and background datasets.
Channel Generator PDF Detector Simulation Digitization
ttH CompHEP + PYTHIA 6.215 CTEQ4L CMSIM 133 (GEANT 3) ORCA 7.6.1
ttbb CompHEP + PYTHIA 6.215 CTEQ4L CMSIM 133 (GEANT 3) ORCA 7.6.1
ttZ CompHEP + PYTHIA 6.215 CTEQ4L CMSIM 133 (GEANT 3) ORCA 7.6.1
ttNj ALPGEN 2 + PYTHIA 6.325 CTEQ5L OSCAR 3.9.8 (GEANT 4) ORCA 8.13.1
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5.2.4 Comparison of CompHEP and ALPGEN for the tt Plus
Jets Background
Originally, the ttjj background was generated with CompHEP and proved to be very
difficult to suppress. Since processes with extra jets in the final states are better described
by ALPGEN for reasons explained in section 5.2.1, this generator has also been used, and
the comparison of ALPGEN and CompHEP generated events is presented in this section.
The main feature of ALPGEN version 2 is the matching procedure introduced in the
Matrix Element (ME) to Parton Shower (PS) interfacing. The parton-shower matching
criteria avoid double counting due to the fact that initial and final state radiation are
added by the PS generator on top of the extra jets already described at parton level. If no
matching is applied from ME to PS generator, a significant overestimation of the rate of
extra-jet production occurs.
This proper treatment of the parton shower matching is responsible for the reduction
of the cross section of these background sources by more than a factor of two. In addition,
the ALPGEN matching procedure allows the kinematics of the extra jets to be better
described. Actually, a PS generator provides a more reliable description of extra jets with
low transverse momentum, while a ME generator is more suitable to describe extra jets in
the higher region of the pt spectra of jets.
A direct comparison of the CompHEP and ALPGEN samples has to be taken with
care, because of a different Q-scale and different PDFs (CTEQ4L and CTEQ5L). As men-
tioned in Section 5.2.1, exclusive samples of tt with exactly one, two and three extra jets,
respectively, and an inclusive tt sample with at least four extra jets have been generated
with ALPGEN to be compared with the inclusive ttjj CompHEP sample.
The effective cross sections on generator level after applying similar kinematical cuts
are shown in Table 5.6. Taking the two-jet and the higher jet multiplicities together, the
Table 5.6: Comparison of the effective cross sections of the inclusive CompHEP ttjj sample
and the exclusive ALPGEN samples after application of the same kinematical cuts: pt >
20 GeV/c, |η| < 3, ΔR(j, j) > 0.7. These cuts systematically reduce the effective cross
sections listed in Table 5.2.
CompHEP ttjj 330pb
ALPGEN exclusive tt1j 120pb
ALPGEN exclusive tt2j 73pb
ALPGEN exclusive tt3j 32pb
ALPGEN inclusive tt4j 51pb
effective ALPGEN cross section is still a factor of two smaller than the CompHEP cross
section, where the CompHEP sample represents an inclusive two-jet or higher multiplicity
sample.
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Both the CompHEP and ALPGEN samples have been simulated and reconstructed us-
ing the setup described in Sections 5.2.3 and 5.3. Some reconstructed values are compared
in the following.
Table 5.7 shows the event selection efficiency for a very basic choice of the selection
cuts, i.e. High-Level Trigger for single muons, pt cuts and b-tagging cuts. Figure 5.7 shows
Table 5.7: Comparison of the event selection efficiency after application of the High-Level
Trigger (HLT) for single muons and cuts. The cuts are subsequently applied from left to
right. disc > 0.7 means that a cut of 0.7 is applied on the b-tagging discriminators of the
first four jets.
HLT 6 jets w. pt > 20GeV/c and η < 2.4 4 b-jets w. disc > 0.7
CompHEP ttjj 18% 8.3% 0.05%
excl. ALP. tt1j 14% 2.2% 0.008%
excl. ALP. tt2j 14% 4.7% 0.019%
excl. ALP. tt3j 14% 8.3% 0.038%
incl. ALP. tt4j 13.4% 11.2% 0.13%
the number of reconstructed jets which pass a pt cut of 20 GeV/c, while Figures 5.8 and
5.9 show the spectra of the transverse momenta of the six leading jets.
5.3 Reconstruction of Basic Detector Objects
The following sections summarize the setup used for reconstruction of high level physics
objects, like leptons and jets. Significant effort has been invested in the determination
of the optimal configuration of the reconstruction algorithms. In case of the b-tagging
algorithms, some dedicated improvements for the ttH analysis have been introduced which
has already been discussed in detail in Section 4.2.7.
5.3.1 High Level Trigger
The single lepton triggers as described in Section 4.2.1 have been found to be a good choice.
The rest of the event selection beyond lepton selection is better performed offline in order
to have more control over the discarded and accepted events.
The pt threshold for muons in the HLT is 19 GeV/c and for electrons 26 GeV/c. The
trigger efficiencies for signal and backgrounds are listed in Table 5.8.
For the sake of completeness, the efficiencies for the di-lepton and all-hadron channels,
which are applying a different trigger setup are also given in Table 5.8. The di-lepton
channel uses the single electron, single muon and single tau triggers in “OR” logic. The
setup is the same as for the semileptonic channels except for the pt threshold which is
lowered to 15 GeV/c. For the “Jets” trigger, which is used in the all-hadron channel,
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Figure 5.7: Comparison of the number of reconstructed jets above a pt threshold of
20 GeV/c. ttNj represents the sum of the four ALPGEN multiplicities tt1j, tt2j, tt3j
and tt4j. The units on the vertical axis are normalized to the CompHEP cross section,
thus the relative contributions of the several multiplicities are reflected correctly. The left
plot shows the CompHEP sample and the ALPGEN sample, where the ttN j multiplicities
are combined. The right plot shows the breakdown of the several multiplicities contributing
to ttN j .
















































































































































































Figure 5.8: Comparison of the transverse momenta of the six leading jets for ALPGEN.
The histograms are in order of decreasing pt from top left to bottom right from the sideways
perspective. The units on the vertical axis are normalized to the CompHEP cross section,
thus the relative contributions of the several multiplicities are reflected correctly.

















































































































































Figure 5.9: Comparison of the transverse momenta of the six leading jets. The histograms
are in order of decreasing pt from top left to bottom right from the sideways perspective.
ttNj shows the sum of the four ALPGEN multiplicities tt1j, tt2j, tt3j and tt4j, while ttjj
represents the inclusive CompHEP sample. The units on the vertical axis are normalized
to the CompHEP cross section, thus the relative contributions of the several multiplicities
are reflected correctly.
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Table 5.8: Signal and background efficiencies of the High Level Triggers, including the
Level-1 Trigger selection. All the background efficiencies are defined with respect to in-
clusive background samples containing all top decay modes. The signal efficiencies for the
single muon and single electron triggers are defined with respect to exclusive signal sam-
ples, containing only the respective semileptonic decay, while the “Jets” trigger refers to
an exclusive hadronic sample. The ttH efficiency for the Single e OR μ OR τ trigger is
defined with respect to a sample, containing at least one leptonic top decay. The numbers
are given in percent.
Single μ (%) Single e (%) Single e OR μ OR τ (%) Jets (%)
ttH 63.5 52.4 76.7 24.9
ttbb 19.0 16.1 83.6 18.3
tt1j 13.9 11.3 53.0 2.9
tt2j 14.0 11.1 59.8 6.2
tt3j 14.0 11.1 68.5 11.4
tt4j 13.4 11.1 78.6 31.4
ttZ 20.4 18.8 84.4 25.3
QCD 120-170 GeV/c 0.08 0.8 4.3 1.7
QCD >170 GeV/c 0.07 2.1 4.4 10.3
the single jet, 3-jet and 4-jet triggers are combined, using Et thresholds of 572, 195 and
80 GeV, respectively.
It should be noted that in a mature experiment, the trigger efficiencies can be expected
to be much higher, especially if the single lepton triggers are combined with other physics
objects, like missing energy or b-tagged jets. Up to 90% trigger efficiency can probably be
expected.
5.3.2 Muon Reconstruction
Muons are reconstructed making use of the muon system and the tracker as described in
Section 4.2.2 and Reference [83]. For this analysis, muons stemming from W boson decays
have to be identified and separated from muons originating from other sources, in order
to properly reconstruct the decay chain. Other sources include muons from pileup and
b-hadron decays, which are very frequent since there are four b-jets in a ttH event. This
explains the average number of about 3.5 muons per event, as shown in Figure 5.10. The
separation between “signal” muons from W boson decays and muons from other sources
(“background”) is accomplished by constructing a discriminator which is based upon the
following observables:
• Transverse momentum, pt
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Mean    3.669
RMS     3.843
number of muons / event


















Figure 5.10: Number of reconstructed muons per event in semileptonic ttH events.
• Track isolation, IsoTk, making use of the ∑ pt of tracks inside a cone around the
muon, as explained in Section 4.2.2
• Calorimeter Isolation, IsoCalo, making use of the ∑ Et of calorimeter energy de-
posits in a cone around the muon, as explained in Section 4.2.2
• Impact Parameter Significance, Sip = d/σd
The pt variable is motivated by the fact that fake and pileup muons tend to have low
transverse momenta. The isolation criteria are powerful because muons from W boson
decays are not accompanied by any jets, in contrast to muons from b-decays. Also the
impact parameter significance has the potential to suppress muons from b-decays since
b-hadrons have a lifetime which is long enough to be able to cover a significant distance.
The Probability Density Functions (PDFs) associated with these observables are shown
in Figure 5.11. These distributions are obtained by matching to generated muons, i.e. the
reconstructed muon which is closest to the generated muon of the W boson decay (in ΔR








where i denotes the observable (pt, Sip, IsoCalo, IsoTk), while P
sig
i (xi) or P
bkg
i (xi) de-
notes the probability to observe the value xi in case of the “signal” or “background” muon
distributions, respectively. The resulting distribution of the likelihood ratio and the per-
formance of the muon selection are shown in Figure 5.12. It is visible that a rate of only
1% of wrong selections is obtained at a signal muon selection efficiency of 90%.






























Figure 5.11: Probability Density Functions of the observables used for the muon selection.
The black line refers to muons from the W boson decay and the dashed line to muons from
other sources. From top left to bottom right: pt, Sip, IsoCalo, IsoTk.
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Figure 5.12: On the left: Distribution of −Log of muon likelihoods. The black trian-
gles refer to signal muons from W boson decays and the grey triangles to muons from
other sources, as defined in the text. On the right: Performance of the muon likelihood
discriminator for the ttH channel.
The muon likelihood does not only facilitate the selection of the correct signal muon,
it also has the power of suppressing the QCD background. Figure 5.13 shows the signal
(ttH) selection efficiency versus the QCD background selection efficiency, where the QCD
sample has been generated with p̂t > 170 GeV/c. The red star in this figure represents the
HLT efficiency. The black line shows that the QCD selection efficiency can be reduced by
a factor of about 3 (from 0.06% to 0.02%) at a minimal reduction of the signal selection
efficiency (from 63% to 60%).
The muon likelihood is also used for the task of vetoing muons in the electron channel.
The choice of the working point for the muon selection and double muon veto is discussed
in Section 5.4.1.




where pgent denotes the generated value of the transverse momentum and p
rec
t the recon-
structed value. The left plot in Figure 5.14 shows the resolution in the case where the muon
has been selected using the described likelihood method. This plot looks almost identical
in the case where the muon resolution is obtained using a ΔR matching to the generated
muon. The difference between these two methods of the muon selection is shown in the
right plot of Figure 5.14. This plot has been obtained by exchanging the pgent value in
Equation 5.2 by the prect value of the reconstructed muon that matches best the generated
muon. The large peak at 0 and the small tails and RMS confirm the small value of less
than 1% of wrong muon selections, i.e. that the muon selected with the likelihood method
is the same as the one selected by angular matching to generator muons.















Figure 5.13: ttH signal efficiency versus QCD (p̂t > 170 GeV/c) efficiency. Circles: Like-
lihood performance without HLT selection; Star: HLT selection; Squares: Likelihood per-
formance after the HLT selection.
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Constant  52± 1.002e+04 
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Figure 5.14: On the left: Resolution (defined according to Equation 5.2) of the trans-
verse momentum of muons that have been selected with the likelihood method. On the
right: Resolution difference between the selection with the likelihood method and angular
matching to generator muons.
The resolution of 0.015 is obtained by a gaussian fit to the resolution distribution and
is in perfect agreement with the values for muons between 10 and 100 GeV/c, as quoted
in Section 4.2.2 and [40].
5.3.3 Electron Reconstruction
Electrons are reconstructed using the electromagnetic calorimeter in combination with the
tracker as described in Section 4.2.3 and Reference [84]. As in the case of muons, the average
number of electrons per semileptonic ttH event is larger than two. Figure 5.15 shows the
multiplicity of reconstructed electrons per event. In order to distinguish electrons from W
boson decays from other electron sources and to suppress backgrounds, a likelihood ratio
method has been developed analogously to the muon case. In principle, similar arguments
as for the muon selection can be asserted for the electron selection. But since electrons
have a different behaviour in the detector and since their measurements imply different
methods, the observables are not the same.
In the electron case, isolation is defined my means of two variables. The first is the sum
of transverse momenta of tracks inside a cone of radius ΔR = 0.3 around the electron’s
direction as defined by the calorimeter. A veto cone of radius ΔR = 0.015 around the
electron’s direction is defined in order to exclude the electron energy from this sum. The
second variable is the distance (in ΔR) between the electron and the closest track outside
the veto cone. Some additional variables, also making use of the hadronic calorimeter,
are defined, which leads to the following five observables that are used in the electron
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Mean    2.793
RMS     1.909
number of electrons / event














Figure 5.15: Number of reconstructed electrons per event in semileptonic ttH events.
likelihood:
• ∑ pt of tracks around the electron, pIsot
• Distance to closest track, ΔR(electron, track)
• Transverse momentum of the electron, pt
• Ratio of cluster energy to track momentum, E/p
• Ratio of hadronic to electromagnetic energy of the cluster, H/E
The distributions of these variables are displayed in Figure 5.16, where the “signal” elec-
trons are represented by solid lines and electrons from other sources by dashed lines. These
distributions are normalized and thus represent the probability density functions used in
the likelihood ratio. The construction of this likelihood ratio follows Equation 5.1 in the
same way as in the muon case. The resulting distribution of the −Log likelihood and the
performance are shown in Figure 5.17.
The resolution of the transverse momentum pt of electrons is defined identically as the
muon pt resolution according to Equation 5.2 and is displayed on the left side of Figure 5.18.
As in the muon case, the difference between the resolution obtained with angular matching
and electrons selected with the likelihood method is very small as shown on the right side
of Figure 5.18. However, the pt resolution of electrons is asymmetric. The reconstructed
momentum is much smaller than the generated momentum. This behaviour is due to
radiation effects like Bremsstrahlung that are not corrected for.
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Figure 5.16: Probability density functions of the five observables used to construct the
electron likelihood, as discussed in the text. The solid line refers to signal muons from
W boson decays and the dashed line to muons from other sources. From top left to
bottom: Tracker Isolation P Isot , Distance to closest track ΔR(electron, track), Transverse
momentum of the electron pt, Ratio of cluster energy to track momentum E/p, Ratio of
hadronic to electromagnetic energy of the cluster H/E.
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Figure 5.17: On the left: −Log of the electron likelihood distributions for signal electrons
from W boson decays (crosses) and electrons from other sources (circles). On the right:
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Figure 5.18: On the left: Resolution (defined according to Equation 5.2) of the trans-
verse momentum of electrons that have been selected with the likelihood method. On the
right: Resolution difference between the selection with the likelihood method and angular
matching to generator electrons.
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5.3.4 Jet Reconstruction
Motivated by the studies on generator level presented in Section 4.3 which suggest a cone
radius of 0.4 for the Iterative Cone algorithm, several radii have been used on reconstructed
calorimeter towers in case of the semileptonic ttH analysis. A value of 0.5 was found to
deliver a useful performance. This is also the setup recommended by the guidelines for the
CMS Physics TDR analyses [85]. These guidelines suggest to use the MCJet calibration
functions, which have been adopted for this analysis. All the jet energies quoted in the
following sections are calibrated energies.
In case of the all-hadron channel, a smaller cone radius is expected to give better results
which has been confirmed by a separate optimization described in Section 5.7.
Since electrons deposit their energy predominantly in the electromagnetic calorimeter
and since the jet finding algorithms use both, electromagnetic and hadronic calorimeter
towers, as input, electrons are reconstructed as jets. This is in principle a good thing,
because electrons are mostly part of the decay chains in jets. For example, 20% of all b-jets
have one or more leptons and the lepton energy must be counted together with the hadronic
energy. A problem arises in the case where the isolated signal electron from the W boson
decay (see Section 5.3.3) is counted as a jet. In this case the electron is double-counted
because it is already reconstructed separately by the electron reconstruction. Therefore,
the jet produced by the isolated signal electron has to be removed from the list of jets
for the subsequent analysis. Figure 5.19 shows the angular distance (in ΔR) between
the signal electron and the closest or second closest jet, respectively. Here, the signal
electron has been identified by two different methods, once by angular matching to the
generated electron, and second by a realistic selection using the electron likelihood from
 R( e, closest jet)Δ



















Figure 5.19: Angular distance (in ΔR) between the signal electron and the closest or second
closest jet, respectively.
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Section 5.3.3. The former is shown in Figure 5.19, the latter looks almost identical, as
expected, considering the clean lepton identification. The plot clearly shows that there
is exactly one and only one jet that has the same direction as the signal electron. There
is almost no overlap between the second closest jet and the signal electron. Hence, the
simplest method of removing the jet that is closest to the signal electron is enough to get
rid of this unwanted additional jet.
5.3.5 Reconstruction of Missing Transverse Energy
The Missing Transverse Energy ET is reconstructed using the sum over all electromagnetic
and hadronic calorimeter towers, including corrections from jet calibration and muons [86].
Since muons deposit only a small fraction of their energy in the calorimeter (about 4 GeV),















where the index i runs over all calorimeter towers, while the j and k indices run over
uncalibrated (“raw”) and calibrated (“cali”) jets, respectively. The index m counts all
muons.
The corrections due to the jet calibration can be justified by the fact that the energy
measurement in the calorimeter underestimates the true energy, which is being corrected
by the calibration. Even though the jet calibration corrects also for “out-of-cone” effects,
which are double-counted in this case, this correction is necessary, because the latter is a
rather small effect.
The resulting resolutions of ET are shown on the right side of Figure 5.20. In this
case the resolution is defined as EreconstructedT − EgeneratedT , where EgeneratedT is simply the
transverse momentum of the generated neutrino. The “more correct” way of determining
the resolution would be to use the total sum of generated stable particles (except neutrinos)
as reference instead of just the neutrino, since more than one neutrino could be present.
However, in the present case one is interested in how well the neutrino is being represented
by ET . The difference between these two approaches is small, at the order of a few GeV,
anyway. Figure 5.20 shows the improvement of the resolution that is achieved by applying
the muon and jet corrections following Equation 5.3. The correction using muons improves
the ET resolution by 14.5% while the application of the correction from jet calibrations
improves the resolution by another 15%. In order to reject jets with bad reconstruction
and calibration reliability, only jets with pt > 15 GeV/c are used for this correction.
The left side of Figure 5.20 shows the absolute distribution of ET for semileptonic ttH
events in the case where both muon and jet corrections are applied. The distribution of
the uncorrected ET looks similar.
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Figure 5.20: On the left: Distribution of ET including muon and jet corrections in semilep-
tonic ttH events.
On the right: Absolute resolution in ET . The Root Mean Square (RMS) value of the
uncorrected ET resolution is 47 GeV, while the RMS with muon corrections is 40 GeV and
34 GeV with both, muon and jet corrections.
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5.4 Event Reconstruction
5.4.1 Optimization of the Preselection
The event preselection fulfills two important tasks. First, the analysis performance is
increased significantly since a very large number of background events is already rejected
at preselection level and does not have to be considered in the rather CPU intensive
construction of the combinatorial possibilities and subsequent likelihood evaluation.
Second, the separation of the four channels, i.e. semileptonic muon, semileptonic elec-
tron, all-hadron and di-lepton channels is performed efficiencly on preselection level based
on the lepton likelihood variables introduced in Sections 5.3.2 and 5.3.3. To enable an easy
calculation of the combined significance using all channels together, this preselection is
constructed in such a way that the four channels are completely disjoint. For this purpose,
the following set of cuts on the likelihood values for the lepton acceptances and vetoes have
been agreed upon [49]:
• Semileptonic muon channel: First muon selection − log L < 1.2, second muon veto
− log L < 1.4, electron veto − log L < 1.2
• Semileptonic electron channel: First electron selection − log L < 1.2, second electron
veto − log L < 1.4, muon veto − log L < 1.2
• Di-lepton channel: First or second muon selection − log L < 1.4, first or second
electron selection − log L < 1.2
• All-hadron channel: Electron veto − log L < 1.2, muon veto − log L < 1.4
For instance, a muon selection of − log L < 1.2 means that the lowest likelihood value
has to be smaller than 1.2, otherwise the event will be rejected. A second muon veto of
− log L < 1.4 means that the event will be rejected if the second lowest likelihood value is
smaller than 1.4. This way the four channels are by construction strictly separated without
any overlap.
Furthermore, the preselection uses a simple cut on the b-tagging discriminator in order
to reject a large number of background events without reducing the signal acceptance too
much. This cut is not being optimized at this stage, because in Section 5.4.3 a more
advanced likelihood method, combining the probabilities of four b-jets, is introduced and
optimized. Figure 5.21 shows the efficiency of accepting events in dependence on the cut
on the b-tagging discriminator of the four jets with the highest discriminator values for
the ttH signal and all backgrounds (ttN j , ttbb and ttZ ). The choice of a cut value of
0.3 seems to be reasonable, because it cuts away a large fraction of background events,
which significantly reduces the required amount of CPU time consumption for the further
analysis.
In a final step, a preselection based on the transverse momentum pt of the jets is
performed. This has to be done under the application of a b-tagging cut, because the
b-tagging performance depends on pt as discussed in Section 4.2.6. To illustrate this, the
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Figure 5.21: Selection efficiency in dependence on the cut on the b-tagging discriminator
of the four jets with the highest discriminator values for the ttH signal and all relevant



















































Figure 5.22: Number of selected events in dependence on the cut on jet pt. On the left:
ttH signal. On the right: tt4j background. The Number of selected events is scaled to an
expected number of events after an integrated luminosity of 60 fb−1. No b-tagging cuts
are applied. The events are preselected using HLT. The solid line shows the requirement
of at least 6 jets, while the dashed lines include also a cut on the maximum number of jets
that are passing the pt cut.
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event selection efficiency in dependence on the pt cut is shown in Figure 5.22. This Figure
also displays the dependence on the cut on the maximum number of jets (none, 7 or 8),
for the ttH signal and the tt4j background. An increasing pt cut leads to a decrease of
jets passing the minimum number of 6 jets requirement. A low pt cut leads to more jets
passing the pt cut and therefore to more rejected events due to the maximum number of
7 or 8 jets, respectively. It is visible that a cut on the maximum number of jets is more
effective in the case of the tt4j background and can therefore be used to suppress this
background. The best working point in terms of signal selection efficiency and rejection
of the tt4j background is therefore around 16 GeV/c, if a cut on the maximum number of
jets is applied. To verify this hypothesis, the purity2 S/B and significance S/
√
B, where
S denotes the number of signal events and B the total number of background events, is
shown in Figure 5.23. These plots include all relevant backgrounds (ttN j , ttbb and ttZ ).
A b-tagging preselection as described earlier in this Section has been applied. The optimal
working point is around 20 GeV/c with a 7 jets maximum cut. For the subsequent analysis,
a cut of pt > 20 GeV/c has been chosen.
2Actually, the purity is not defined as S/B but as S/(S + B). In this analysis, the number of signal
events is always much smaller than the number of background events, S  B, so that this makes no
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Figure 5.23: Purity S/B (left plot) and significance S/
√
B (right plot) in dependence on
the cut on jet pt after an integrated luminosity of 60 fb
−1. A simple b-tagging cut as
discussed earlier in this Section is applied. The events are preselected using HLT. The
squares indicate the requirement of at least 6 jets, while the crosses and circles include also
a cut on the maximum number of jets that are passing the pt cut. All relevant backgrounds
(ttN j , ttbb and ttZ ) are taken into account.
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5.4.2 Reconstruction of the Neutrino
Since the neutrino does not interact with the detector, its momentum components have
to be determined using missing energy. In the ideal case of only one single neutrino and
a perfect energy measurement, the neutrino’s momentum would be equal to the missing
energy. However, in a hadron collider experiment, the longitudinal component of the
missing energy cannot be measured, because the initial state of the interaction is a priori
unknown, and the proton’s remnants are not accessible since they go down the beam pipe.
Therefore, only the transverse components of the missing energy, ET , are available. It
is possible to calculate the longitudinal component by imposing the requirement that the
neutrino’s plus the lepton’s fourvector (να+lα) have to constitute the W boson’s fourvector
W α:
W α = να + lα
After applying a W mass constraint
W αWα = m
2
W
and assuming the W mass to be the generated W mass of mW = 80.45 GeV/c
2, a quadratic
equation is obtained for the longitudinal component of the neutrino’s fourvector:
(El + Eν)
























t cos (φl − φν) .
In general, this equation yields two solutions, which are both used as an interpretation
possibility in the analysis described in subsequent sections. In 32% of the cases, however,
the formula does not give a solution, because of a negative sign under the square root.
This happens in the case when the assumed W boson mass mW is too far away from the
real value, because the width of the W boson and the detector resolutions of ET and the
lepton are neglected. In the cases where Eq. 5.4 does not give a solution, the square root
is assumed to be zero. This assumption reduces the pνz resolution only by 6% as shown
in Figure 5.24. This figure shows the resolution of the neutrino’s z-component in the
case where Equation 5.4 gives one or two solutions. If two solutions are found, only the
one which is closer to the generated value is taken for this plot. This choice is ligitimate
since the goal is to show the decrease of the resolution due to the discussed method. The
reduction of the resolution is rather small and comes at the benefit of having a solution
for 100% of the events.

























Figure 5.24: Resolution of the neutrino’s z-component, i.e. precz − pgenz for the case, when
Equation 5.4 gives one or two solutions (called “real solutions” in the legend and shown
as dashed line). The Root Mean Square (RMS) is 54 GeV/c in this case. The distribution
represented by the solid line includes also the cases when Equation 5.4 does not give a
solution and the square root is assumed to be zero (called “all solutions” in the legend.
The RMS is 58.6 GeV/c in this case.
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5.4.3 b-Tagging Likelihood
The ttH analysis depends primarily on the performance of the identification of the four
b-jets. The tt plus light flavour jets background has a very large cross section and is being
rejected through b-tagging. The improvements of the b-tagging algorithms themselves have
been introduced in Section 4.2.7 and the preselection of events based on a simple b-tagging
discriminator cut has been discussed in Section 5.4.1. In the present Section, the event
selection and background suppression is optimized using a likelihood ratio method that
exploits information about the distribution of the b-tagging discriminator of the four jets
with the highest discriminator values. This is illustrated in Figure 5.25 which shows the
ordered distributions of the b-tagging discriminator values for real b-jets and for non-b-jets,
after all preselection cuts.
Analogously to the pairing likelihood, Equation 5.5 in Section 5.4.4, a likelihood ratio
LbTag is constructed using the distributions in Figure 5.25. This way, the b-tagging infor-
mation of four jets is combined into one single discriminator LbTag , which simplifies the
identification of the optimal b-tagging working point, because there is no need to adjust
four b-tagging cuts simultaneously. In addition, also the information about non-b-jets is
taken into account, leading to an improved performance of the LbTag method compared
to a simple b-tagging discriminator cut. This is illustrated in Figure 5.26, which shows
the distribution of the LbTag variable for ttH signal events and all background events. The
resulting performances of the LbTag cut in terms of purity S/B and significance S/
√
B,
compared to a simple sliding cut on the b-tagging discriminator are shown in Figure 5.27
and 5.28, respectively.
It is visible that the LbTag method reaches significances of about 2.5, while the dis-
criminator cut stays below 2.4. This corresponds to an increased performance of about
8%.
It should be noted that there is an alternative approach to this b-tagging likelihood
method: instead of the ordered b-discriminator distributions of b-jets and non-b-jets in ttH
signal events only, it is also possible to compare the ordered b-discriminator distributions
in ttH signal to ttN j background events. It has been verified that the distributions in this
case look similar and that the results do not differ significantly.
5.4.4 Jet Pairing Likelihood
One of the challenges of this analysis is the identification of the two jets from the Higgs
boson decay which has to be performed in an environment with at least 6 jets and their
according b-tagging probabilities. One reason why the search for H → bb is being carried
out in association with tt is the advantage of the availability of the signature of two top
quarks. The reconstruction of the tt system is facilitated by the presence of four resonances,
the two top quarks and the two W bosons, that can be exploited in order to identify the
correct jet assignments.
In addition, some kinematic observables, like the angle between the W boson and the
according top quark as well as b-tagging information can be used to fully identify the tt
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Figure 5.25: Ordered distributions of the b-tagging discriminators of the four jets with the
highest values, for b-jets and non-b-jets. The top left plot shows the first jet, while the
bottom righ plot shows the fourth jet. All preselection cuts are applied. The statistical
fluctuations are a result of the preselection and the small number of non-b-jets in the ttH
signal event sample that has been used for these plots.
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Figure 5.26: Distribution of LbTag for signal and all background events.
discriminator cut























Figure 5.27: Significance S/
√
B in dependence on b-tagging cuts. On the left: A simple
sliding cut on the b-tagging discriminators of the four jets with the highest discriminator
values. Four jets have to pass this cut. The cut is the same for all jets. On the right: Cut
on the LbTag likelihood ratio. The ttH signal sample that has been used for these plots
assumes a Higgs boson mass of mH = 120 GeV/c
2. All relevant backgrounds (ttN j , ttbb
and ttZ ) are taken into account.
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Figure 5.28: Purity S/B in dependence on b-tagging cuts. Otherwise identical to Fig-
ure 5.27.
system. After the reconstruction of the tt system, the two remaining b-jets are assigned
to the Higgs boson.
To summarize, the following observables are used for the identification of the ttH sys-
tem:
• Invariant mass of the hadronically decaying top quark, mtHad
• Invariant mass of the leptonically decaying top quark, mtLep
• Invariant mass of the hadronically decaying W boson, mW
• ΔR distance between the b-jet of the hadronically decaying top quark and the W
boson, ΔR(b, Whad)
• ΔR distance between the b-jet of the leptonically decaying top quark and the lepton,
ΔR(b, l)
The mass of the leptonically decaying W boson cannot be used because it has a fixed
value which is used for the determination of the longitudinal momentum of the neutrino as
described in Section 5.4.2. This is also the reason, why the angular distance in the leptonic
case is calculated using the lepton and not the W boson fourvector.
The usage of the ΔR distance between the b-jet and the W boson stemming from
the top quark decay is motivated by the transversal boost of the decaying system. The
transverse momentum of the top quark is shown in Figure 5.4 and has a mean value of
ptopt = 165.8 GeV/c leading to a mean value of ΔR = 1.7 and a peak at ΔR = 1.3 for
correct jet combinations.
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The distributions of these observables are obtained using an angular matching of jets
to generator partons. The matching algorithm calculates the ΔR distance of all possible
parton-jet combinations and subsequently removes the best matches until each generator
parton has one matched jet. Only events in which all generator partons are well matched
to reconstructed objects within ΔR < 0.5 are used for the construction of the likelihood.
This task has been performed using the ttH event sample with a realistic event preselection,
i.e. the event has to be triggered and the signal jets are required to pass the simple
pt > 18 GeV/c and |η| < 3 cuts with at least 6 and maximally 7 jets. This corresponds to
a fraction of 11% of the events. The requirement of a successful matching within ΔR < 0.5
reduces the fraction to about 8%. No b-tagging cuts are applied at this level, since this
would reduce the selection efficiency too much.
In order to construct a likelihood ratio as described below, it is beneficial to also
include the information about wrong jet assignments. Wrong combinations are obtained
by exchanging one or more of the correct jets by another jet passing the selection cuts in
such a way that all possible wrong permutations occur once.
The resulting distributions of these observables for correct as well as wrong jet pairings
are displayed in Figures 5.29 to 5.31. These distributions have been obtained in the ttH
signal sample with mH = 120 GeV/c
2. The dependencies of these variables on the Higgs
boson mass is negligible in the considered mass range, hence, no differentiation has been
made for the various Higgs mass hypotheses.
It is visible that all of these variables have some discriminating power. In analogy to
the method in case of the lepton identification in Section 5.3.2, a global event likelihood is
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Figure 5.29: Hadronic (left) and leptonic (right) top masses for correct jet assignments
(solid line) and wrong jet assignments (dashed line). The mean and RMS values in the
histogram are the values for the correct jet assignments.
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Figure 5.30: On the left: Angular distance ΔR between the b-jet of the hadronically
decaying top quark and the W boson. On the right: ΔR between the b-jet of the lep-
tonically decaying top quark and the lepton. As before, the solid line refers to correct jet
assignments, while the dashed line represents wrong jet assignments.
Mean  84.32
RMS     18.8
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Figure 5.31: Invariant mass of the hadronically decaying W boson for correct jet assign-
ments (solid line) and wrong jet assignments (dashed line).
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constructed by combining all these distributions into one likelihood ratio L:
L = Πi
P sigi (xi)




The resulting distributions of this jet pairing likelihood for correct and wrong combinations
are shown in Figure 5.32. For these Figures the events have been preselected according to
likelihood ratio
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Figure 5.32: On the left: Distributions of the likelihood ratio for correct jet pairings, for all
wrong pairings and for the pairing with the best likelihood value (denoted “highest value”).
On the right: The “rank” of the correct jet pairing, ordered by the value of the likelihood
ratio. The rank 0 means that no correct jet pairing has been found in the respective event,
i.e. that it was not possible to match the jets to primary partons within the given ΔR
distance.
Section 5.4.1, including a cut on the b-tagging likelihood of LbTag > 0.225. It is visible,
that the distribution of the best, i.e. highest, likelihood ratio has a significantly higher
mean value. This is due to the fact that even with a small number of available jets, i.e. 6 or
7, a very high number of different jet combinations, i.e. 180 or 630, is possible. Especially
in events that have, for example, a top mass value far away from the mean value, the
correct likelihood ratio might be very small, while the chance to find a higher likelihood
value using another (wrong) combination might be quite large. This is illustrated by the
right side of Figure 5.32, which displays the “rank” of the likelihood value of the correct jet
pairing, compared with all possible likelihood values of wrong jet pairings. Only in roughly
13% of the cases, the highest value is also the correct one. This number might look rather
small, but it is expected. In principle, this fraction of 13% represents the so called “pairing
efficiency” for the complete reconstruction of the ttH system. Usually, the numbers quoted
for a ttH pairing efficiency refer to the efficiency of finding the correct jets for the Higgs
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boson only. Even in the case where the tt system is not well reconstructed, it is still
possible to find the correct jets for the Higgs boson. This is illustrated by Figure 5.33,
which shows the likelihood rank for a correct pairing of the jets of the Higgs boson only.
likelihood rank of correct pairing














Figure 5.33: Likelihood “rank” of the correct jet pairing of the Higgs boson. Rank 0 means
that it was not possible to match the two primary partons of the Higgs boson to jets within
the given ΔR distance.
In this special setup, 26% of the events are cumulated at the rank one which means that
the pairing efficiency is 26%. It is worth noting that also in this case the entries at rank 0
correspond to events in which no correct jet pairing could be found, i.e. that the available
jets passing the cuts could not be assigned within ΔR < 0.5 to the generator partons.
The term “correct pairing” of a jet means that the angular distance between jet and its
corresponding generator parton is smaller than ΔR < 0.5.
Several attempts to increase the pairing efficiency for the Higgs boson have been tried
out. Among these attempts are kinematic fits [87], and complex exploitations of the kine-
matical characteristics of ttH events [49]. Unfortunately, none of these methods was able
to increase the pairing efficiency significantly above 30%. Even a large increase of e.g. 10%
in the pairing efficiency would not change the final result of the analysis. This means that
the invariant Higgs mass distribution displayed in Figure 5.35 would still show a broad
signal distribution above a similarly shaped distribution of the background. Therefore, no
further attempts to increase this pairing efficiency have been made.
5.5 Discussion of the Results
In this Section, the results for the semileptonic muon- and electron-channel, including all
previously discussed optimizations are summarized. The variable with the largest impact
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on the final result is the cut on the b-tagging likelihood LbTag. Therefore, the expected
observability in terms of significance S/
√
B and purity S/B is shown in dependence on the
cut on LbTag in Figure 5.34 for three different Higgs boson mass hypotheses, 115, 120 and
130 GeV/c2 after an integrated luminosity of 60 fb−1. These plots refer to the full invariant
Higgs mass range without applying a mass window. It is visible that the significance reaches
its maximum at a cut between 0.125 and 0.225. The invariant Higgs boson mass in the
case of mH = 115 GeV/c
2 is shown on the left side of Figure 5.35 in comparison to the
combinatorial background . “Combinatorial background” refers to events in which the two
b-jets assigned to the Higgs boson are not within ΔR < 0.5 to the generated jets. The right
side of this Figure shows the physical backgrounds (ttZ , ttbb and ttN j) and the ttH signal
stacked on top of each other. Due to the limited amount of available Monte Carlo statistics
for the ttN j background and the large scale factors that have to be applied to the remaining
events, the statistical fluctuations in Figure 5.35 are large. The according distributions for
the other two Higgs boson mass hypotheses, mH = 120 GeV/c
2 and mH = 130 GeV/c
2 are
shown in Figures C.1 and C.2 in Appendix C.
Compared to the original publication of this analysis [49], Figure 5.34 indicates some
improvement which is due to the advancement of the b-tagging algorithms, introduced in
Section 4.2.7, and cut optimizations, discussed in Section 5.4.1. The maximum significance
of S/
√
B = 2.34 could be increased to 2.6 for mH = 120 GeV/c
2. This corresponds to an
improvement of 11%. More impressive is the improved purity at S/
√
B = 2.34 (the result
b-likelihood cut
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Figure 5.34: Observability in terms of significance S/
√
B (left plot) and purity S/B (right
plot) for three different Higgs boson mass hypotheses (115, 120 and 130 GeV/c2) in depen-
dence on the cut on the b-tagging likelihood LbTag, after an integrated luminosity of 60 fb
−1
for the semileptonic (muon and electron) ttH decay channel. No mass window has been
applied. The error bars indicate the statistical error due to the finite size of datasets. Also
here, bin-to-bin correlations occur because of the sliding cut on the b-tagging likelihood.
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Figure 5.35: Invariant Higgs boson mass spectrum for a LbTag cut of 0.225 and mH =
115 GeV/c2, after an integrated luminosity of 60 fb−1. On the left: Only signal events;
the fraction of combinatorial background is shaded grey. On the right: All relevant phys-
ical backgrounds (ttZ , ttbb and ttN j) and the ttH signal (including the combinatorial
background) stacked on top of each other.
qoted in [49]), which increased from S/B = 4.2% to 8% which corresponds to a relative
increase of more than 90%. Since the purity is the deciding factor as soon as systematic
errors are taken into account, one can conclude that the improvements are significant.
However, the overall picture concerning the feasibility of this analysis does still not change
much.
For the sake of completeness and to be able to compare with the tables in [49], Table 5.9
gives event numbers and selection efficiencies for the semileptonic electron- and muon-
channel at two different working points. One “loose” working point, which optimizes
S/
√
B, and a “tight” working point, which increases the purity up to the statistical limits,
are presented.
In this context it is worth noting that the statistical fluctuations of the number of
background events has only moderate impact on the final significance. This is shown in




in dependence on the fractional uncertainty of the number of background events, where
dB is the variation of the background prediction. From these figures one can deduce that
the hereby stated significances are approximately valid even if the number of background
events is wrong by some percent.
The reconstruction of the invariant Higgs boson mass is facilitated by the usage of the
described pairing likelihood that selects the two b-jets that can be assigned to the Higgs
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boson with the highest probability. This procedure also motivates the application of a
mass window for the calculation of the final significance. When using the requirement
of mH < 150 GeV/c
2, the purity can be increased by about 10%, while the significance
does not change much. This minor improvement is due to the shape of the Higgs mass
peak shown on the left side of Figure 5.35 which is similar to the shape of the physical
background. It should be noted that the reconstruction of a mass peak is important as
soon as fitting strategies extracting the significance from the shape of the peak are applied.
This will become relevant when background subtraction methods are available.
This leads to the assessment that currently, the analysis of ttH with H → bb has to be
carried out in the form of a counting experiment, which heavily relies on the knowledge of
event rates and their corresponding systematic errors as evaluated in Section 5.8. Since a
precise prediction of the background rates is not possible at present, because NLO calcu-
lations for tt plus two or more jets are not available yet, the ttH analysis will have to rely
on the measurement of the background from data.
Table 5.9: Selection efficiency for LbTag > 0.225 (εloose) and for LbTag > 0.350 (εtight),
number of expected events and signal significance in 60 fb−1 for the muon and electron
ttH channels. The signal datasets are labeled by the generated Higgs mass in GeV/c2
(parentheses). Also quoted are binomial errors arising from the finite sizes of processed
datasets. No Higgs mass window has been applied. The last column of tt4j gives the upper
limit corresponding to a confidence level of 68% since no events are remaining after the
cuts in this case.
# Events εloose (%) N
ev
loose εtight (%) N
ev
tight
ttH (115) 55395 1.60 ± 0.05 147 ± 5 0.5 ± 0.03 48 ± 3
ttH (120) 191133 1.55 ± 0.03 118 ± 2 0.52 ± 0.016 40 ± 1
ttH (130) 44595 1.70 ± 0.06 80 ± 3 0.54 ± 0.03 25 ± 2
tt1j 1297064 0.0045 ± 0.0006 464 ± 60 0.00046 ± 0.0002 47 ± 19
tt2j 827615 0.0089 ± 0.00103 536 ± 62 0.0011 ± 0.00036 65 ± 22
tt3j 108778 0.014 ± 0.0035 331 ± 85 0.0028 ± 0.0016 66 ± 38
tt4j 114054 0.0035 ± 0.0017 128 ± 64 0 < 36
ttbb 384407 0.43 ± 0.01 734 ± 18 0.141 ± 0.006 239 ± 10
Ztt 94706 0.104 ± 0.011 35 ± 4 0.029 ± 0.005 10 ± 2
Total Backgr. 2230 427
S/
√
B (115) 3.1 2.3
S/B (115) 6.6% 11%
S/
√
B (120) 2.5 1.9
S/B (120) 5.3% 9.3%
S/
√
B (130) 1.7 1.23
S/B (130) 3.6% 5.9%
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5.5.1 Comparison to Previous Results and Expected Suppression
for ttN j
Compared to previous studies [88, 89, 74, 75], the tt plus light flavour jets background
proved to be dramatically more dominant (by more than a factor of three) than found
earlier. This is in fact the sole key to understand the differences to these preceding results.
This section shows that, based on the b-tagging performance presented in Section 4.2.7, the
ttN j background rates obtained in this thesis are in agreement with predicting calculations.
They are not in contradiction with the preceding results if the conditions of the b-tagging
simulations are taken into account.
In order to calculate the predictions for the event rates due to the b-tagging efficiencies,
the jet composition of the event samples has to be decomposed. The type of the W boson
decays (semileptonic, di-leptonic, or all-hadronic) determines the number of jets in the
event samples. Table 5.10 shows the branching ratio of each W boson decay mode. This
table has to be compared to Table 5.11 which shows the relative contribution of the W
boson decay modes to the background samples after all preselection cuts, except for b-
tagging, i.e. pt > 18 GeV/c, |η| < 3, including HLT and most important, the lepton
selection based on the lepton likelihood for the semileptonic channel. The table shows
that the preselection enriches the semileptonic fraction in the expected way. The overall
preselection efficiencies due to HLT, the cuts on the lepton likelihood, jet pt, number of
jets and |η| cuts are quoted in Table 5.12.
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Figure 5.36: Significance S/
√
B + dB in dependence on the fractional uncertainty of the
number of background events for a hypothetical Higgs boson mass of mH = 115 GeV/c
2
in 60 fb−1. The variation of the background prediction is denoted dB. The dashed lines
correspond to a variation of the background cross section of 20% due to the theoretical
uncertainty. On the left: “loose” working point, on the right: “tight” working point.
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For the following calculation, the number of jets and their corresponding flavour com-
position has to be known. For this purpose, the reconstructed jets after a preselection
identical to the selection in Section 5.4.1 is applied, i.e. the jets are required to have
pt > 18 GeV/c, |η| < 3 with a maximum number of 7 and minimum of 6 jets passing
the cuts. Table 5.13 shows the fractional contribution of events with either 6 or 7 jets for
the various samples. For the identification of the true jet flavour, the tools described in
Section 4.2.6 have been used with the “algorithmic” definition of the true jet flavour. The
distribution of the jet flavour for the various samples is given in Table 5.14.
The last ingredient which is necessary are the b-tagging and misidentification efficiencies
which can be extracted from Section 4.2.7. The working points used in the analysis are
summarized in Table 5.15.
In the following calculations, the information in these tables is combined to evaluate
the expected suppression factors. To begin with, the probability of b-tagging exactly i out




b(1 − εb)nb−i, where Cnbi is the combinatorial factor for the number of
ways i jets out of nb can be assigned without regards to order.
CNi ≡
N !
i!(N − i)! . (5.6)
After including also the mistagging probabilities, Equation 5.7 gives the probability of
Table 5.10: Branching Ratios of the three different W boson decay modes. Only muon or
electron decays of the W bosons are considered in the leptonic fractions.





Table 5.11: Relative contribution of the W boson decay modes to the background samples
after preselection. The ttH sample does only contain semileptonic events. The numbers
are given in percent.
sample semileptonic di-leptonic all-hadronic
ttH 100 0 0
tt1j 95.7 3.9 0.4
tt2j 94.9 4.7 0.27
tt3j 92.7 7.1 0.14
tt4j 87.6 12.2 0.19
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Table 5.12: Efficiency of the preselection due to HLT, the cuts on the lepton likelihood,

















Table 5.13: Fractional contribution of events with 6 or 7 jets passing the selection cuts for
the three different W boson decay modes. The ttH sample does only contain semileptonic
events. The numbers are given in percent.
semilep. di-lep. all-had.
sample 6 7 6 7 6 7
ttH 61.4 38.6 - - - -
tt1j 66.5 33.5 68.6 31.3 65.8 34.2
tt2j 60.6 39.3 64.0 35.9 42.1 57.9
tt3j 48.4 51.6 59.8 40.2 36.4 63.6
tt4j 33.5 66.4 36.9 63.0 42.8 57.1
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Table 5.14: Flavour Composition of the jets of the various data samples. The numbers are
the fractions in percent.
sample light flavour charm bottom
semileptonic ttH 39.4 6.9 53.6
semileptonic tt1j 60.6 8.4 30.9
di-leptonic tt1j 62.2 1.5 36.3
all-hadronic tt1j 65.6 14 20.4
semileptonic tt2j 62.2 8.6 29.2
di-leptonic tt2j 63.9 2.1 33.9
all-hadronic tt2j 67.7 12.5 19.8
semileptonic tt3j 63.9 8.7 27.4
di-leptonic tt3j 65.2 3.4 31.3
all-hadronic tt3j 72.2 11.1 16.7
semileptonic tt4j 67.2 8.12 24.7
di-leptonic tt4j 68.6 4.5 26.8
all-hadronic tt4j 75 6.8 18.2
Table 5.15: Definitions of variables and values for the working points used in the semilep-
tonic analysis.
Definition Value
εb efficiency of b-tagging a b-jet 55%
εc efficiency of b-tagging a c-jet 12%
εl efficiency of b-tagging a light flavour jet 1.2%
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b-tagging exactly n jets out of nb b-jets, nc charm jets and nl light flavour jets.


















l (1 − εl)nl−(n−i−j)
]
(5.7)
In the exact calculation, this number has to be evaluated according to the fractions of jets
present in each sample. In order to get a quick approximation of the expected efficiencies,
a simplification is done in the following. According to Tables 5.11 and 5.14 it is assumed
that only semileptonic events are present and that the jet flavour composition among the
samples with different jet multiplicities is the same, like
• 6 jets: nb = 2, nc = 1 and nl = 3
• 7 jets: nb = 2, nc = 1 and nl = 4.





0.6 · εi=4 (2, 1, 3) + 0.4 · εi=4 (2, 1, 4)) = 0.012%, (5.8)
which is in good agreement with the observed value at the “loose” working point in Ta-
ble 5.9. Also the calculated efficiencies for the signal and the other backgrounds, which are
given in Table 5.16 are in very good agreement with the observations.
Furthermore, the excellent compliance of these calculations with the actually observed
values is an important consistency check for the analysis as a whole. The remaining
question, why this result contradicts the preceding studies is aggravated by the fact that
the ttN j background used in this study was generated with ALPGEN and has a much
smaller cross-section than the CompHEP generated samples, which have been used in the
earlier analyses. This adds another factor of two to the difference.
The most important difference stems from the fact that a fast simulation of the CMS
tracker had to be used in one of the publications mentioned. As shown in Section 4.4.1 the
b-tagging performance in the current CMS fast simulation is not in good agreement with
Table 5.16: Selection efficiencies calculated according to Equations 5.7 and 5.8 compared
to the observed efficiencies.
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full simulation. Especially the misidentification rate of light flavour jets shows a difference
of up to a factor of 5. The tt plus light flavour background is the dominant contribution
compared to other backgrounds in the present study. As confirmed by other experiments,
e.g. CDF, the light flavour misidentification rates are very hard to be correctly described
by simulation programs.
Another difference is the distribution of the jet flavours shown in Table 5.14, which
shows a quite large fraction of contamination with charm jets. These jets are coming from
gluon splitting as well as from W boson decays. Therefore, a tt2j background cannot
be simply understood as consisting of b- and light flavour jets only. If a parameterized b-
tagging is used, these jets have to be taken into account properly as done in the calculations
in this section.
5.6 Secondary Backgrounds
In Section 5.2.1, the generation of a tt background without light flavour jets has been
discussed, but in the further description and presentation of the results, this background
has been left out. This is justified by the observation that this background is negligible
as soon as soft b-tagging cuts are applied. This is visible in Figure 5.37 which shows the
number of remaining events in dependence on the cut on the LbTag variable. It is visible
that already at the “loose” working point introduced in Section 5.5, no tt0j events are
passing the cut for an integrated luminosity of L = 60 fb−1.
Another possible background source is W plus jets and WW plus jets. These back-
grounds have not been considered in the full simulation and reconstruction. Since the
b-likelihood cut















Figure 5.37: Number of remaining events in dependence on the cut on LbTag for the tt0j
background.
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predictions for the expected event rates of the ttN j backgrounds have been discussed in
Section 5.5.1 and have been in very good agreement with the observations, a calculation
for the event yields of the W plus jets background is presented in the following.
A conservative value for the preselection efficiency εpre = 1% is assumed for all jet
multiplicities, even though this might overestimate the real efficiencies. This assumption
is justified by the fact that only one W boson is present and that the number of jets is very
low. While no real b-jets are present in these samples, a contamination stemming from
gluon splitting is always existent. The rate of g → bb is less than 2%, therefore, a fraction
of 5% b-jets is assumed.





0.05 · εi=4 (1, 1, 4) + 0.95 · εi=4 (0, 0, 6)) = 3.25 × 10−6%, (5.9)
where the contribution of 5% b-jets is taken into account by dividing the efficiency into
one part with a b-jet, weighted with the factor of 0.05 and a part without a b-jet, weighted
with 0.95. To simplify this formula, the contribution from charm jets has been taken
into account by assuming also 5% as in the case of b-jets. All the W plus jets selection
efficiencies including their cross sections and event yields are summarized in Table 5.17.
For this table, the b-contamination is increased by 2% for each additional jet. Evidently,
these predictions are small compared to the other backgrounds. The cross sections for the
WW plus jets backgrounds are all below 30 pb and are therefore also negligible.
5.7 The All-Hadron and Di-Lepton Channels
The main topic of this thesis is the semileptonic channel that has been presented in the
previous sections. In Reference [49] the analyses for the all-hadron and di-lepton channels
are described in detail. In comparison with the semileptonic channel, these two channels do
not contribute much to the overall discovery potential. In the follwing, a short overview of
these two analyses is given. The expected result is that the all-hadron channel suffers too
Table 5.17: Selection efficiencies and yields in 60 fb−1 for W + N jets as predicted by
Equation 5.9
Cross-section (pb) Efficiency (%) Yield in 60 fb−1
W + 0 jets 90000 0 0
W + 1 jet 24000 1.48 × 10−6 21
W + 2 jets 7500 3.25 × 10−6 14
W + 3 jets 2170 4.73 × 10−6 6
W + 4 jets 522 1.07 × 10−5 3
W + 5 jets 135 1.32 × 10−5 1
W + ≥6 jets 180 1.57 × 10−5 2
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much from QCD background, while the di-lepton channel suffers from its small branching
ratio but is probably more promising in a high-luminosity analysis.
5.7.1 The All-Hadron Channel
Since the all-hadron channel has to rely completely on jet reconstruction and has to deal
with 8 or more jets, this can be considered as the major bottleneck of this analysis. There-
fore, a dedicated study concerning jet reconstruction and calibration has been performed.
The official CMS jet calibration is not optimal for analyses dealing with a large number of
low-pt jets. This calibration only corrects for detector effects, which means that the same
jet algorithm is used on generator particles and reconstructed calorimeter towers, and the
difference is corrected for. Effects like particles that are outside of the cone radius and
particles that are not measured in the calorimeter like muons and neutrinos are ignored. In
addition, light flavour jets are not differentiated from b-jets. A dedicated ttH jet calibra-
tion has been developed for the all-hadron channel and published in Reference [90]. This
advanced calibration corrects the jets using the generated primary partons as reference.
The resulting calibration curve is shown in Figure 5.38.
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Figure 5.38: Dedicated jet calibration curve for the all-hadron channel. The plot shows the
ratio between reconstructed and generated transverse energy ErawT /E
MC
T in dependence on
the reconstructed transverse energy ErawT for the all-hadron ttH signal sample. The primary
generator partons are taken as reference. [90]
The determination of the optimal configuration of the jet reconstruction algorithm
has been carried out by means of a simple prototype analysis which calculates the purity
and significance based on the selection efficiency of the ttH signal and some of the most
dominant background events (tt2j , ttbb and QCD with p̂t > 170 GeV/c). Figure 5.39
shows the result of this study for the Iterative Cone algorithm and suggests a choice of a
cone radius of 0.4.
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Figure 5.39: Results of the simple prototype analysis. The markers of the same type
indicate the same jet finding cone radius as shown in the legend. The cut on the b-tagging
discriminator is varied along the lines of same colours. The horizontal axis represents the




For the task of jet pairing, a χ2 method, using the invariant masses of top quarks and
W bosons as baseline, has been applied in case of the all-hadron channel. The following






















The expected mass values and their σ values are obtained by a parton-jet matching as for
the semileptonic channel. The jet combination that yields the minimal χ2 value is then
chosen for the following event selection.
To optimize the signal selection with respect to background rejection, a number of
kinematical variables, including the b-tagging discriminator have been studied. These are
the following:
• Transverse energies of the jets
• “Combined” b-tagging discriminator
• Event centrality, defined as ∑8i=0 EiT /Ei
• Higgs centrality, defined as above, but only for the two jets assigned to the Higgs
boson
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The cuts on these variables have been varied simultaneously, thereby mapping out a large
phase space of possibilities. As an example, Figures 5.40 to 5.43 show, how the significance
S/
√
B and purity S/B change upon varying one cut while keeping the other cuts fixed.
S/N
















































Cut on 4th Bjet: D=0.65, 0.70 ... 0.85
Cut on 3th Bjet: D=0.65, 0.70 ... 0.85
Figure 5.40: ET cuts on the 7
th and 8th
jets. The markers of the same type are
displaying the variation of the 7th ET cut
while the 8th ET cut is kept constant as
indicated in the legend. [49]
Figure 5.41: Variation of the cut on the
“combined” b-tagging discriminator for
the 3rd or 4th jets, respectively, ordered by
the b-tagging discriminator value. [49]
For the final evaluation of the results in the all-hadron channel, two different sets of cuts
have been applied, a “loose” and a “tight” working point, which differ mostly in the choice
of the b-tagging discriminator cut, since this has the largest influence on the suppression of
light flavour backgrounds. The results and the applied cuts are summarized in Table 5.18.
Even though the “loose” working point gives a better result in terms of significance
S/
√
B, the “tight” working point might be a better choice, once systematic errors are
included, since the purity S/B has to be optimized in this case. This is discussed in more
detail in Section 5.8.
5.7.2 The Di-Lepton Channel
The Di-lepton channel is characterized by its two leptons that are selected according to the
lepton selection choices of Section 5.4.1. The Di-lepton channel uses the lepton selection
cuts that are used in the semileptonic analyses as vetoes against the double lepton decay.
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Centrality All: No Cut, >0.55, 0.60 ...
Centrality Higgs: No Cut, >0.55, 0.60 ...
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Figure 5.42: Variation of the cuts on Higgs
centrality or total event centrality, respec-
tively. [49]
Figure 5.43: Variation of the η cut on all
jets, in steps of 0.2, ranging from 2.4 to 3.
[49]
In this way, the sample of events for the di-lepton ttH analysis is by construction strictly
complementary to those used in the semi-leptonic channels. Furthermore, the Di-lepton
channel is accompanied by a significant amount of missing transverse energy because both
W bosons decay leptonically and two neutrinos are present. Currently, the di-lepton analy-
sis is a counting experiment, thus no effort has been made to assign the missing transverse
energy ET to the two neutrinos from the hard event.
The details of the di-lepton ttH selection are summarized below:
• 2 oppositely charged leptons (e,μ) passing id criteria (−Log(Lμ) < 1.4 for muons,
−Log(Le) < 1.2 for electrons)
• corrected ET > 40 GeV
• 4 to 7 jets with calibrated ET > 20 GeV and |η| < 2.5
• ≥ 3 selected jets b-tagged with discriminator D > 0.7
The above is termed the “loose” working point because there are indications that it
is possible to increase the purity S/B of the selection by way of more stringent (“tight”)
criteria in which the maximum of 7 jets is reduced to 6 and the minimum of 3 b-jets is
increased to 4. Although the naive significance S/
√
B decreases, the cleaner selection is
plagued less by systematic uncertainties which dominate the more realistic significance
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S/
√
B + dB2. However, the numbers quoted for the “tight” working point are currently
insufficiently precise because of limited dataset sizes at the time of writing. One should
therefore not neglect the errors accompanying them.
The selection efficiencies for the two working points, with the corresponding number of
expected events and the signal significance, are reported in Tables 5.19. The number of
expected events is computed for an integrated luminosity of 60 fb−1.
Table 5.18: Analyzed events, selection efficiency, number of expected events and signal
significance in 60 fb−1 for the all-hadron ttH channel for the two working points εloose and
εtight. The signal datasets are labeled by the generated Higgs mass in GeV/c
2 (parentheses).
Also quoted are binomial errors arising from the finite sizes of processed datasets. All
numbers refer to the full mass range. The applied cuts are E8thT > 20 GeV, E
7th
T > 30 GeV,
χ2 for W and top within 3σ of their expected values, Higgs centrality > 0.55, D3 > 0.8
for the 3rd b-tagging discriminator at the “loose” working point. At the “tight” working
point, the following additional cuts are employed: D3 > 0.85, D4 > 0.7 and event centrality
> 0.8.
# Events εloose(%) N evloose 60fb
−1 εtight(%) N evtight 60fb
−1
t̄tH (115) 49636 2.32 ± 0.07 347 ± 10 0.294 ± 0.015 44 ± 4
t̄tH (120) 163494 2.55 ± 0.03 314 ± 5 0.366 ± 0.024 45 ± 2
t̄tH (130) 43254 2.80 ± 0.08 214 ± 6 0.358 ± 0.029 27 ± 2
t̄tbb̄ 203135 0.702 ± 0.019 1190 ± 31 0.0645 ± 0.0056 109 ± 9
t̄t1j 1031551 0.0084 ± 0.0009 860 ± 92 0.0005 ± 0.0002 49 ± 22
t̄t2j 559111 0.0333 ± 0.0024 2000 ± 150 0.0009 ± 0.0004 54 ± 24
t̄t3j 68015 0.079 ± 0.011 1910 ± 260 0.0015 ± 0.0015 35 ± 35
t̄t4j 97334 0.182 ± 0.014 6660 ± 500 0.0021 ± 0.0015 75 ± 53
Zt̄t 80226 0.358 ± 0.021 121 ± 7 0.0312 ± 0.0062 11 ± 2
qcd170 264310 0.0238 ± 0.0030 4810 ± 610 0.0004 ± 0.0004 76 ± 76
qcd120 55128 0.0018 ± 0.0018 83 ± 83 0 ± 0 <95(68%C.L.)
Total Backgr. 17600 < 505
S/
√
B (115) 2.6 2.0
S/B (115) 2.0% 8.7%
S/
√
B (120) 2.4 2.0
S/B (120) 1.8% 8.9%
S/
√
B (130) 1.6 1.2
S/B (130) 1.2% 5.4%
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5.8 Systematic Errors
In the following Section, the systematic uncertainties according to the present knowledge
of the expected performance of the CMS detector will be evaluated. The following sources
for uncertainties are taken into account:
• Jet energy scale (JES)
• Jet energy resolution
• b-jet and c-jet (mis-)tagging efficiencies
• Light flavour mistagging efficiencies
• Luminosity
For the treatment of the jet energy scale and resolution, the procedure follows the com-
monly agreed CMS prescriptions [85]. The uncertainty due to the JES is implemented by
Table 5.19: Selection efficiency εloose (including branching fraction where applicable) and
resulting number of expected events Nloose in 60 fb
−1, for the di-lepton ttH channel. For
a glimpse on possible improvements, the same is provided for a tighter set of cuts (εtight,
Ntight). The signal datasets are labeled by the generated Higgs mass in GeV/c
2 (paren-
theses). Also quoted are binomial errors arising from the finite sizes of processed datasets.
All numbers refer to the full mass range.
# Events εloose(%) N evloose εtight(%) N
ev
tight
ttH (115) 27900 0.511 ± 0.025 168 ± 8 0.088 ± 0.010 29 ± 3
ttH (120) 26141 0.490 ± 0.025 132 ± 7 0.070 ± 0.009 19 ± 3
ttH (130) 25911 0.490 ± 0.025 82 ± 4 0.072 ± 0.010 12 ± 2
ttbb 313894 0.637 ± 0.014 1080 ± 24 0.094 ± 0.007 159 ± 12
tt1j 280385 0.0125 ± 0.0021 1270 ± 220 0 < 42 (68% C.L.)
tt2j 276917 0.0448 ± 0.0040 2690 ± 240 0.00144 ± 0.00072 87 ± 43
tt3j 90367 0.0553 ± 0.0078 1330 ± 190 0 < 31 (68% C.L.)
tt4j 120042 0.0716 ± 0.0077 2620 ± 280 0.0025 ± 0.0014 92 ± 53
ttZ 110156 0.304 ± 0.017 103 ± 6 0.0363 ± 0.0057 12 ± 2
all backgr. 9090 < 422
S/
√
B (115) 1.8 1.4
S/B (115) 1.8 (%) 6.9 (%)
S/
√
B (120) 1.4 0.9
S/B (120) 1.5 (%) 4.5 (%)
S/
√
B (130) 0.9 0.6
S/B (130) 0.9 (%) 2.9 (%)
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shifting the jet energies systematically up or down by a relative percentage. For jets having
a transverse momentum pt > 50 GeV/c, the uncertainty is expected to be 3%, because
calibration procedures like the hadronic W boson mass in tt events [91] are working well at
this energy. In the low pt region down to 20 GeV/c, where the W boson mass calibration
is not available, the energy scale will be set by the GammaJet calibration [92] leading to
a linear increase of the uncertainty from 3% to 10%. Below 20 GeV/c, only single particle
calibration methods are possible with an accuracy of 10%. This leads to the following




10% pt < 20 GeV/c
10% − 7% · (pt − 20 GeV/c)/30 GeV/c 20 GeV/c < pt < 50 GeV/c
3% pt > 50 GeV/c
(5.11)
The jet resolution itself is smeared by an overall 10%, which means that the jet fourvector
is multiplied by a random number drawn from a gaussian distribution of a mean value of
0 and width 0.1 according to:
	pjet → 	pjet · Gauss(1, 0.1). (5.12)
For the b-tagging systematic, the following relative uncertainties in the tagging efficien-
cies of jets of the various flavours have been assumed:
• 4% for b- and c-jets
• 10% for u, d, s and gluon jets, where “gluon” is defined according to the “algorithmic”
definition, in which gluons have the same mistagging rate as u, d and s-jets.
b- and c-jets are treated identically, since they both have real secondary vertices and any
systematic effect should be fully correlated between c- and b-jets. Light flavour jets have a
higher systematic uncertainty because experience from other hadron collider experiments
shows that the tagging rate for these jets is difficult to estimate. Even small deviations in
the traversed material budget, and therefore the amount of multiple scattering have large
impact on the misidentification rate of light flavour jets.
In [49], the b-tagging uncertainties have been taken into account by simply untagging
4% of the b-jets or –for the variation upwards– tagging a corresponding fraction of untagged
b-jets. However, the present analysis applies a more complex likelihood method by tagging
four b-jets simultaneously so that there is no simple discriminator cut for each jet that
can be passed or not. Thus, for the following study, a different approach is utilized: first,
the necessary discriminator cut to obtain the tagging efficiencies used in the analysis (see
Table 5.15) is determined according to Figure 5.44. From this Figure, it is visible that an
absolute shift in the b-tagging efficiency of 1% corresponds to a shift of the discriminator cut
of 0.01. For the c-mistagging rate, an absolute shift of 1% corresponds to a discriminator
shift of 0.015, while an absolute shift of 0.1% of light flavour mistagging rate corresponds
to a discriminator shift of 0.0103.
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b-tagging discriminator cut

































































Figure 5.44: Tagging efficiencies and mistagging rates in dependence on the b-tagging
discriminator cut. The histograms are zoomed to better identify the behaviour at the
working point used in the analysis. From the left to the right: b-, c- and light flavour
efficiencies.
Therefore, a relative b-tagging uncertainty of 4% at a working point of 55% corresponds
to an absolute shift in b-efficiency of 2.2% or a shift in the discriminator cut of 0.022. As
already mentioned, shifting the discriminator cut is not possible, because the analysis
does not apply such a cut. Instead, the b-tagging discriminator itself is shifted by the
corresponding value. This modification can be applied at the very beginning of the analysis
and is therefore easy to implement.
The estimation of these uncertainties is accomplished by simultaneously varying the
discriminator for b- and c-jets according to the given percentages. The variation for light
flavour jets is done independently. In both cases, the variation is performed “upwards” and
“downwards”, only the direction which gives the larger change in event yields is quoted in
Table 5.20.
The systematic uncertainty due to the luminosity affects signal and background in the
same way and cancels out completely in the purity S/B. For the significance S/
√
B, this
is only a higher order effect which can cause a change of 1.03/
√
1.03 = 1.014 = 1.4% and
can therefore be neglected.
Table 5.20 shows the effect of the various systematic uncertainties in terms of a relative
change (in %) of the final selection efficiencies. Also the change in final event numbers is
given at the two workingpoints εloose and εtight. The relative uncertainties are calculated
at the “loose” working points and it is assumed that the same uncertainties apply at the
“tight” working point. This is justified by the fact that only the choice of the b-tagging
working point is different at the tight working point and that the mistagging efficiencies
in dependence on the b-discriminator cut have an approximately linear behaviour. The
propagation of the errors to the tight working point is necessary because of the small
statistical significance of some of these calculations. For instance, the number of remaining
events after all selection cuts at the loose working point in the tt4j sample is 4 which leads
to a relative statistical error of
√
4/4 = 50%. Obviously, the obtained numbers for this
specific sample cannot be considered to be very meaningful. The statistical errors due to
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Table 5.20: Systematic uncertainties relative to final selection efficiencies (in percent)
for the semi-leptonic tt̄H channels. Σ is the quadrature sum of all changes in the given
row. The last two colums show the abolute uncertainty (in number of events) at the
two different working points εloose and εtight. The tt4j line is given in brackets because
this particular background does not give reliable results since the systematical variation is
based on a number of only four remaining events. A conservative upper limit of 40% for
tt4j is estimated from the other backgrounds and used in the following.
JES Jet res. bc-tagging uds-tagging Σ # events # events
(%) (%) (%) (%) (%) εloose εtight
ttH (115) 5.4 4.4 23.8 0.2 24.8 36 12
ttH (120) 3.4 1.6 21.5 0.07 21.9 26 9
ttH (130) 3.3 1.1 23.1 0.3 23.3 19 6
tt1j 23.7 8.5 25.4 0 35.8 166 17
tt2j 4 5.4 37.8 2.7 38.5 207 25
tt3j 26.7 6.7 26.7 0 38 127 25
(tt4j) (175) (100) (50) (0) (207) (266) (0)
tt4j ≈ 40 ≈ 50 (0)
ttbb 6.4 1.4 25.3 0.12 26.2 192 62
ttZ 6.1 2 28.3 1.01 29 10 3
total Bg. 753 (34%) 133 (31%)
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the finite sizes of data samples are given in Table 5.9 for all samples in order to be able to
judge the reliability of the obtained numbers. Fortunately, reliable numbers are available
for all signal samples, for the tt1j, tt2j and ttbb and ttZ samples. From these samples,
conservative estimations for tt4j are possible as indicated in Table 5.20.
The numbers obtained hereby are compatible with the results in [49] considering the
statistical bounds of these calculations. One can conclude that the resulting systematic
uncertainty in terms of background event yields is 34% at the loose working point and 31%
at the tight working point.
An interesting observation is the fact that the impact due to the 10% uncertainty of
light flavour mistagging rate is mostly below 3%. This confirms the observation, that the
largest part of the misidentified ttN j events consists of events with splitting of gluons into
real b-jets or W boson decays into charm jets.
The impact of these systematic uncertainties on the final significance is given in Ta-
ble 5.21. Under the assumption that these systematic errors follow a Gaussian distribution,
the error on the number of background events dB has to be included quadratically and it





Another important aspect to be investigated is the question of how precise the back-
ground has to be known in order to reach a specific significance. The limit of S/
√
B = 3.1
for a Higgs boson mass of mH = 120 GeV/c
2 which is given by the semileptonic analysis
can be increased to 3.9 if the two other channels, the all-hadron channel and the di-lepton
channel, are combined together with the semileptonic channel. This is possible by sim-
ply adding the event yields for signal and background, because the channels are disjoint
due to the lepton selection. Figure 5.45 shows the behaviour of the combined significance
Table 5.21: Significance of the semileptonic channels before and after taking into account
the uncertainty dB in the total number of background events due to systematics. The









2) 0.07 3.1 0.20
ttH (mH=120 GeV/c
2) 0.053 2.5 0.16
ttH (mH=130 GeV/c
2) 0.036 1.7 0.11
εtight
ttH (mH=115 GeV/c
2) 0.11 2.3 0.35
ttH (mH=120 GeV/c
2) 0.09 1.9 0.29
ttH (mH=130 GeV/c
2) 0.06 1.2 0.19
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in dependence on the background uncertainty for the semileptonic channel and for the
combination of all channels.
It is visible that the combined significance reaches higher values at 0, but due to the
low purity of the all-hadron and di-lepton channels, the significance drops quickly as soon
as the uncertainty increases. Figure 5.45 also shows the uncertainty due to the theoretical
knowledge of the background cross section which is varied by 20% up or down in the plot.
The tight working point shows better results compared to the loose working point as soon
as the background uncertainty reaches realistic values above 5%.
This kind of error model has its justification in the sense that it reflects the uncer-
tainty on the measurements from the current point of view. As soon as CMS starts to
take data, control samples will be available to help reducing the systematic uncertainties.
These uncertainties are certainly smaller than the uncertainty on the current performance
estimations. As an alternative model, the errors stated here are considered to reflect the
upper limit to the expected uncertainties. They can be taken into account into the final
significance by assuming a “rectangular” model for the distribution of the error. This is
done analytically by convoluting the assumed gaussian distribution of the statistical error
with the rectangular distribution of the systematic error [93]. The distribution of the num-
ber of events within this error model is shown in comparison to the gaussian error model in
Figure 5.46. Figure 5.47 shows the resulting significance in this error model in comparison
with the gaussian error model. As expected, the significance decreases more quickly in the
gaussian model than in the rectangular model for low uncertainty values. Obviously, not
only the size of the error, but also the assumed model of the error distribution determines
the final significance.
The conclusion from these studies is that the uncertainty of the knowledge of the
background level has to be much less than 10% before a measurement is possible in this
channel. This is an enormous challenge, but it will be possible by employing methods
to measure the background directly from data. This can be done with a high statistical
precision because of the abundance of tt events at the LHC.
5.8.1 Prospects for Improvements
A number of possibilities to improve the results remain to be implemented and tested.
Most of them have to rely on further developments of the performance of the CMS detector
and the analysis tools as a whole. For example, the poor jet reconstruction performance
needs to be improved urgently. For this purpose, a promising “energy flow” project has
been launched within CMS. The aim is to integrate all detector components to the jet
finding, not only the calorimeters as done at present. Muons and tracks carry important
information that can be used to improve the performance as has been done in previous
particle physics experiments.
In a mature experiment, more complex triggers should be implemented. As discussed
in Section 5.3.1, a dedicated ttH trigger has not been available for this study, but is
expected to improve the signal selection efficiency by some percent. Even the single lepton
trigger performances, which are around 60% as given in Table 5.8, are not statisfying. The
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Figure 5.45: Significance S/
√
B + dB2 in dependence on the fractional uncertainty dB/B
of the background at the “loose” and “tight” working points in the Gaussian error model
for a Higgs boson mass of mH = 115 GeV/c
2 and an integrated luminosity of 60 fb−1. The
dashed line corresponds to a variation of the background cross section of 20% due to the
theoretical uncertainty. Two plots on the left: Semileptonic channel only. Plots on the
right: All channels combined. The upper row shows the loose working points, while the
two plots on the bottom show the tight working point.
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inefficiencies are mostly related to the pt thresholds in the lepton triggers. The efficiency
therefore depends on the pt spectrum. Hence, the thresholds should be lowered or the
lepton triggeres should be combined with alternative trigger paths. Experiences from
other experiments motivate efficiencies around 90% or better.
Furthermore, the exploitation of differences between signal and background in terms of
kinematical variables can be used to extract a clearer signal. Some discriminating variables
have been identified by applying a neural network [94]. The suppression power has been
N

















Figure 5.46: Probability densities of the expected number of events at the “tight” working
point including all channels. The solid line shows the gaussian error model while the dashed
line shows the rectangular error model. In both cases, the statistical (gaussian) error is
convoluted with the systematical error.
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Figure 5.47: Significance in dependence on the fractional uncertainty dB/B of the
background at the “tight” working point for all channels and a Higgs boson mass of
mH = 115 GeV/c
2 in 60 fb−1. The solid line shows the gaussian error model, while
the dashed line shows the rectangular error model. In both cases, the statistical (gaussian)
error is convoluted with the systematical error.
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found to be of the order of 20% at a signal efficiency of 90%.
Probably the most promising approach to get rid of the huge -especially theoretical-
systematical uncertainties is the determination of background rates from real data. For
example, the light flavour jet mistagging rate can be obtained from a high purity semilep-
tonic tt sample that has been obtained without applying b-tagging, e.g. with a top-mass
window. The jets belonging to the W boson provide a well defined sample of light flavour
and charm jets that can be used to measure the tagging rates at the corresponding energies.
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Chapter 6
Summary and Conclusions
In this thesis, the potential of the CMS experiment to discover the Standard Model Higgs
boson in the decay channel H → bb has been evaluated. This channel has the highest
branching ratio in the mass range just above the exclusion limit from the LEP experiments
at 114.4 GeV/c2. Because of the large abundance of other processes with two b-quarks
in the final state at the Large Hadron Collider, this search has to be carried out in the
mode of associated production with top quarks, which deliver a clearer signature and less
backgrounds, thus holding promise for a discovery.
This study of the ttH discovery potential has been performed as realistically as possible
by applying a full Monte Carlo simulation of the CMS detector and by using trigger and
reconstruction algorithms that will be applied also on real data. The full simulation and
reconstruction has been done for the first time in this channel, hence pointing out previously
unknown limitations.
Since this specific analysis imposes the highest demands on detector performance and
physics reconstruction tools, it has been selected as a benchmark for the Physics Technical
Design Report (PTDR) [3]. Therefore, a significant effort has been invested in developing,
evaluating and optimizing the reconstruction and analysis tools. In particular, the b-flavour
tagging algorithms, which are the most powerful instruments applied in the ttH analysis
because of the presence of four b-jets, have been studied and improved in full as well as in
the fast detector simulation of CMS.
For the fast simulation, an interface for the b-tagging algorithms has been implemented,
released and maintained in the production versions of the CMS software. The performance
has been compared to the full simulation and several approaches to improve the agreement
have been adopted. The main result is that the observables at the b-hadron decay vertices
have been found to be very well described in the fast simulation. The remaining discrepan-
cies are due to the number of charged tracks at the primary event vertex. This investigation
can be considered as an important step towards a satisfying agreement between full and
fast detector simulation in CMS.
In case of the b-flavour tagging in the full detector simulation and reconstruction, some
major improvements have been introduced to the algorithms. By combining a secondary
vertex based b-tagging algorithm with a soft lepton tagging algorithm, an improvement
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of more than 15% has been reached in terms of light flavour jet rejections. Together
with an application of an improved vertex finder that makes use of tracks from tertiary
decay vertices, the improvement of the b-tagging performance arrived at more than 25%
compared to the standard algorithms.
Furthermore, the impact of systematic errors due to uncertainties concerning the per-
formance of the detector and reconstruction tools has been studied for the very first time
in conjunction with the ttH analysis. Effects like the uncertainty of the energy scale of
jets as well as b-tagging and mistagging rates have been taken into account. Also the
theoretical uncertainty of the knowledge of cross sections of tt plus N jets processes due
to the unavailability of next-to-leading order calculations has been investigated. The influ-
ence on the final event yields and the discovery potential has been estimated from different
viewpoints. The results have been found to depend on the type and model of the assumed
uncertainties.
A separate topic, but still related to the ttH analysis, is the technical realization of the
study by applying grid technologies in order to cope with the large amount of required data
storage and computing resources associated with this task. A first proof of concept has
been accomplished during this thesis in order to analyze the CMS data of ttH signal and
background event samples using distributed grid resources. The prototyping, deployment,
configuration and maintenance of event catalogues and databases at the German Tier 1
center GridKa have been a part of the successful realization of this analysis.
Several conclusions can be drawn from the studies presented in this thesis. First, the
results published in [49] and [3] have been confirmed and cross-checked since the analysis
has been completely reimplemented and optimized, followed by a thorough verification of
the code. In addition, some significant improvements in the optimization of kinematical
cuts, b-tagging, event selection and the statistical reliability due to the size of datasets, have
been achieved. Compared to the results in [49], the significance without systematic errors
could be improved by about 10% in the semileptonic channel, while the purity improved
by more than 90%. The purity is the deciding factor as soon as systematic errors are taken
into account. Therefore also the result including systematic errors improved, but still stays
below the limit of observability if the conservative model of Gaussian errors is assumed. In
a different, more optimistic error model, the situation looks better and the significance can
reach values of up to three for mH = 115 GeV/c
2 after a period of three years of datataking
at a luminosity of 2 · 1033cm−2s−1 corresponding to an integrated luminosity of 60 fb−1.
However, the knowledge of the systematic uncertainties has to be improved by methods of
measuring the background directly from data.
An important result of the full simulation and reconstruction is the determination of
the impact of tt plus N light flavour jets processes which act as backgrounds to the ttH
analysis. It has been found that these backgrounds have been underestimated in previous
studies. These specific backgrounds can be suppressed with b-flavour tagging methods but
the majority of the misidentified events consist of gluons splitting into b- or c-quarks which
cannot be rejected efficiently. Moreover, W bosons decaying into charm quarks contribute
a large fraction to the misidentification of this background. Therefore, a calculation of the
background rejection efficiency has to take these effects into account.
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Obviously, the measurement of the H → bb decay will be a big challenge. Even though
it cannot be considered to be a discovery channel, a measurement will be possible after the
determination of the Higgs boson’s mass in other decay channels in case of its existence.
This way, important consistency checks within the standard model will be facilitated.
Especially the measurement of the combined top-Higgs, Higgs-bottom Yukawa coupling,
which is only possible in the ttH channel, can be performed by determining the cross
section of the signal process.
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Appendix A
Comparison of b-Tagging
Observables for ORCA and FAMOS
In this section, the observables of Figure 4.10 are shown in comparison between ORCA
and FAMOS. These observables are all related to the secondary vertex, which means that
the successful reconstruction of a secondary vertex is mandatory, i.e. that the jet has to
be categorized in the first one (“RecoVertex”) of the three vertex categories, which are
introduced in Section 4.2.6.
Figure A.1 shows the comparison of the invariant mass of charged particle tracks asso-
ciated to the secondary vertex for three different jet flavours. Figures A.2 to A.6 show
the comparisons for the remaining observables which are:
• Multiplicity of charged particle tracks associated to the secondary vertex (Figure A.2).
• Distance between primary and secondary vertex in the transverse plane, devided by
its error, called flight distance significance (Figure A.3).
• Energy of charged particle tracks divided by the total energy of charged particles
associated to the jet (Figure A.4).
• Rapidities of charged particle tracks associated to the secondary vertex with respect







. This enters for each track associated to the
secondary vertex (Figure A.5).
• The track impact parameter significance of the first track exceeding the charm mass
threshold in the transverse plane (Figure A.6).
All of these variables show a fair agreement between FAMOS and ORCA except for
the energy fraction of charged particles at the secondary vertex. This variable is calulated
by simply dividing the energy sum of the charged particle tracks at the secondary vertex
by the energy sum of all the charged particle tracks associated to the jet. Apparently, the
energy is cumulated at the secondary vertex in the FAMOS case. As Figure A.2 indicates,
the number of tracks associated to the secondary vertex is in good agreement and is not
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Figure A.1: Invariant mass of charged particles associated to the secondary vertex for
ORCA (black solid line) and FAMOS (grey markers). The top left plot shows b-jets only,
the top right c-jets and the plot on the bottom displays uds- and gluon-jets.
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Figure A.2: Multiplicity of charged particle tracks associated to the secondary vertex for
ORCA (black solid line) and FAMOS (grey markers). The top left plot shows b-jets only,
the top right c-jets and the plot on the bottom displays uds- and gluon-jets.
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Figure A.3: Flight distance significance at the secondary vertex for ORCA (black solid
line) and FAMOS (grey markers). The top left plot shows b-jets only, the top right c-jets
and the plot on the bottom displays uds- and gluon-jets.
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Figure A.4: Energy of charged particle tracks divided by the total energy of charged
particles associated to the jet for ORCA (black solid line) and FAMOS (grey markers).
The top left plot shows b-jets only, the top right c-jets and the plot on the bottom displays
uds- and gluon-jets.
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Figure A.5: Rapidities of charged particle tracks associated to the secondary vertex with
respect to the jet direction for ORCA (black solid line) and FAMOS (grey markers). The
top left plot shows b-jets only, the top right c-jets and the plot on the bottom displays
uds- and gluon-jets.
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Figure A.6: Signed transverse impact parameter significance of the first track exceeding
the charm mass threshold for ORCA (black solid line) and FAMOS (grey markers). The
top left plot shows b-jets only, the top right c-jets and the plot on the bottom displays
uds- and gluon-jets.
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responsible for this behaviour. However, the total number of tracks in the jet, which is
shown in Figure A.7, gives a different picture. Obviously, the number of tracks at the
Track multiplicity in jet









Figure A.7: Total number of charged particle tracks associated to the jet for ORCA (black
solid line) and FAMOS (grey markers) in the case of b-jets.
primary vertex is in very bad agreement between fast and full simulation. This leads to
the conclusion, that also the amount of energy associated to the primary vertex is too
small which leads to the observed misbehaviour of the energy fraction. The reason for this
discrepancy needs further investigation, it might be related to the amount of fake tracks.
This is surely also related to the observation that the secondary vertex reconstruction is
more efficient in FAMOS and that the distribution of the impact parameter significance
for light flavour jets is narrower in FAMOS.
Appendix B
Interpretation of the Generator
Output
A sample listing of the generator output in case of a tt2j event is given in the following:
---#------ID-st---Mo1---Mo2---Da1---Da2----px-------py----------pz--------E--
1 p+ 3 0 0 0 0 0.00 0.00 7000.00 7000.00
2 p+ 3 0 0 0 0 0.00 0.00 -7000.00 7000.00
3 u 3 1 0 0 0 -0.32 -0.00 1897.69 1897.69
4 s 3 2 0 0 0 1.60 0.19 -664.75 664.75
5 g 3 3 0 0 0 -1.80 -4.81 401.50 401.54
6 s 3 4 0 0 0 0.87 0.22 -566.38 566.38
7 t 3 5 6 0 0 40.38 -65.99 82.05 208.19
8 t~ 3 5 6 0 0 -67.11 131.51 181.79 292.35
9 s 3 5 6 0 0 8.99 -23.75 -415.58 416.35
10 g 3 5 6 0 0 16.81 -46.35 -13.14 51.03
11 W+ 3 7 0 0 0 -38.77 -58.53 69.96 127.64
12 b 3 7 0 0 0 79.15 -7.46 12.09 80.56
13 W- 3 8 0 0 0 -78.79 19.85 112.24 160.21
14 b~ 3 8 0 0 0 11.68 111.65 69.55 132.14
15 c 3 11 0 0 0 -27.98 12.24 39.21 49.72
16 s~ 3 11 0 0 0 -10.79 -70.77 30.75 77.91
17 d 3 13 0 0 0 -62.50 16.70 124.01 139.87
18 u~ 3 13 0 0 0 -16.29 3.15 -11.77 20.34
19 gamma 1 10 0 0 0 0.74 -4.25 -1.06 4.44
20 W+ 2 11 0 72 77 -35.48 -56.44 67.89 124.58
21 W- 2 13 0 22 90 -76.43 19.72 109.16 156.89
22 gamma 1 18 0 0 0 -0.87 0.18 0.21 0.91
23 K0 2 2 0 190 190 -0.90 0.33 -3023.90 3023.90
24 u 2 3 0 191 191 0.60 0.48 364.59 364.59
25 g 2 0 0 191 191 -14.45 -6.98 126.37 127.38
26 g 2 0 0 191 191 -2.47 -1.06 14.83 15.07
27 g 2 14 0 191 191 0.53 35.20 34.57 49.34
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28 b~ 2 14 0 191 191 9.80 74.62 35.09 83.17
29 s 2 9 0 213 213 1.83 -0.70 -10.65 10.83
30 s~ 2 9 0 213 213 2.47 -9.54 -131.42 131.79
31 u 2 10 0 220 220 -0.32 -1.99 -0.06 2.04
32 g 2 10 0 220 220 -0.58 -1.16 0.31 1.34
33 g 2 10 0 220 220 8.62 -11.09 -6.31 15.40
34 g 2 10 0 220 220 1.47 -4.15 -2.20 4.92
35 g 2 10 0 220 220 3.50 -9.37 -3.19 10.50
36 g 2 10 0 220 220 3.08 -12.59 -0.97 13.00
37 g 2 0 0 220 220 2.44 -1.04 -1.08 2.86
38 g 2 0 0 220 220 2.56 -0.63 2.28 3.49
39 g 2 0 0 220 220 14.45 6.98 28.50 32.71
40 g 2 0 0 220 220 0.86 0.36 2.53 2.70
41 g 2 0 0 220 220 0.83 0.32 5.82 5.88
42 g 2 0 0 220 220 1.76 1.14 10.59 10.79
43 g 2 0 0 220 220 -2.44 1.04 113.23 113.26
44 g 2 0 0 220 220 -1.06 -1.55 138.93 138.95
45 g 2 0 0 220 220 -0.08 -0.46 26.62 26.63
46 g 2 3 0 220 220 0.36 0.28 2.78 2.81
47 g 2 3 0 220 220 -0.77 -0.10 4.54 4.61
48 g 2 3 0 220 220 -0.63 0.70 4.58 4.67
49 g 2 3 0 220 220 -0.54 1.82 4.35 4.75
50 g 2 3 0 220 220 1.04 -0.05 11.70 11.74
51 g 2 3 0 220 220 1.55 0.26 100.50 100.51
52 g 2 3 0 220 220 0.99 0.98 136.73 136.73
53 g 2 3 0 220 220 -1.13 0.43 865.88 865.89
54 ud_0 2 1 0 220 220 0.32 0.00 2714.26 2714.26
55 u~ 2 10 0 265 265 0.04 -1.07 0.12 1.13
56 g 2 0 0 265 265 -1.59 -3.31 -102.71 102.77
57 g 2 9 0 265 265 -0.16 0.41 -0.85 0.96
58 g 2 9 0 265 265 0.36 -1.24 -31.92 31.94
59 g 2 9 0 265 265 0.96 -2.64 -58.82 58.89
60 s 2 9 0 265 265 3.39 -9.68 -175.76 176.06
61 b 2 12 0 279 279 74.74 -2.75 12.63 76.00
62 g 2 12 0 279 279 6.33 -3.51 0.48 7.26
63 g 2 7 0 279 279 -0.86 0.13 -0.52 1.01
64 g 2 7 0 279 279 -5.00 -2.89 -0.97 5.86
65 g 2 7 0 279 279 0.03 0.41 -0.43 0.59
66 g 2 4 0 279 279 -0.43 -0.36 -0.73 0.92
67 g 2 4 0 279 279 0.67 1.48 -9.04 9.19
68 g 2 4 0 279 279 0.11 -0.26 -2.20 2.21
69 g 2 4 0 279 279 0.30 -0.56 -8.14 8.16
70 g 2 4 0 279 279 0.09 -0.34 -77.73 77.73
71 uu_1 2 2 0 279 279 -0.70 -0.53 -1010.20 1010.20
72 s~ 2 16 0 303 303 -7.72 -61.82 28.09 68.34
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73 g 2 16 0 303 303 -0.51 -1.52 -0.69 1.75
74 g 2 15 0 303 303 0.29 -4.11 7.86 8.87
75 g 2 15 0 303 303 -0.44 -0.89 3.74 3.87
76 g 2 15 0 303 303 -14.33 3.48 13.66 20.10
77 c 2 15 0 303 303 -12.77 8.43 15.24 21.65
78 u~ 2 18 0 323 323 -10.34 14.86 1.47 18.16
79 g 2 18 0 323 323 -0.93 -0.22 0.03 0.95
80 g 2 18 0 323 323 -1.50 -0.65 0.67 1.77
81 g 2 18 0 323 323 -1.62 -2.43 -0.05 2.92
82 g 2 18 0 323 323 -5.64 -7.04 1.79 9.20
83 g 2 17 0 323 323 -5.69 -0.85 32.93 33.43
84 g 2 17 0 323 323 -3.07 0.80 3.43 4.68
85 g 2 17 0 323 323 -2.04 0.80 3.80 4.39
(...)
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In this listing, the ID-st column indicates the status of the particle. Staus 1 means
that the line represents a stable final state particle, status 2 means that the particle is
unstable and will decay into status 1 particles. Lines with status 3 have to be interpreted
as a sort of “documentation line” which reflects an intermediate state in the treatment of
initial and final state radiation, which are calculated by PYTHIA after the event has been
produced with ALPGEN or CompHEP.
The aim is to get the kinematics of the primary partons before any radiation has taken
place. In the present case of a tt2j event, for example, the two extra jets correspond to lines
9 and 10. The kinematic information of these lines can’t be taken directly, as can be seen
in the case of the W+ boson in lines 11 and 20 which has different kinematic properties in
the case of the status 2 particle.
The applied algorithm to obtain the kinematical states of the primary partons takes all
status 2 particles that have the same status 3 particle as mother (e.g. particles 31 to 36
and 55) and calculates the sum of these fourvectors. This way, exactly two extra jets are
obtained in the case of tt plus two jets, three extra jets for tt plus three jets and so on.
It should be noted that this algorithm is not able to give the exact solution for the
primary quark kinematics, if such a solution exists at all, since higher order effects are
not taken into account. Another possible solution would be a sort of jet clustering al-
gorithm which combines the final state particles that have the same direction. But also
this approach is not optimal, since it depends on the kind of clustering algorithm and its
parameters (e.g. cone radius).
Appendix C
Invariant Higgs Boson Mass
Distributions
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Figure C.1: Invariant Higgs boson mass spectrum for a LbTag cut of 0.225 and mH =
120 GeV/c2, after an integrated luminosity of 60 fb−1. On the left: Only signal events; the
fraction of combinatorial background is shaded grey. On the right: All relevant physical
backgrounds (ttZ , ttbb and ttN j) and the ttH signal stacked on top of each other.
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Figure C.2: Invariant Higgs boson mass spectrum for a LbTag cut of 0.225 and mH =
130 GeV/c2, after an integrated luminosity of 60 fb−1. On the left: Only signal events; the
fraction of combinatorial background is shaded grey. On the right: All relevant physical
backgrounds (ttZ , ttbb and ttN j) and the ttH signal stacked on top of each other.
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